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ABSTRACT 

Hidden In Perfect Day: Paranoïa And Schimphrenia In The Speculative Fiction Of Philip K. 

Dick 

Lisa Howard. 

This thesis discusses paranoia and schizophrenia in the speculative fiction (S.F.) of 

Phil ip K. Dick. My claim is that Dick's S.F. portrays paranoids as characters who are more 

than usually able to negotiate realities that are schizophrenic. Paranoids in Dick's S.F. are 

emblematic of intemality, and of indeterminate and emotive subjectivity. 

That is, DicKs paranoids generally perform a positive role and paranoia itself is 

assiped benevolent characteristics. Consequently, Dick's construction falls outside those 

current prominent literary and cultural paradigms that express both a negative view of 

paranoia and an ambivalence about subjectivity. Dick's idiosyncrasies in these areas may 

therefore point to a gap in the explanatory power of such current cultural and l iterary 

theones. 

It is important, moreover, to read Dick within the context of his Gnostic and 

Zoroastn'an motifs in order to appreciate his valuation of howledge and interpretation as 

necessary and potentially positive components ofhuman agency and in order to see Dick 

himself as the successful literary fi-me that he is, rather than as the figure of a failed 

poststnicturalist or postmodernist. 
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Introduction 

This thesis àïscusses paranoia and schizophrenia in the specuiative fiction (S.F.) of 

Philip K ~ i c k '  My claim is that Dick's S.F. porîrays paranoids as characters who are more 

than usually able to negotiate realities that are schizophrenic. Paranoiàs in Dick's S.F. are 

embiematic of internality, and of indeterminate and emotive subjectivity. 

That is, Dick's paranoids generaily perform a positive role and paranoia itself is 

assigned benevolent chacacteristics. Consequently, Dick's constniction falls outside those 

current prominent literaty and cultural paraàigms that express both a negative view of 

paranoia and an ambivalence about subjectivity. Dick's idiosyncrasies in these areas rnay 

therefore point to a gap in the expianatory power of such current cultural and literary 

theories. 

Dick is to be regarded as the "...the single writer most responsible for the acceptance 

of S.F. as a dominant genre of literature in the second half of the 20th century," according to 

Istvan Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. (v). He is considered by many to be among the giants of the S-F. 

genre. In fact, Stanislaw Lem calls Dick "A Visionary Among The Charlatans" of S.F. 

witing (49) and Kim Stanley Robinson says that Dick's work stands among the very best of 

the genre (hiove1.s ix).' 

Dick is especially popular in France (Fitting 13 1). Pascal J. Thomas maintains that 

one of the principal aspects that lads to Dick's populanty in France is his parhcular brand of 

lefi-wing individudism. For Thomas, Dick's fiction embodies the French suspicion of 

institutions and depicts an anti-authoritarïan stance that is especially palatable to the French. 

Thomas refers to Dick's anarchic sensibility and his (Dick's) description of defiant 



attitudes to govemment and other institutions as the common g r o d  bchveen Dick and his 

French S.F. fans (34). He suggests that Dick's interest in paranoia is a point in cornmon 

between Dick and the French national character. Also arnong Thomas's claims is that the 

isolateci person who has no one who can empathise with him (32) is emblematic of paranoia, 

but that paranoia is a sensible outlook under the circurnsbnces Dick descn i :  

The relationship between Phil ip K Dick and paranoia seems to have been well 

mapped out; his constant uncertainty about tnrch, the truth of people's 

statements, or the truth of the universe itself: need not be documented His 

characters are perpetuall y tqing to escape the powers that be, which seem intent 

on mercilessiy crushing the individual. For instance, the various police forces at 

work in Dick's books are always seen as repressive, quite at variance with what 

happens in the work of Robert A Heinlein, say. Philip Dick went so faras to 

make the protago~st (hero?) of Cluns Ufnle Alphne Moon an explicit 

paranoiac, and one that seems quite sensible as soon as we get into the book. 

(32) 

According to Thomas it is Dick's particdix brand of anarchism - which sees 

individuals as existing within the fray instead of above the fiay - that appeals. He describes 

Dick's characters as nearly invisible in a situation: Le., individuals hiding in crowds would 

be characters with particular appeal to the French. 

He distinyishes this fiorn Robert A. Heinlein's individualism which is not popular in 

France. On his a r w e n t ,  Heinlein's fiction presents ceriain individuais as father figures in 

hierarchical relationships with peers. These are individuals who are in fact 'above the fiay' as 

Thomas sees it (33). Moreover, Thomas is not alone in suggesting that subjectivity is 



important for Dick. Carlo Pagettj has also claimed that Dick is wîting primarily about the 

subjective nature OF reality within the context of the disintegration of history ( 19). 

Al1 the more p d i n g  is the argument presented by Scott D u h  that Dick is staging 

the 'death of the subject' in his S.F. as evidenced by the exarnple of Richard Kongrosian in 

me Simducru. David Golurnbia's explanation is bat Durham is a sophisticated advocate of 

psychoanalytic Marxism who ties metaphysîcs directly into a critique of s u b j e c t i ~ t ~ . ~  

Durham's argument was evidently inspired by Arzti-Oediipus, a poststructuraiist text by Gilles 

Deleuze and Felix G u a m  judgmg by the fiame that D u h m  ernploys to discuss elements 

in Dick's S.F. 

Much of Durham's article is devoted to showing how Dick "stages the death of the 

subject in terms of a radically contestatory politics of  experiencen (1 89). Since Dick mixes 

subjective and objective modes in his fiction, Durham claims that he, like Deleuze and 

Guattari, is dismantling subjecbvity as a concept. Dick takes certain common subjective 

experiences, e-g., anxieties or thoughts, and makes them aspects of reality within the 

Both paranoia and schizophrenia appear in Dick's fiction as qualities of world as weli 

as qualities that one attnbutes to certain characters. This is the aspect that resembles DeIeuze 

and Guattads mode of thought. Durham suggests that Dick is in this way presenting 

examples of the poststructuralist (and postmodemist) thens that the subject is dead? 

It is easy to see how Durham could connect Dick with poststructuralism. Dick wTites 

about many of the same things as Deleuze and Guattarî, including Nazis and 

schizophrenia/paranoia Nevertheless, to say as Durham does that for Dick the subject is 

dead is premature. It is tme that Dick seems to be invotved in a process of extemalising 



intemality (as Durham notes: Dick is turning subjectivities uiside out); Dick's project, 

however, is not identical with that of Deleuze and Guattari. ln Chapter One of the thesis I 

wi11 distinguish between Dick's and Deleuze and Guatîari's form of extr~version. 

In fact, the opposite argument could equally be made (and is made in Chapter Two of 

the thesis), for Dick: subjectivity is at the centre of his own form of radically contestatory 

politics. Where Deleuze and Guattari see no difference between intemality and externality 

(Arzfi-Oedipu 381), Dick is relying on the difference between inside and outside to create his 

fictional effect 

Panicia Warric k has gone as far as to claim that, in fact, Dick's best work de&, rather, 

with inner redities (Mind I t 8), i-e., subjectivities, and not with externalities, i-e., politics, 

history, or economics (which are cenûai to the Deleuze-Guattarian view). As well, Dick 

does not share in the Deleuze-Guiban sense of paranoia as 'fascist' and schizophrenia as 

'revolutionary,' as \vil\ be shown in Chapters One and Two. 

In spite of Dick's interest in schizophrenia and paranoia, his texts do not provide 

evidence to support the daim that for Dick the subject is dead Instead, the interest in 

intemality (subjectivity) that Wamck descnbes as typical of the best of Dick's work is 

evident throughout his work. 

The anti-authontarian subjectivity that Thomas describes is present even in The 

Sirnufucru to which Durham has tumed for his example (i-e. Richard Kongrosian). For 

instance, Al Miller, who reproaches Nicole Thibodeaux for ttying to tum Richard 

Kongrosian into a "wooden slave" (Dick, Simufucru 147) is typical of Dick's central 

characters in that he is an unassuming but 'authentic' subject. 

Al Miller is an interplanetq jalopy salesman. He suggests to the represenîative of the 



government (Nicole T h i i u x )  that she is making a mistake by forcing Richard 

Kongrosian (a musician) to perform at a state sponsored concert when it is clear that Richard 

is having a nervous breakdown. Al Miller has little to gain and something to lose by 

opposinç NicoIe. Al actually has a chance to gain a spot in the same concert He Rsks losing 

the opportunity when he risks upsetîing Nicole. By criticising her, Al could lose his only 

chance to better himself, and yet he does it anyway- 

Some paranoids in Dick's fiction are achially sensitive to the repressed hatred of others 

(Garne Players 55). George Slusser daims that paranoids in Dick's fiction are valuable 

responsive characters arnid worlds which are consiantly changing. Moreover, as Thomas has 

noted, paranoia in C h  Off i e  Alpharie Muon is not usually subject to any stigma, much 

l e s  the stigna that a Deleuze/Guattarian reading would give it (33). 

In the Slusser article, which Cad Freedman calls controversial (History 152), Slusser 

claims that paranoia is an ability to negotiate many worlds at the same time. Slusser 

proposes that paranoids are the Aut-hentes: people who do (Le. act), engage, initiate. In 

"History, Historicity, Story", Slusser describes paranoia as creativity fiom 'within', which is 

able to engage a situation that has no extemal b m e  of reference (206). This means that 

according to Slusser paranoids are most able to hction as human beings (as opposed to 

machines or animals) when in a situation that is historically unstable. Paranoids are able to 

finction as people without the solid extemal M e  of reference that history provides. 

On the other hand, the process of extraversion in Dick's fiction, i-e., 'making subjective 

things real', may be a facet (more generally) of the S.F. genre. Kim Stanley Robinson has 

c laimed that the di Eerence between a reali ty breakdown in mainstream \ i terature such as t n 

Thomas Pynchon's w o r c  or in J .  D. Salinger's work, and a similar breakdown in 'science 



fiction' or speculative fiction (SE), to use the contemporary aïtical tenninology, is that in 

S.F. we are not fiee to conclude that this is a private experience (Novels 36). 

Instead, we must consider the possibility that somethhg has happened to the world, 

i.e., that it is the world that has gone ma4 so to speak, and not the characters. in mainstrearn 

l iteraiure problems reality are usually reâuciile to one character's madness. For 

instance the narrator may be having a nervous breakdown. In S.F. reality iîsetf is askew. 

Madness in îhis way becomes a facet of the environment and is no longer ducible to an 

individual psych~sis.~ 

Robinson also claims that in DicKs fiction the metaphor is real (Novels 68-69), 

ai though Mer& Abrash suggests that Robinson's discussion of the realisation of metaphor is 

too brief (Abrash 124) and that the examples are not credible.' The daim that Dick fiction 

redises metaphor is also made by Wam'ck (MI& 29) though her claim is not extended to the 

genre as a whole. S.F. writer Samuel R Delany meanwhile, has taken this concept the 

farthest, suggesting that the realisation of metaphor is a defining feature o f  the S.F. genre 

( 1 65).8 

Delany defines S.F. as a type of fiction which is distinct fiom literature (or m h e  

fiction as he calls it). In S.F. a sentence such as, "She gave up her hart willingly," might be 

read as a heart transplant and not as figurative romantic language. Accordingly, the 

experience of Richard Kongrosian who Iiterally tums himself inside out over the coup detat 

in The Simulacru is a good example of figurative language that is literalised 

Robinson's description of the instance of reality breakdown in S. F. resembles McHale's 

de finition of the 'dominant' in postmodemist fiction which is, o n  his account, ontologïcal. In 

Posrmoderntsr ficrron, McHale induces  his concept of 'the dominant' as a way of talking 



about the emphasis on either epistemological or ontologicai themes that exist in particular 

foms or genres of 1 iteratwe. McHale's discussion of postmodernist fiction also bears a 

resemblance to Delany's view of S-F. as 'object onentd '  It is worth noting, however, that 

through such concepts, as employed by Robinson, Delany and McHale, an adequate account 

of Dick's emphasis on 'authentic' subjectivities is not provided 

More recently, in Comfructing Posmodernisrn McHale says: "S.F. is openly and 

avowedty ontoIogical in its orientation, i-e., like mainstream postmodemist writing it is 

sel fccinsciously 'world building' fiction" ( 1 2). Fiction which is postrnoùernist in the way that 

McHaie descfl'bes it is fiction in which the dominant themes centre around concems about 

reality rather than subjectivities or knowledge (Com~mcting 32.33)- 

David Goiurnbia, for his part, has made the crediile proposal that Dick is using S.F. to 

discuss a kind of rnetaphysical realism Golumbia concludes, however, that Dick is 

employing a very unstable idea of reality - one which is always changing. Nevertheles, 

Dick's search for reaiity was genuine, as Paul Williams points out in the biographical Only 

Apparent ly Real. 

Williams describes Dick's search as  the "passionate and often comical search for what 

it is, if it isn't what it seems to be." (2). On his argument, Dick did believe in an ultimate 

reality which he was never able to End 

in this conte* Durham maintains that it would be a mistake to reduce Dick's later 

religious works to the status of products of new-ageism. This is a prudent judgment, 

especiall y since according to Douglas A. Mackey they are 'brilliant' works (5) comparable to 

works by William Blake or W.B. Yeats- Indeed, Dick's particular stniggle with spiritual and 

rel igious questions began long before his Gnostic expenence in 1974 and also long before he 



conceived of the Gnost ic T r i h a  VuIis, Divine Imusion, TIre Trunsmïgrut ion Of Timothy 

~ r c / ~ e r . ~  

In fact, the questions that Dick appears to be asking seem to corne out of the same 

bewiidered sensibility that asks if 'Goci' (or 'g/God' because for Dick 'Gd is almost always 

ultimately pluralised) is gwd, why did helshe or it create evil? His much celebrated The Man 

In TIze High Castle, wrïtten in 1961, (Williams 7) is fidl of the kind of onto/religious 

speculation that occurs ihroughout DicKs work 

The central plot in m e  Man In The High Cade deals with the disçovery of e d  by 

someone who believes fimly in the Tao. Since, for Taotsts, there is no such thing as evil, 

this causes the discoverer to go into crisis. Moreover Dic k's d y  S. F. novel, n e  Cosmic 

Puppets (1956) (Williams 178) is also about religion, though in this case the religion is 

Zoroastrianism- 

GuIact~ Pot Heuier ( a h  Zoroastrian), The Gume Piayers Of Tiran, Our fiïenak 

From Frolix 8 (which has a Gnostic flaveur), Ubik, Tire Tllree Stigrnatu OfPuimer Eldmch 

and Do Androids D m  Of Elecrric Sheep? are al1 S. F. novels colourd by mysticism or 

religion. As well, the existence of evil (and not just fascism) is a recum'ng theme in Dick's 

wo rk. 

Nevertheless, according to Peter ~itting," it is Dicks interest in schizophrenia and not 

his spiritual adventures or the related interest in authenticity - conceived, as it fiequently is, 

as an ability to resist evil or souilessness - (Warrick, Mind 1 17-1 18; Wamck, Iahyrinfhian 

1 33)  which has attracted attention. 

We should, of course, not lose sight of the fact that there may be variant usages of the 

term schizophrenia Dick seems to use schizophrenia to describe a disease that progesses 



t hrough several disorders: for instance, in Dick, schizophrenia o h  incIudes paranoia. 

Deleuze and Guattari, by con- see scbphrenia as having revolutionary social potential 

within a particular theoretical project In a related vein, thougb differentl y again, for cultural 

theorist Jean Baudrillard schizophrenia is a way of tatking about postmoderni ty as an em 

It is interesting to review, in the context of this theoretical and metaphorical usage of 

terminology, the prevailing medical definitions of paranoïa and schizophrenia, in the 

DÏagnostic And Sfafislical Manual OfMentaI Processes (DSM-W. DSM-lV Schizotypd 

Personalities resemble DicKs description of some of his schizophrenic characters. The 

manual cites the following factors as among the diagnostic criteria for Schizotypal 

Personality Disorder 

Schizotypal Pe~nal i ty  Disorder is characterised in D W V  by suspiciousness, but 

arnong the other symptoms is what is r e f d  to as magical thinlong (e-g., a belief in 

telepathy, clairvoyance or a sixth sense) and restricted affect 

Those with schizotypal disorder exhibit thinking patterns that are descnbed as either 

"overly concrete" or "overly abstract" and characterised by "vague, circumstantial, 

metaphorical , overelaborate, or stereotyped speech (642). 

Another personality type, that Dick frequently refers to as a fonn of 

proto-schizophrenic, is the schizoid personality type- This is descriid by LXM-IV as: "A 

pervasive pattern of detachment fiom social relationships" and includes, "emotional 

coldness, detachment or flattened affeçtivity" as major symptoms (64 1). ' ' 
Notwïthstanding the many points of contact between DSM-1 V and Dick's 

representations, in "The Swiss Connection," Anthony Wolk discovers that many of the ideas 

that Dick may have had about paranoia and schizophrenia seem not to have corne from the 



mainstrearn but fiom the work of the "existentialist psychologists" whose ideas were 

eccentric to the mainstream medical world 

Wolk lists many of the psychologïsts in the existentidkt school. Among them are: 

Hamy Stack Sullivan, John D. Benjamin (of the "Benjamin" Proverb test), J. S. Kasanin OC 

the Kasanin Clinic in We Cun Buifd You, Wilder Penfield of the Penfield Mood O r p  in Do 

Androi& Dreum Of Electric Sheep? Kurt Goldstein and Ludwig Binswanger ( 1 02- 1 03). 

These psychologists ofien appear as characters and sometimes their m e s  will appear in the 

form of a product or machine narne in Dick's fiction or as the narne of an institute. 

The Benjamin Proverb test that Dick mentions in his fiction detects a forma1 thinking 

disorder which is indicative of schkophrenia According to Wolk, the disorder is one where 

the schimphrenic is unable to theorïse (106). The schizophrenic Bill Lundborg in The 

Transmigration Of Tirnothy Archer is unable to abstract ( 1 04); Bi1 1 there fore thinks in 

specifics - he concretises. 

A workng definition that Dick might use to determine whether a character is 

schizophrenic would include some of the symptoms that are d e s c n i  in BSM-Was 

schizoid, i-e., flattening of affect, coldness or a lack of empathy. This is on display in We 

(.un Ruilcl You (We Cun 29) and in Do Adroi& Btec;rm Of Elecinc Sheep? (Do Arulroidv 

48). In ï7ze Tranmigruîion Of Tinrothy Archer ( Trummrgralion 1 02), and We Cm Rudd You 

( We Cm 2 19), schimphrenia is descnbed as a disorder in which abstraction is literdised. 

Thinking is therefore overly concrete. 

in We Cm Ruilcl You, the schizophrenic Pris is described as someone who "... had an 

ironclad rigid schematic view, a blueprint, of mankind. An abstraction. And she lived it." 

Pris also has no knowledge (according to Dick) of "authentic hurnan nature" ( 1  82). Here 



Dick's de finition of schizophrenia resembles the description in D S M V  of Schizotypal 

Personal ity Disorder, in that her thinking is overly abstract 

Similady, in Dick's n e  Trummigrufion Of Tirnorhy Archer, a semi-biographical novel 

about the l i fe of Bishop James Pike, Angel Archer is dismayed to discover the extent to 

whic h Bi1 l Lundborg is scbphrenic. Bill is schizophrenic according to Dick's defuiition 

which, in this case, relies on the Benjamin Proverb Test Since metaphors, proverbs. and 

other symblic phrases are for schizophrenics concrete or literal, the way in which Angel 

discovers Bill's schizophrenia is by asking hm to comment on various proverbs, that is, she 

a s k  Bill to explain them. 

Instead of explaining the proverbs, Bill reiterates or concretises them- I t  never rains, 

but it purs', is for hini a statement about min and not about the siirpnsing unevenness wiîb 

which g/God doles out fate. However, if a schizophrenic is someone who thinks words are 

t h i n g  (Freud qtd in Deleuze and Guattari, Anfi-Oedipus 23), what are the implications of a 

rnedicalised understanding of a genre that claims to literalise metaphor (Delany 165; 

Robinson, Novek 68-69)? 1s S.F. not already schizophrenic by this definition? 1s 

mainstream fiction not increasingly schizophrenic a h ?  These themes w i H  be more fûlly 

explored in Chapter One of the thesis. 

Sometimes in Dick's fiction schizophrenia is characterised by a disconnection from 

culture and values (Br. Bfoodmoney 2 18) or it is identified with autism (Murftun 73) which 

is a disorder characterised by an inability to empathise (Carlson 577). In Mmian Time-Siip 

autism is presented as a lack of empathy. Dick sees a lack of empathy as the common link 

between it and schizophrenia " In bfciriian ïImeSlip, schimphrenia is identified with an 

overdeveloped self that is dixonnectd fiom the world (Murficm 170). 



McHale's definition of paranoia owes something to Thomas Pynchon's juxtaposition of 

paranoid and anti-paranoid In Thomas Pynchon's The Ctyrng QfLuî 49 and Grrrviryk 

Ruïnbow, it is paranoïa which appears to be a fonn of megalomania Paranoïa is a condition 

in which the self is overdeveloped to such an extent that the paranoid person interprets 

incidental things as telatine to him or herselE 

The world, then, seerns to revolve around that perjon like a satellite, Le., hdshe has an 

exaggerated sense of hisher own importance and this is demonstrated by the belief that 

everyone is out to get hidher. The disorder is self perpetuating since paranoids make othen 

suspicious of them- The paranoid's own suspicion and sense of self-importance leadç either 

to an attack or to fûrther eMdznce of a conspiraçy (as in Thci Crying WLot 49 where Oedipa 

is Oedipal). 

Anti-paranoia, for its part, is paranoia's opposite. It is l ike Deleuze and Guattari's 

schizophrenia in that it implies a type of antidote to paranoia. In fact, Gravity:~ Rainbow, 

which develops and demonstrates the paranoiakinti-paranoïa dichotomy, is schizophrenic in 

the sense that it is fiagmented, decentered and ontologically orienteci. The novel 

foregrounds 'world' over subjectivity or knowledge. 

Both McHale and Pynchon seem to favour the ami-paranoid mode over the paranoid 

13 one. Anti-paranoia is therefore described by McHale in COnst~uctnig f'mtmodernism (88) 

as the ability to navigate in a sea of uncertainties without reaching for the dry land of 'fact' or 

'reason'. 

I f  schizophrenia is postmodern, perhaps paranoia is not j ust an illness toward which we 

should feel syrnpathy or at least tolerance, but rather paranoia is emblematic of the whole 

modernist project with its emphasis on rationality, epistemology and subjectivity. This is the 



case that McHale makes in Comtmcting Postmademism ( 1 86). Paranoia is merely 0 1 6  

fashioned modemism and a failed quest for loiowledge. That is, paranola is not just 

paranoia, it is modernism and therefore paranoia is emblematic of a way of life which 

revolves around knowiedge and individual power. 

McHale's C o ~ ~ u c l i n g  Postmdernism quotes Karl Popper on the relationship between 

religion and paranoia, "The conspiracy theory of society ... cornes fiom abandonhg God and 

then asking: 'Who is in his place?" (166). 

Dick's paranoia is by contrast the product of his religion and not the product of the 

death of G d .  For Gnostics, reality is "hiddenn to quote the Gnostic Gospel According To 

Philip "in perfect &yn (Wilson 62). Parnia in Dick is often the result of an awareness of 

religious possibilities as well as of politic. possibilities. 

This makes Dick sound like a modernist by McHalels standards. Perhaps by McHale's 

standards he is. However, it must be acknowiedged that Dick pesents McHale with a puale 

since the religious element of his fiction implies a 'modemkt' emphasis on interpretation and 

subjectivity. But it would be difficult to classi@ Dick as a modemist because, according to 

McHale, S.F. is quintessentially postmodernist and Dick is an S.F. writer. As an S.F. writer 

Dick is also more than usuall y schizophrenic. Dick is modernist by one of McHale's 

standards and postmodernist by another. It is possible that the dilemma that Dick poses in 

terms of dassi fication may point to a pmblem with McHale's concept of the 'dominant'. 

On the other hand, one of Durham's daims about Dick is much like the claim by 

Baudn'llard in Sirnu/u~iom that sunealism is impossible because the artistic is already part of 

the quotidian (Baudrillard 148). Durham intimates also that this is not the utopian result 

imagined by the avant garde (190). In fact, the painng of Dick's S.F. oeuvre with 



Baudn'llard's Simzdut ions may be a more viable match than Durham's pairing of Dick with 

Ant i-Oedipu~- 

But if Dick is something of a modemist how cm he be linked in this thesis with 

Baudrillard ( h o  is a premier exarnpte of a 'posûnodem')? The answver may have to do with 

a distinction between postmodernism as a genre of fiction and 'the postmodem' as a 

description of the contempotary. Baudrillard is a postrnodem in a different sense fiom 

McHale. 

Despite Dick's emphasis on subjectivity as it tums out he also shares cornmon ground 

with BaudriIlad Baudrilard d e s c r i i  a wortd situation that is 'schizophrenic' with many of 

the sarne connotations as appear in Dick's fiction In Chapter Three, 1 will consider in some 

detail Dick's interest in simulated realities and simulated people as they relate to the 

theoretical interests that Baudrillard develops in Sidat iom.  

In sum, the thesis de& directly with Dickls ideas of paranoia and schizophrenia as 

distinguished fiom those of the medical profmion and fiom those wi th a cultural theorist's 

perspective (e.g. Deleuze/Guatîari and Baudrillard). The thesis seeks to situate Dick with 

respect to S.F. and hterary theory and to link both his use of paranoia and schizophre~a and 

his probIematisation of reality to his preoccupation with subjectivity and his interest in 

Gnostic or Zoroastrian themes. 

The thesis will also distinguish between Dick's ontological emphasîs and McHale's 

definitions of modemism and postmodemism- In somc senses such a distinction will takc 

shape as a test case in wvhich McHalels theoretical concerns will be compared to examples 

from Dick's fiction. 

Dick is much more interesteci in subjectivity than are any of the cultural theonsts 1 have 



cited, incl udinç Deleuze and Guattari, McHaie, Delany and Baudrillard. Dick's paranoia and 

his schizophrenia are also different from Deleuze and Guattari's (since Dick's wrïting is 

object oriented in that it foregrounds simulated worlds and problems ~ i t h  reality). McHale's 

concept of the dominant is useful when reading Dicic, as is the idea put forth by Delany and 

Robinson that metaphor is literalised in S.F. 

However, Dick is aIso interested in a concept of authenticity that has to do with 

religion and with religious concerns. Dick's ontology is rherefore oflen also religious. 

Although Dick shares Baudrillards preoccupation with simulations, Dick's interest in 

rel igious themes is not s h e d  by BaudriIlard, nor indeed by Deleuze and Guatta". 

Accordingly, 1 will focus in paiticular detail on DicVs psychological S.F. while also 

alluding to other texts which may be treated peripherally. In "The Swiss Connection", 

Anthony WoUc lists the most psychological of Dick's novels as: We Cm Budd You, Murfian 

Tinte-Slip, The Simu/ucra, Do Anrii.oid~ Dream QfEIecrric Sheep? and 71te Trammigration 

Of Thnofhy Archer. Each of these novels tends to emphasise schizophrenia Al1 are arnong 

the texts discussed in this thesis. 

As well, any critical work that looks at psychology in Dick should include a discussion 

of ('luns (3f7ïze A/phune M i n ,  since the novel featwes an entire world that is an insane 

asylurn. C h m  also gives us  an unusually clear view of the paranoid theme in Dick A 

discussion of Cium is included here- Added to this are another dozen Dick texts related to 

my major topics. 

I/'dis and Divine Invusion demonstrate a connection between Dick's interest in 

paranoia/schizophrenia and his interest in religion. Ik Rldmoney ,  A ,Cccrnner Durkly, Eye 

ln 7lze Sb, and Tirne Our Of Joinl are novels about paranoia and each of these also receives 



attention. 77le Penuhimate T m h  and Vdcun3 Hammer receive mention because they depict 

an objectified cold war paranoia 

Uhik features paranoids and schizophrenics in a situation which is 

schizophrenidpostmodem. The Man In The High C d e  is also a novel about paranoia in a 

situation whch is ontdogically unstable or schizophrenic. The 7bee  Siigmolu UfPalmer 

EIdrÏtch, and Flow Adj Tears The P olicemn Said are discussed, and Guluclic Pot Heuier 

and Cosmic Puppefs are included as early religious tem. 

Since it is among the goals of this thesis to show a relationship between Dices 

metaphysics, subjectivity and paranoia/schimphrenia, occasionally some lesser kmwn 

religious works such as Galac~ic Pol H d e r  and Cosmic P ~ p m  are favoured with emphasis 

over a more thorough discussion of better novels such as Martian TÏme-Slip or The Three 

St igmara Of Palmer Elclritch. 

It is probably also tnie that Dick is in many ways an exceptional and not an exemplary 

wrïter. That is, he makes a better exception than an example. In order to make sense of 

Dick, it might be best to start fiom the exampks he gives of fictional wnting and to theorise 

fiom that perspective, rather than to theorise first and then try to make Dick's witing fit the 

theory . 

This is not a full length survey of Dick's work nor is it a full length survey of his novels. 

Instead, it is a discussion of paranoia and schizophrenia as they relate to other prominent 

features in Dick's work. The thesis will not attempt to make broad pronouncements about al1 

of Dicic's work, except to say that many of the specific themes addressed here recur with 

similar implications and emphases in Dick's tex& throughout his career as a fiction writer. 



An Outside Spread WithoutIAn Outside Spread Within 

Scott Durham claims thai a process of t iming things inside out - of objecüfyuig the 

subjective - occurs in many of Dick's works of fiction (188). He also claims that this process 

is an example of a political and theoreticai tum away h subjectivity, i-e., Dick is invoking 

the postmodernist or poststnictural "death of the subject". 

Durham's reading is indebted to Deleuze and G- and seems to employ a 

poststnichrralist b e  to discuss DicKs work Durham's cl& is partly valid: Dick does 

objectiQ internalities in his fiction This chapter wiU discuss how this is -done and will 

outline various examples of the process in his fiction 

In Anii-Oedipu', Deleuze and Guattari state that, for schimanalysis, there is no 

ciifference between politicai economy and libidinal econorny (38 1 ). It is arnong the aims of 

their project to include desire in their analysis of econornics while including economics in 

their analysis of desire. Deleuze and Guattari view this as a benevolent schizophrenising 

process. Quoting Antonin Artaud, they proclaim: 'Vnder the skin the body is an over-heated 

factory&md outside/the invalid shines jgiows Jfiom every burst pore" (3). 

An interesting aspect of this project, therefore, is its attempt to treat internalities (things 

normally associateci with subjectivities) as though they were extemal (that is, having to do 

with, in this case, economics) and vice versa So the interna1 workings of the body are 

referred to as a factory while the factory is said to resemble a person who glows fiom burst 

porcs. 

Fredric Jarneson has proposed in On Philip K. Did  that Dick's power lies in his ability 

to use two mutually exclusive explanatory systems. f ameson claims that Dick uses both the 



subjective and objective explanatory systems even though the use of both appears to be 

contradictory (27). This is a tendency which on the surfaçe does seem to recall Anii-Oedïpus 

and its conflation of objective and subjective. 

However, a note should be made at the outset of a key difference between Dick and the 

DeleuzdGuattarian project: Dick does not define schuophrenia in the same way as do 

Deleuze and Guattari. For Dick, schizcrphrenia and schizoîd disorden are emblernatic of 

coldness and a lack of hurnanity. The extemalkation of intenonty and the opposite tendency 

both occw with different ùnplicaîioas fiorn Deleuze and Guattari's work. 

In Ant i-Oedipus, "the death of the subject," occurs as an ernphasis is p l a d  on 

objectivity. ' For example, in their description of Freud's Oedipus Cornplex, it is the father 

wvho fears his child and suspects him of thùigs about which the child knows nothuig (1 78). 

in Deleuze and Guattari's version of ûedipus, the child then absorbs his fathets suspicions 

and paranoia Deleuze and Guattanls approach (defined in relation to Freud) goes cornter to 

Freud's position which emphasises psychology and prefea paranoia to schizophrenia 

in Anti-Uedi', Freud's Oedipus is rendered as a microcosm of expIoitation. It is a 

social condition that has been nomalised to such an extent that it bas becorne intemal. in 

Deleuze and Guattari's reading of Freud's work, this feature is then 'disçovered' by Freud as a 

fundarnent or essential aspect of the human psyche - that is, a subjective factor-' 

For Deleuze and Guattarï, Oedipus is established by Freud as a new Christhew essence 

which deserves a new Nietzschean 'Antichrist' (i.e., the Anti-Oedipus). In their construction, 

Deleuze and Guanari must therefore attack the notion of Oedipus and reveal it to be a 

historical or social event and not a 'natural' feature of the human mind. 

Durham refers to this as the death of the "burgeois," "autonomous" or "centered," 



subject In Anfi-Oedipu~, this subject is replaced by a subjectivity that is "forever decenttered, 

defined by the States through which it passest1 (Durbarn 188). I t  is within this particular 

theoretical context that schizophrenia for Deleuze and Guanari is seen as revolutionary and 

paranoia is seen as authontarian and proto-fascist. In the case of Deleuze and Guattari, 

fascism (either Stalinin authontarianism or National Socialisrn) is a symptorn of 

paranoiafepistemology (Ben ton 1 76). 

However, where Deleuze and Guattari see schizophrenia as a political proces, for 

Dick it is a disease with dark ethical implications. Juxtaposed with Dick's evident W n g  of 

insides and outsides is a notion of 'enlightment'. The path to eniightenrnent, however, is 

paradoxically a downward one, through evil, sadness and despair-' That is, Dicks context is 

not poststructurai politics at d l ,  but rather another )and of politics based on literature. Dick's 

affiliations are religious, litetary and pçychological where Deleuze and Guattari's are socio- 

in An~i-Oedip,  fascism takes on different connotations fiom the ordinary since 

Deleuze and Guattari employ a definition of fascism îhat is related to theu political concerns. 

Fascism is not the historically specific antiammunist or anti-socialkt 'fmism' of 1922- 1943 

as applied by Benito Mussolini. Nor is it anti-communism plus racial supremacy as applied 

by AdoIph Hitler. The term 'fascism' is applied to psychological disorders as well as to 

political movements (in turn psychological conditions may be made into metaphon of 

poli tical activity). For exarnple, açcording to Deleuze and Guattari, "Hitler got the fascists 

sexually aroused. Flags, nations, amies, banks get a lot of people aroused" (293). 

Subjectivity and knowledge (epistemology ) are aswciateû wi th modemism and both 

are implicated in fascism according to this reading of modemism. For Fredric Jarneson as 



tvell, modemism is a phenornenon whose byproduct is fascism (Fables Of Aggression 5). 

Poststnicturalism inherits its anti-subjective, antiepistemologicai stance fiom 

Structural Marxism. Moreover, the cultural uieoretical context in which the discussion of 

paranoia/epistemology takes place is the deconstruction of  substantive rationality (Csicsery- 

Ronay vi) within Structural ~arxism,' i.e., of scientific knowledge in pmcular, on the 

grounds that this knowledge is the source of the worst features of both fascism and 

wmmlrnism (E3enton 175). That is, science (especially sociology and psychology, M a x i m  

and Freudianisrn) and d o p a ,  are ideatified in this conte& h fact, ail howledge systems 

are called Uito question in this deconstruction 

Dick's fiction is by conttast much more aaditional in its approach7 Dick's paranoia is 

measured on a completely different sale from Deleuze and Guattari's paranoïa For Dick, 

paranoia in some cases is merely an unfortunate disorder, while in others, it is allied with 

agency. It does not have the same fascistic connotations that it does for Deleuze and 

Guattari. 

In Dick's universes, paranoia and schizophrenia are not polarised (they are in Deleuze 

and Guattari). In fact, the two conditions are ofkn overlapping aspects of the same disease. 

Two extended examples drawn from Dr. Bloodmoney and CIam Of Tite AIpfme Moon 

usefûlly illustrate the way in which Dick's paranoia and schizophrenia sometimes overlap. 

The Case Of Bruno Bluthgeld 

In the text of DicKs Dr. BIoodmoney, Brno  Bluthgeld does seem on the surface to be 

a good example of the way in which paranoia might be emblematic of fascism. The novel 

tells the story of li fe afier a nuclear holocaust. AAer two nuclear disasters the survivors enter 



a phase that (in many ways) is a simpler (than 'modem') cornmunitanan way of life. Some 

critics have claimed that Dr. BfOOdllloney is the most utopian (Warrick, M d  83; Suvin 8; 

Jarneson, Afrer 36) of Dick's works, thougb this may say more about the critics than about the 

socieîy in Dr. BiOOdltroney. 

Justice in this post-holocaust world is rudirnentary and harsh Suspicion fkquently 

leads to capital pimishment- Anyone with mechanical expertise is a highIy valued person in 

this context Survivors must eke out a meagre living f?om the vestiges of civilisation and are 

consequently aimost entirely dependent on handymen whose very real character flaws are 

barely redeemed by their technical abilities. 

The story centres around Stuart McConchie, a salesm- Hoppy W n g t o n ,  a 

mechanical wbr4 Andrew Gill, an independent business man, and Dr. Bluthgeld, a 

physicist. Bluthgeld is thought to be respomible for at least one previous nuclear disaster, 

though his role in the ment is not totally clear. 

Bonny Keller, her husband George Keller, and Edie and Bill Keller, Bomy's 'siamese' 

twin daughterhn, also figure prominently. Edie is the product of a union behveen Andrew 

Gill and Bonny Keiler which occurred in the few moments after the bombs explodeci, i-e., 

during or irnmediately der the nuclear disaster. Bill is embedded in Edie's abdomen. 

Since the holocaust occurs shoxtly after the launch of a colonising spacecraf?, an 

astronaut narned Walt Dangerfield is trapped in a rnakeshift satellite. He orbits the earth, 

living on space rations and broaâcasting to the pst-holocaust world. Wdt, Bonny, Edie and 

Andrew Gill are the most likeable characters, even though Bomy and her husband engineer 

the trial and execution of M .  Asnuias, their school tacher. 

Within this context, Bruno Bluthgeld's condition at first appears unpleasant and 



delusional, but probably harmless. Bluthgeld is suspicious and seems to beiieve that the 

world revolves around him. LNtially, the reader imagines that this fear is somewhat 

unwarranted, but Bluthgeld's perception of his situation is in fact an accurate one and not part 

of some overall fantasy or delusion of grandeur. He perceives that people hate him as in fact 

they do. 

Bluthgeld blames himself for the füst nuclear holocaust *ch really was his fault, 

dthough the first holocaust seerns initially to have been reflective of an error in judgement 

on his part. One does not get the sense thaî Bluthgeld wanted the first holocaust to occur. At 

the end of the novel, however, Bluthgeld is uitimateiy able to actualise his own hatred and 

unleash it in the forrn of a second nuclear h a g e d d o n  This may imply that the f h t  

holocaust was also in fact intentional and not a matter of an error in judgernent 

Mi. Asturias compares Bluthgeld to other unpleasant paranoids such as Joe MacCarthy 

(Dr. BIoodrnoney 62) which rests on an assigrunent of traits that could be viewed as 'fascist' 

only in the narro west sense of king  'anticornmunist'. However, there is a fly in the ointment 

if one wants to imply that paranoia and fascism are imiquely connected in this novel. 

in the first place, the local psychiatrist, Dr. Stockstill, diagnoses Bruno Bluthgeld's 

condition as either paranoia sensitiva or advanced insidious schizophrenia (Dr. Bfoodrnoney 

12). According to Hal Barnes, Bluthgeld is schizophrenic at the crucial moment when he 

decides to m i l a t e  the world, since he (Bluthgeld) has lost "track of their cdture and xts 

vaiues" (Dr. Hloodmoney 2 1 8) as exemplified by Dangerfield's broadcasts. 

Though he seems to be at the centre of each disaster, i t is not clear whether (according 

to Dick) Bluthgeld is emblematic of paranoia or of schizophrenia A simi lar confusion 

resul ts in Martiun 7imeSlip when the two diseases are also d e s c n i  as ceextensive since 



schizophrenia is defined as: "...catatonie excitement with paranoid coloring" (Mmian 80). In 

Clam Of 73e Alphane Moon, the main 'pare' (paranoid) character (Gabriel Baines) is 

d e s c n i  as having parmioid schizophrenia rather than paranoia (Cians 13 1). It is possible 

that Dick sees a type of paranoia as an aspect of schizophrenia in that case, Bluthgeld could 

be viewed as a schizophrenic. 

The description of Bluthgelds disease actuaily resembles the DSM--1 V description of 

paranoid schizophrenia Though his psychology (Bl~thgeld's) is externalised, thereby mixing 

subject and object (as in Anti-Oedi', wtiere psychology is in a sense treated 'objectively' as 

political), Dr. Bloodmoney is not only not a novel that effectively demonstrates a unique 

relationship between paranoia and fascism, but rather a narrative that undermines any 

suggestion of polar opposition between paranoia and schizophrenia 

The Introverts: Angels - And Paranoid Traits 

By con- paranoia actually has positive co~otations in Dick's Cians Qf The 

Aiphne Moon. The description of Gabriel Baines fiom the 'pare' (paranoid) clan is a good 

example of the way that Dick ofien portrays paranoia The book was writien in 1964 in the 

middle of Dick's career - nine years &er his first S.F. novel Solar Lorfery was published 

Gabriel Baines serves as a kind of S.F. prototype for some of his later paranoid characters. 

The C h  stoy takes place (in part) on a world which is literally insane. tnsanity is 

therefore a quality of world, and not only a subjective condition. The entire society is 

founded on sukultwes derived fiom psychiatric disorders. Not only are al1 the people on 

the planet insane, but the institutions are insane. The disorders are far from king closeted. 

People Wear their insanity as a badge. 



The planet was at one time an asylum for the mentally il!, but the former patients have 

k e n  lei3 unsuperviseci for twenty-five years. As the story opens, the former inmates of the 

asylum have developed an indigenous culture. Each of the mental disorders becornes a 

subculture. The resulting heterogeneous society b a r s  some resemblance to a Fourierist 

Phalanstery in that its strength lies in its dispéuities (Fourier 1 37- 1 38). 

The people of the Alphane moon are psychicdly diverse and the society includes a 

broad spectnim of 'passions'. The Alphane moon is actually a better candidate for the most 

idyllic of Dick's works than Dr. B l d m o n e y  sùice there is a balance in tenns of power and 

needs; rnoreover, the members of the comrnrnu'ty also seem to be doing what they want to 

do. A sign that this a relatively benevolent social order lies in the fact that no one is 

executed The society, therefore, compares favourably with the one in Dr. Bloodmoney 

where the justice meted out is quite severe. 

However, C h  is also undoubtedly meant as a satire of mainstrearn cdîure, and of 

psychiatrie practices especially, since the supposediy insane people fiom the former asylum 

are more lucid than the 'sane' members of the 'normal' Earth community. The social order is 

much more appealing on the Alphane moon than it is on Earth When Earth forces decide to 

invade the Alphane colony, the move is therefore seen as unwarranted. 

In Ciam Of 'The Aiphne Moon, each of the subcultures is grouped into towns narned 

afier famous figures. For instance, the hebephrenics live in Gandhitown perhaps because 

they are wise and ascetic like Gandhi. The polys live in Hamlet Hamlet (as if there were two 

or more Hamlets). The manics live in an area whose narne alludes to their extreme 

inventiveness, Le., Da Vinci Heights. The paranoids, meanwhile, live in AdolphVilIe (Clam 

5). This would tend to support the idea that Dick sees the paranoids as fascist, since 



Adolphville brings Adolph Hitler immediately to mind However, Baines is yet another 

character who is referred to as a paranoid schizophrenic (Clam 13 1 ). 

A Ieading Earth psychologist, Mary Ritiersdorf, who is part of the invading forces from 

Earth, says that the paranoids on the moon are sufferuig nom "...the greatest mental 

disfigurement possible for a human king". She also says of them that they are, "driven by 

hate and incapable of ernpaîhy." (Clans 73) She suggests that other people do not exist for 

paranoids except as objects. She cl- also that paranoids even experience love as a variety 

of hate. 

Dr. Rittersdorf unaginees the paranoids as nilem whose ideology of hatred would bring 

a dominant emotional theme of hatred to the society. Since paranoia, according to Deleuze 

and Guattari, implies a form of fascism, this is a description that would seem to suggest, if 

not the Deleuze/Guattarian frame, then certainly that paranoia is a negative quality. 

However, Dick evidently disagees with his psychologist; in facf it turns out that the 

pslchologist is at least as distwbed and as fallible as the people she is descnbing. At the end 

of the novel, the other characters convince her to take a battery of her own psycho1ogicai 

tests. it is ultimately revealed tbat she is a depressive. Thaî is, the tests tend to imply that her 

j udgement is too negative. 

A reading of this novel through Deleuze and Guattanls AntiGxiipai theory is 

awkward In a way, Deleuze and Guattari's mode of thought would ask us to choose between 

'paranoia' conceived as the psychoanalytic/psychiatric profession and the paranoid Gabriel 

Baines. If one is consistent in one's theoretical analysis and psychoanalysis/psychiatry is 

conceived of  as paranoïa, Dr. Rittersdorfalso represents a 'fascist' authority figure. Even if 

one sides with Rittersdorf, one is siding with pranoia.* 



Meanwhile, Gabriel Baines, the foremost 'pare' repmentative, is the only character of 

Alphane moon who is willing to sacrifice himself for another. Gabriel offers Annette Golding 

up for rescue Uistead of himself wtKn they are under attack (Clons 153). 

While it is true that he is full of suspicion and a more than slightly cornical hatred, he is 

also the character who is in fact most capable of empathy. For instance, Gabriel 1s the one 

who redises that the effect of Earth's attack on Gandhitown would mean the potential for an 

attack on any or a11 of them. That is, he imagines himseif in the Heebs' place ( C h  69), and 

the insight causes him grief 

The implication is that Gabriel is not a fascist in Dick's estimation. instead, Gabriel is 

a good man and a man of some depth. Since empathy is at the centre of ideas about 

authenticity where Dick is concemed and since Dick often associates paranoia and empîhy 

in his fiction, it would be a rnistake to ignore these ïnàicaîions that Dick sees his paranoids as 

benevolent and that his attitude to paranoïa generally is at least ambivalent and at most quite 

p~sitive.~ 

Words Are Things 

According to Philip Gdchi ld:  "The most signi ficant set of dichotomies which 

Deleuze and Guattarj bring into question . . . is that between words and things.. . " (82). An 

exarnple of a similar process m u r s  in Dick's fime Our OfJoirzr. In Time Out OfJoint a soft 

dnnk stand disappears and is replaced by a slip of paper on which the phrase, "soft drink 

stand is written.1° 

This occurs at a point in the novel where Ragle Gumm (the main character) starts to 

become aware that he is living in a fiction. There is a special irony here because of course 



words are always things in novels, just as things are always rendered in words. This is a 

moment in Dick's fiction that rnakes the reader aware of the fact of reading a book 

Obviously, novelists use words to mate soft dnnk stands, people, cars and other elements of 

the lanâscape, but the effect works best, in the traditional sense, when the readers and 

characters are unaware of words on the page. In Time Oui OfJoinr, while Rade is awakened 

to the fact that he is living in a fiction, the reader is alsa 

There are several other ways in which the subjective becornes objective in Dick's S.F.. 

For instance, the sirbjective experiences of paranoid and schizophrenic characters becorne 

objectified by the lïtdisation of the condition 

Paxanoids are often precogs (preagnitives) who are iiterally able to see into people's 

thoughts. They are actually atiuned to the subconscious repressed hatreds of others; they 

don? just imagine that they are able to see into these thoughts. Paranoids in Dick's S.F. are 

literally gified with extra-sensory talents which reveal reaî threats in their immediate 

environments. 

Other aspects of paranoia are also literalised. in Time Out Of Joint ( 1959), -le 

Gumm is a successful business man with a unique talent for pattern detection. He is 

employed as a volunteer during a war between Earth and the Moon by the "One Happy 

World" governent to predict when and where the next missile strike fiom the moon will 

detonate on Earth- 

When we first meet Ragle Gumm he is living in the suburbs in the 1950s. He is 

described as harried and preoccupied, Ns work, "formed a circle of wbch he was the centre- 

He could not even get out; he was surroundeâ" (Time 8-9). In Tirne Out Of Joinr the world 

literally revolves around Ragle Gumrn. As it turns out, he is literally at the centre of a 



conspiracy which is al1 about him, because the story is not set in the 1950s. It is actually set 

in 1998- 

The explanation lies in the fact haî, &er a nervous breakdown, Ragle Gumrn 

regresses to a period before 1998 where the story is set, to some time in the 1950s. The 

suburbs in the 1950s are therefore a kind of dream world set up by the rnilitary to support his 

del usional *te. Since the military needs Gumm's ski11 to predict the next missile strike, the 

militaq builds a fake 1950s world around him to support hun in his delusion 

An army of volunteen is broughî in to behave as though they were neighbours and 

relatives. In the simulaîed reality, Gumm's missile predictions becorne a harmless newspaper 

contest. Therefore, while he thinks he is a repeat winner of the contest, he is actually 

predicting the next missile atîack His contest entries are his predictions. However, at the 

beginnuig of the novel Ragle is beginnïng to have doubts about the nature of his reality. He 

starts to recover fiom his mental illness. 

Ragle's role in society seems peripheral at first, but is really rnuch greater and more 

central than people will acknowtedge. He is in façt the most important person on Earth and 

he reaIly is at the centre of a conspiracy to keep him in the dark- The paranoid's gifi of 

pattern detection is whaî makes Ragle so important. Things that are usually the elements of a 

subjective delusion are in fime Our OjJoint elements of a real situation. 

In a similar example, Flow A@ Tears ïïze Polrceman Said (which won the John W. 

Campbell Memorial Award), a man 1s forgotten by society. Rather than forgetting his own 

idsntity as is the case with amnesia, Jason Tavemer is forgotten by the world at large. A 

former television entertainer, he d e s  up without I.D., and while he remembers who he is, 

no one eIse does. 



In Eye In The Sky, meanwhile, the world is an objective version of each of the 

characten' subjective imaginations. After an accident with "the proton beam deflector" ofa 

Bevatron, each of the characters takes tums creating reaiiv. As the story progresses, there is 

an escdation in the fearfiness of the realities untiI the fmal reaiity. The effect of 

uncuvering layer afier layer of reaiity is to suggest that reality itself is a fiction. If it is 

possible for reality to be a fiction, the stability of any potential reaiity is undermined Thus 

the eye in the sky is a matter of perspective and redity depends on that perrpectrve. 

Altemtively, w k n  schizophrenic qualities are objectified, the 'mechanical' quaiities 

associated with an absence of affect are traaslated into actual machinery For uistance, in 

Dick's Do Androidî Dream OjfEieccrric Sheep? schuophrenics are actual androids. Several 

of these mechanical fake-people are featured as major cbaracters in this novel: Rachael 

Rosen, Pris Stratton, Roy and hgard Baty, Luba Lufl, Max Polokov and inspecter Garland 

Rick Deckard is an independent agent hired by the police. His job is to kill delinquent 

andro ids. 

Since the androids are very sunilar to humans, a test is required to determine whether 

the subjects are real or fake. The test called 'Voigt-Kampff is rerniniscent of tests given to 

those suspected of schizophrenia or of autism in that it measures ernpathy. Those who fail 

the test are usually androids, though some schizoid humans also (significantly) fail the test 

(Do Androids 33). 

Life on Earth is bleak in Do Androids Dream OfElectric Sheep? People take comfort 

in Mercerism (a religion of empaîhy), mood organs, and animals, which latter are rare and 

sought after consumer items. Electric anirnals including sheep are substituted when real 

animals are not fiordable. 



The subplot is dominated by a minor character named J.R Isidore. J. R. Isidore is a 

veterinary mechanic (and typicai Dickian anti-heroic hero) who works for Mr. Sloat and 

repairs defective mechanicd animais. He is a 'special' which means that he is a sterile 

genetic accident, sometimes referred to as a 'chickenhead', caused as a side effect of radiation 

fiom a 'm' world war. 

J-R Isidore couid be seen as pathetic except that the androids make him look good it 

is clear that he is far better than any of the androids by vimie of the fact that he is human. For 

Dick, an imperfect hurnanity is infuiitely better than a machine. 

The androids of this novel are an example of the way metaphor or figurative language 

may be handled in S.F.. People wfio (in 'mundane' fiction, as Delany calls mainstream 

literature) rnerely act Iike machines are actual machines in Dick's S.F. That is, the 

hypothetical 'as if she were a machine (which actuaily seems to indicate sirnile rather than 

metaphor), translates into she 'actually is' a machine in S.F.. This is what Samuel R Delany 

means when he says that metaphor is literalised 

Accordhg to Delany, d i t y  is therefore always an issue in S.F. and is constantly king 

foregrounded It is oflen diEcult to know how to take what would be (in mundane fiction) 

an ordinq sentence. 'What world is this? is the ovenidhg theme. Mundane fiction is by 

contrast les object oriented and more concerned with subjectivity (Delany 188). 

This is sirnilar to the distinction that McHale makes between modernist fiction and 

postmodernist fiction. Delany's emphasis on objectivity is a feature of S.F. ody, however, 

whereas McHale is outlining the possibility of a postmodern literature' that appears to have 

the features of S.F. 

Dick is consequently objective according to both McHale and Delany, but only in the 



sense that the dominant is ontological, not in the sense that reality is absolute. This is the 

case with Deleuze and Guattari &o. in Dick as in other S.F. works, the instability of reality 

is what keeps it in the foreground. Yet, somewhere underneath the shifting d a c e  of this 

conception of indefinite reality, a search for something more real or more stable is suggested 

in his fiction. 

Dick's religious convictions do not aüow hirn to stray too far frorn the psibility that 

there is an dtimate final reality or world that would reduce al1 previous worlds to the status 

of huds or sham worlds. Moreover, as Jarneson has note4 Dick is also deeply committed 

to subjective explanatory systems and this is among the reasons that his fiction is so complex 

and paradoxical. 

Am bivalent Gods 

Where Deleuze and Guaîtari talk about micro-fascisrns and rnacrodesire, Dick's 

fiction invokes divine reasons for etemal injustices and lwks for meaning in a universe that 

promotes indifference.' ' None of this is particdarly compatible with an Anti-Oedipal 

reading, and yet, many of these religious elements are crucial to a thorough understanding of 

Dick. 

By contrast with Deleuze and Guattari, Dick sees fascism as a type of evil that 

necessady involves a certain grandness of scale. Fascism is not srnaIl. Micro evil is not 

usually evil, it is pathos. The potential for evil only cornes into his stories with the 

introduction of divine beings or pseudo dGods; usually these are schizophrenics. " nie  

reading that Durham gives us of Dick is therefore necessarily reductive because of the 

elements he must exclude. Dick externalises subjectivity, but it is within a religious or 



mystical context, not w i t h  a politicaVeconomic one. 

For instance, one way that Dick 'dises' asaspects of psychology is to create worlds that 

are realised forms of the mind of the creator. If  reality is the mind of fi04 then g/God may 

also be disturbed or even schizophrenic. We hem that gfGod is gocxi, but what we see 

suggests otherwïse. His manifest cmelty actually indicates a pathology. Dicks novels are 

frequently apparent respowes to the question of the gmdness of dGod 

Dick asks: What if @ G d  is two fa&? What if g / G d  is crazy, cruel, or amnesiac? 

What if g/God is retardeci? in Dick's S.F. these metaphysical possibilities are often clothed in 

the thematics of an ancient religion: either Zorastnanism (as in the case of Lies Inc. or 

Galaclic Pot Heafer), Gnosbcism (as in Divine Imrarion, The W e e  SIigmora (YPuImer 

Eidrirch) or Manicheanism (Jarneson, Aper 33). in Tlle Mun In The High Cade, Dick is 

dealing with Taoism as Patricia Warrick has pointed out in her article in On Phifip K. Dick 

entitied "The Encoiniter Of Taoism And Fasctsm In The Man In The High Casrle." 

in Zoroastrianism, the Persian word for the force of evil (Daevas) is derived fkom the 

same Sanskrit word as our Latin word for the Christian God (deus) (Dawson 48). The 

Christian God, or deus, could therefore be said to represent a form of the devil in 

Zoroastrianism and would be identified with both deceit and cold, since Daevas (or 

Ahriman) is associated with these things. 

Further evidence that Chnsa'anity is an inverted Zor-anism may be found in the 

fact that for Zoroasttians, sun, fire and tmth are assoçiated with Ahura Mazda - the creator. 

This represents a reversal of Christian notions. For Chrisiians, heat and fire are associated 

with Hell, while the comparatively chilly climes of celestial bliss characterule Heaven. That 

is, for Zoroasirians, Hell has already &ozen over. 



If Ahnman or Daevas were the world, what would that world be like? The description 

in ühik of the forces of 'entropy' resonate with a Zoroastnan sensibility. Entropy is 

experïenced as cold and exhausting, while Riinciter who seems to be pitted against the forces 

of entropy is a mode1 personality valued for his energy and vitality (mik 79). The flattened 

affectivity of Dick's schimphrenics takes on some interestïng connotations when the criterion 

of Zoroastrian warmth is applied to it. tt is no accident that (the Nazi) Herr Heydrich in me 

Man ln The High Cade is also descn'bed as without affectiviîy. 

Joe Chip descn i  the forces of entropy as they work agauist hirnself and his w 

workers in I/bik 

He discovered then that he had becorne cold, as well as exhausted When had 

üris happeneci? ... Worse than on Luna, far worse. Worse, too, than the chill that 

had hung over his hotel room in Zurich Those had been harbingers" (C/bik 177- 

1 78). 

And more overtly: "They must be wrong about Hell. Hell is colci; everything there is 

cold" ( Ubik 1 78). 

In Gnosticism, creation is glCod's founding mistake. The fdl fiom grace is a resdt of 

Goci's jealous error. Morwver Eve is a heroic figure who wakes Adam fiom the sleep of 

ignorance in the garden of Eden. Not coincidentdly, the heroes of Dick's Gnostic inspired 

novel Divine Invasion are aiso women. The Beside-Helper or Advocate takes the form of a 

woman. Zina, also in Divine Imas;on, is yet another female figure whose benign 

countenance exemplifies wisdom. 

The plots in Dick's novels are oflen quite elaborate and fantastic. Divine Imusion is no 

exception. It is the story of the invasion of Earth by the microfonn or incarnation of g/God. 



Evil in this novel seems to be present as an aspect of creation and perhaps even as an aspect 

of creativity ilself. indeeà, God admits to creating evil ( I s a  4 5 3 ,  and Dick quotes this 

passage in Divine lnvasion (Divine 63). 

In this novel, the main characters: Rybys Rommey, Herb Asher, Elias Tate, Manny 

(Fxnmanuel), wbo is the microfom of @Gd, and Zina (Mamiy's twin) battle agaimt the 

forces of evil as embodied by a devilish goat-king. Herb Asher, a mere mortal, is aided by 

Linda Fox, a popular singer probably modeiied on Linda Ronsiadt Much of the story is a 

flashback to a t h e  before Manny's birth 

Before Manny's birth, Rybys is herself living in a dome on hostile extraterrestrial 

' o ~ o r l b  CY30 ii when she discovers that she has multiple sclerosis (which, if she can 

retum to Earth for treatment, is not fatal). Her neighbour, who is He& Asher, is encourageci 

by the fellow who deiivers food to al1 the domes to visit Rybys because (says the f d  

delivery man) she is sick It is then revealed that Rybys is also pregnant with the microfonn 

of dGod and her illness is consequentiy exacerbated by rnoming sickness. 

Earth, meanwhile, is govemed by a coalition of the Catholic church and a form of 

cornrnunism cailed 'Scienti fic Legate' (Divine 32). Neither faction is at al l prepared to 

welcome the incarnation of g/God on the planet- In fact the Catholic church sipically does 

not recognise the potentid event as the miracle bllth, but instead daims that the child is the 

Antichrist. 

Herb marries Rybys to provide a cover story for the pregnancy. Then Rybys, Herb and 

the prophet Elijah emigrate to Earth where Rybys is killed in a car accident wble  her child 

and iierb miraculously survive (though Manny has brain damage). Throughout the second 

half of this novel, g/God has a split personality (Emmanuel and Zina) and struggles with a 



counter-god 'Belial' for control of reality. 

Reality is literally a concretisation of the thoughts of the creator gods, much as in Eye 

In ï ï ~ e  S@ individual subjective realities becorne objectified by the 'Bevatron'. To the extent 

that there is a nniggle for power between the gods, there is dissonance in that redity. As 

each of the gods wages a mental war on îhe other go&, 'realw7 ie., Herb's world, changes. 

ln the Three Stigmala Of Palmer EIdritch, Leo Bulero is the manufacturer of a 

psychedelic dnig dled Can-D that allows people who live on extratenemial colonies to 

pretend that they live ' m a i '  rniddleclass Lives on Earth The compeny employs 

(precognitive) Pre-Fash consultants to gauge the success of their CamD accessones. The 

accessoria are miniaturised household items that are sold to make the experience of 

translation (the h g - i n d d  state) seem more realistic and pleasurable. 

Barney Mayerson and Rondinella Fugate are two such consultants. Barney and Roni 

are in cornpetmon for the same job. Roni, a junior member of the fim, attempts to win 

Bamey's trust by sleeping hùn. However she is secretly ûying to win Leo's favour as 

well so that she can take over Bamey's job. 

Trouble appears on the horizon when a corn petit or arrives in the fonn of Palmer 

Elciritch. Palmer, with the help of his daughter Zoe, intends to compete with km's Company 

by selling a h g  called Chew-2, which promises etemal life. The h g  daims also to offer a 

'real worId' rather than a fake one. However, the people who talce the dnig cornplain that 

arnong the side effects is the perceived presence of something evii in the form of Palmer 

Elciritch himself. 

Dick is often quite ambivalent about his schizophrenic g/Gods. The inversion of 

ordinary Christian values makes it di fficult to tell how one should judge Palmer Eldritch in 



ï7te Thee Stigmata OfPafmer Efdrilch. 1s he a false and demonic dGd or is he good 

irnperfect? Hazel Pierce suggests that Dick has created a character who is not "evil 

incarnate" but (like the creator God of Gnosticisrn) is gooà, but imperfi  (Pierce, Philip 25). 

His narne Elciritch' cornes fiom the same mot as elf and suggesis a fairy world in fact, Zina 

fiom Divine Invasion is also referred to as fajl. The story is reminiscent of Divine invusion 

in that the paired godlike entities Palmer Elàritch and his daughter Zoe are not the singdar or 

unique God of lbristianity; nor is their creation an ideal worid 

In Gnosticism the names of the creator g/God are Yaldabaoth, Samael, and Saclas: 

'chiid of chaos', 'biind God, and 'foolish one' -vely. Dick tends to emphasise the 

blindness of g/God or his/her occlusion (Valis 97)- The creator g/God is "fucked up" as 

Horsdover Fat puts it in Valis (Valis 73) or as Harold Bloorn calls him, a 'botcher' or an 

'ignoramus' (Anteriam 5 1 ). 

For some Gnostics, the myth of Genesis reveals that the creator glGod is irrational, 

jealous and accusatory God is therefore not the perfect 'God' of mainStream Chn'stianity. For 

instance, if g/God is omniscient why does he d l  to Adam and Eve to reveal themselves? 

Why does he not know where they are? 

The picture in Genesis is of G d  looking for Adam and Eve, because he would like to 

punish them for the sin of knowledge (Gen. 3.9): "And the Lord God called unto Adam, and 

said unto him, Where art thou?" This poses the question: If g/God is gomi, why is he not 

proud of ùieir knowledge? Why can't he find his own creations if he is al1 knowing and al1 

powerful? The answer, for Gnostics, is that he is not all knowing and al1 powerful. 



Thc Conszregation Of The Dead 

In Brian McHale's Postmodernisr Ficfion, as 1 noted earlier, McHale descn ï  the shifl 

From modemist to postmodernist fiction as having to do with a shifi in emphasis. McHale 

suggests that postmodernist fiction deals with ontology (being or reality) while modeniist 

fiction deals with epistemology (Posmodernist 3). Another way of putting this is to say that 

epistemology deds with truth, while ontology de& with rdity. 

McHale calls this emphasis 'the dominant'. Evidently, in postmodernist fiction, the 

'dominant' is ontological. '' An example of a genre of w o n  that foregrounds epistemology 

would be detective fiction, since the search for information and knowledge is highlighted 

(Postmodernist 59). 

In Anti-Oedipus a similar (to postmodemist) emphasis on ontology, 'reaiity' in the sense 

of political economy cornes out of a critique of psychoanalysis. The main ciifference 

betsveen paranoïa and schitophrenia for Deteuz and Guattari is that paranoia is 

characterised as neurosis while schizophrenia is cbaracterised as a psychosis (Seem xxi). 

This is essentially Freud's definition. However, Deleuze and Guattari derie different 

conclusions £?om this definition. 

In a neurosis, the ego still exists. In schizophrenia, because it is a psychosis, the ego is 

gone. For Deleuze and Guattari, this means that paranola is oppressive. Elernents such as 

the ego and subconscious are also social forces capable of social attributions, rather than 

merely psychological forces that oniy work on the micro level. For example, in the usual 

de finition of these ternis oppression is a process that operates at the level of society, while 

repression usualIy takes place at the level of psychology,e.g., 'inapproprÏate' desires are 

normally repressed as a function of ego formation. 



in general, social classes are oppressecf by other classes; they are seldom repressed by 

them. However, in Ant i-Oedipu, the cornmon distinction between oppression and 

repression is contested- Therefore it is not the mainstream medical definition of paranoia 

and schizophrenia that interests Deleuze and Guattarï who wish to argue that paranoid 

neurosis is a fascistic process while schizophrenia is a process that is Iikratory . Their own 

version of schizoanalysis is concerned with intmducing 'real reality' (objectivity) into a 

psychoanalysis that, fiom their perspective, is mired in a study of intemality (Deleuze and 

Guattari, Anti-Oedip 334). Real reality in this context is socio-political. 

Dick also foregrounds reality in his fiction. But in Dick's fiction, we are dealing with a 

different kind of universe, one in wtrich death has symbolic meaning and one in which 

insanity (especidy schizophrenia) and death are closely allied. The mire that psychologists 

study is the very intemality of the literature that Dick spent a lifetirne writing. In Dick's 

universe, iife and death are often the products of consciousness and understanding. Whether 

schizophrenia has liberatory potential within that universe is doubtful. However, Dick is also 

empioying various lit- tropes that make us thdc of the McHalian ontological dominant 

or of Deleuze and Guat?ari and their extraversion- 

McHale cites S.F. as a genre of wnting that foregrounds ontology, because of its 

emphasis on worlds or reality (Postmdernisr 59). This is another way of saying that S.F. is 

object (or outside) oriented as opposed to subject (or inside) onented. Dick is ontologcal in 

that he is an S.F. writer, but he a h  employs many of the techniques of postmodemist fiction 

as delineated by McHale. For instance, McHale descn'bes the way in which objects in one 

world sometimes inexplicably appear in another world, creating a situation that is 

ontologically unstable. 



In Jorge Luis Borges's "Tlm Uqbar, Orbis Terbus" (McHale, Posbndemist 35), Tlon 

is a world whose ontological status is unstable. It seems to exist only in certain 

encyclopedias and in the minds of certain select people. However, objectç fiom fictional 

world non ultimately appear in the supposed ka1 world' of the story. A similar pattern of 

events occurs in DicKs Ubik. Objects and messages tiom 'half-life' appear in the suppsed 

reaI Iife of the novel. 

Another technique for foregrounding ontology involves the creation of epistemoIogid 

problems which are irresolvable and therefore tip into ontology (McHaIe, Postmdernisr I 1). 

übik provides some good examples of this technique. According to Kim Stanley Robinson, 

"I/bik has corne to be seen as the prototypical Dick novel" (Novels 93). He suggests that this 

is because it creates an epistemological puzzle (Novels 93). In Ubik, Dick presents the reader 

with more dues than there are 'crimes', with the result that there are more causes than effects. 

Finally the reader's questions about truth tip into questions about reality. 

In ühik, the story revolves around a prudence organisation owned by a man named 

Glen Runciter. The organisation employs anti-psi talents or 'inertials' as they are called 

(people who block the achvity of teIepaîhs and other active talents). in this world the 

thinking parts of people who are virtually dead are presewed in half-Iife. 

Half-life is a technique used to maintain the consciousness of those who are physically 

beyond repair so that they are able to communkate with the living and enjoy some type of 

existence beyond death. People in half-life are literally only half alive. Their bodies are 

more or les  dead, but consciousness is still in existence. The experience of half-life itself is 

of a sort of virtual universe. 

The story begins as a spy novel set in the near future with the activities of the spies 



accenîuated by their ability either to read mincis or to block those wvho do. At fi- the plot 

suggests an intepetive or epistemological quest 

Glen Runciter has many ernployees. Arnong ihem are Joe Chip and Pat "no 1s t  

name," as Joe cal 1s her (Dick, LIbik 43). Pat's wusual talent is that she can alter the present 

and fimire by altering the past. Glen, Joe, Pat and Glen's other inertials are al1 involved in a 

meeting with a potentiai customer, Stanton Mick, on Luna - Earth's Moom 

However, the 'thing' ihat calls itself Stmton Mick is suddenly revealed to be a robot- 

bomb, which then explodes. Glen Runciter is killed, or so it seems, for as the story 

progresses, the reader becornes les and les sure of who is dead and who is not dead. 

m e r  the death of Glen Runciter, tirne moves backwards for the other characters until 

thq- becorne convinced that either they are dead (and in half-life), or someone is delikraîeiy 

altering their reality. More troubling are the fiequent messages they receive fiom Glen in the 

form of television commercials and in produci packaguig. Meanwhile, each of the characters 

involved in the ill-fated meeting with Stanton Mick is dying. Wendy Wright is the first 

victim. When they find her body it is descnibed as " ... old Completely driedaut. Like itls 

been here for centuriesw (Dick, Ubik 100). 

n ie  regression in tirne that takes place may be caused by Pat or by Jory (a malevolent 

character who exists in half-life). The deaths may be the result of natural entropy as 

experienced in half-life or the effect may be a maner of a shifi in the fabric of reality. The 

cliaracters rnay be already dead throughout most of the novel, or perhaps only one or a few 

are dead. These are examples of the ways in which Dick mimates episternolo@cal enquiry 

such that an ontological dominant is foregrounded 

In Ubxk the characters seem to die because they are alone, as though done they cannot 



sustain their own world Meanwhile a spray can of universality, 'Ubili' (ubiquity), is the only 

thing keeping them alive - as if by taking them out of  themselves, that is, by miversalising 

hem, Ubik (the product) allows them to transcend de&. The process is reminiscent of 

Greek farne wherein ultra contingent heroes are made to Live on etemally in the transcendant 

poeûy of Homer. From this perspective, LlbiKs moratoriums serve as a h d  of iibrary of 

people, and relatives corne to r d  

In his article in ExtrapoIation entitled, ''The Fuial Tritogy Of Philip K. Dick," F. Scott 

Walters d e s c r i k  a form of blbtiophenornenology in which readers hypostatise 

(concretise/make real) the characters of a novel much as the g/Gods in DicKs Gnostic trilogy 

hypostatise human life (223). The description is a variation on the author as God topos that 

McHale describes in Posmodewzist Fiction (29). Walters presents us with the possibility of 

worlds within worlds of readers and of characters who are hypostatised. 

We are g/Gad in relation to the characters in Clbik, as we are g/God in relation to the 

characters in al1 of Dick's novels. Dick's fictions also &en contain living books within them. 

There is a living book in Galactic Pot Healer, in Lies Inc. and Zina in Divine Invasion is also 

referred to as a book. 

In many respects, the thematic is more overt in Divine Invasion: Dick wrïtes a novel 

about g/God who hypostatises the reality of the novel including its characters such that we 

are the ones who redise or hypostatise the g/God who redises a world in *ch there are 

characters including other g/Gods who may create sub-worlds, et cetera. The description 

also bears a resemblance to Chinese box worlds (1 12) or miseen-abyme (124) as described 

by Brian McHale in Posrmodernisr Ficrfon. 

However, the thematic of living books is also in keeping with the ancient Jewish 



cabalistic convention of living information which is passed on in the fonn of textual recipes. 

That is, it is also possible to read Dick's tropes as products of a religious rather than a stnctly 

postmodernist literary tradition. Religious overtones often serve to distinguish between 

Dick's ontoiogy and that of McHale. 

The death of isolation in Claik for its parf may also have religious implications. Death 

is evidently not physical death, since there is some question as to whetber the characten are 

even a[ ive and alteniatively, whether they are about to be reborn, like W. Runciter. The 

more isolated characters exist in a state that is already schizophrenic in that it is unstable, 

hallucinatoty and ultimately so plagued by histoncal paradox that it makes littie rnundane 

sense. 

In some cases, death is simply not wanting or caring about the world A lack of contact 

with outside reality is indicated This is also among the primay characteristics of 

schizophrenia for mainStream psychiatry (DSM-IV 277). in Ui5 ik, the characters wander 

away f?om understanding and consequently end up among the coagregation of the dead l4 

The quaiity of reality is itself tinged with suffering in Dick's fiction, pehaps men as a 

condition of its existence. For instance, Pris Frauenzimmer in We Can Buifd You represents 

life for Louis Rosen because she represents reality. When she leaves Louis, he wants her 

back even though she also creates sufEering for him. He says, "With her went reality itself' 

an4 "God knew I didn't want to suRèr at Pris's han& or at anyone else's. But suffering was 

an indication that reality was close by" (We Cun 150). 

Hvpostasis And Mechanical Peovle 

For Deleuze and Guattari schizophrenia represents creativity unfettered by the 



tyrannical ego, Le., intemalised oppression (Anfi-Oedijms 179) wbereas paranoia is the 

embodiment of repressed desire, and therefore of modem authoritarianism and fascism. 

Schizophrenia as a mode is seen as a counterweight to fascist tendencies within this context. 

For Dick, schizophrenia has a creative element as well. ui We Can Build You, a story 

that Patn'cia Warrick has descnM as a ciraft version of Do Andmi& Dreom OfEZectrtc 

Sheep? (Wamck, Mind 1 17), the owners of the Rosen Spinet Piano & Electronic Organ 

Factory (which seUs spinet pianos and electronic orgam) decide to start building automata 

The f~ automaton tbq, b d d  is a model of a historiai figure from US. civil war history 

narned Edward M. Stanton. Their second creation is a model of Abraham Lincoln, which 

they refer to as The Lincoln'. 

In this story Louis Rosen and Maury FrauenzUnmer are partnefs in the company that 

arranges for the creation of the two automata Pnk FraueIlzUnmer, who is Maury's x b i d  

daughter (and the woman whom Louis loves), designs the figures, though the technical 

details are created by another party named Bob Bundy (who is a hebephrenic). 

Mary Shelley's farnous novel Frankemfein is the first novel to introduce the idea of 

scientifically created human life. In effect, Shelley herseIf creates the monster- It is the first 

of its kind That is, Shelley's monster is the füst scientifically developed artificial human to 

exist (if only in the western imagination). One of the implications of the Frankenstein stoiy 

is to cast doubt on the humanity of humans. The Frankenstein monster does this by k i n g  

more human, better read and more dive than the human characters around him. 

It may be the doubt about the hurnanity of humans that is the horror at the centre of 

simulation. Simulation çasts doubt on the originality of the original. The abstraction (the 

fake) supplants the original (the real) as the focal point. To paraphrase Baudrillard's 
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Sirnulor iorq Disneyland is there to prove the reality of Amerka, but Disneyland is real and 

America is fake (23). The message of the simulation is uiat we are al1 fakes. Simulation 

there fore rnakes a poor 'fïrst impression'. It implies a critique of human@, but this is oni y 

true until we rd i se  that simulation was aiready with us. Simulation has been there al1 dong. 

As a consequence of Abraham Lincoln's artificiality in FVe Can Build Yox he is not 

considered to be an actual subject; rather he is thought to be an object, Le. a thing, created 

and therefore saleable. The fact that he is r e f d  to as The Lincoln' and not Lincoln 

ernphasises his statu as an object or abstraction. As is often the case in Dick's fiction, there 

are intimations of slavery wtiere androids are concerned (Robinson, Novels 29). The android 

is an 'Othef to the red people of the planet 

In We Con Budd You, slavery is an occasion for irony since Abraham Lincoln is largely 

credited with ending slavery in the US. The Lincoln's own slavery is framed by a 

conversation wherein he is descniing the 'relative' equality of 'the black man' to whites. 

Lincoln says that he (the black man) may not be equal to whites "in intellectual and moral 

endowments," but he is equai "in the right to eat the bread that his own hand eams" (Dick, 

We Can 106). Lincoln is progressive only in relation to a p s t  in which slavery is talien for 

granted. From a contempocary penpecüve, the statement that 'black people' are not equal to 

whites in 'intellectual and moral endowments' sounds both patro~sing and racist. 

But this is just the beginning of the irony: The Lincoln' is intempted by a Mr. Barrows 

who wishes to buy him. Lincoln, who is identifled with the end of slavery, is enslaved They 

engage in an argument about what const i~es  personhood, which the android (rad slave) 

trader 'wins' by saying that he doesn't case (Dick, We Cun 108). This is signi ficant because 

'caritas' fiom which the word care is derived is for Dick one of the marks of humanity. Dick 
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seems to impl y that Barrows is actually the android where Lincoln is really the human. 

Meanwhile, Abraham Lincoln, in the middle of a defense of his own personhd 

wherein he quotes Spinoza, claims that animals (and people) are machines since they were 

made by G d  Therefore, he concludes, we are d l  machines. This is a clever argument that 

could go either way, since to m c l u d e  that we were ail people would be an equally valid 

point. 

The notion of 'the creaîed' or anificial bas different implications if one believes in 

@od therefore. if we are ail g G d s  creatwes we are ail therefore persans, as was implied 

by the Abraham Lincoln doll. The prospect extends subjectivity not ody to people, but to 

animals, plants and the pianet as weU (Dick, We Cm> 1 13). This idea is not coincidentaIly 

consistent with Gnostic notions of g/Gds spark which is present in aii of creation, as an 

aspect of itself (Bloom, American 52). 

In fact, Dick is not himuig things imide-out here, but tuming outsides-in To ask 

whether androids dream of electri-c sheep is also to inquire into the psychology of objects. 

To ask whether androids have empathy is like asking whether the sky feels sad when it is 

raining or whether fence posts b l e d  "Do houses see? Do houses eat?" Dick asks, "Do 

androids drearn of electric sheep?". 

In a sense though, tuming things outside-in is dready the opposite. It is the same 

process- As the outside moves inwar4 the inside is tumed outward For instance, in Do 

Androi& Breom Of Efectric Sheep? there is a great deal of energy invested in animals both 

real and artificial. The idea that things may be animate in a spiritual sense (imbued with 

spirit i.e. anima) is translated into actual animation. On the other hana animate things have 

agency and act out. 



in the case of Dick's objets, often this 'acting out' is something that is directed against 

people. In some novels, such as The Simzdacra, there seems to be a generalised overfîow 

between anima, animate and animosity wherein dl things have souls, a d  and bear evil 

intentions (as with the animate fly-like commercial in The SimuIucra) or even hold grudges 

(as with the litigious door in Ubik). 

Some theorists, though, have devised another way to read this phenornenon and have 

concluded from it that we are al1 in fact objects, and as objects we are al1 hilly determined 

This would mean that for Dick we are literally the wind up toys of g / G d  The implication is 

that no real agency exists. Darko Swin outlines this possiiility in his article in On Phil@ K. 

Dick, entitled- "The Opus: Artifice As Refuge And World View." Suvin refers to Dick's 

wodd as "collective, non-individualist", i-e., a world where everyone is in some situation that 

Iargely determines actions (Swin 3). 

However, the theory clashes with Dick's own position which is clearly indeteminate. 

m e r  d l ,  in Galactic Pur Henler, Joe is offered the choice between fkeeàom and absorption 

into the gGodlike entity called the G l h u n g  (1 87). That is, he is able to choose fieedorn. 

Moreover, agency is hdarnental to Dick's recurring obsession with auîhentic or Wtuous 

characters. Dick's androids are a m ,  precisely to the extent that they are means and not ends 

in themselves. 

To ignore this thread in Dick is to ignore the existentid choice that is a crucial facet of 

the fiction. In Divine Imusion the crux of the novel hangs on a choice (by Herb Asher 

between the demon and the 'beside helper'); Nobusuke Tagomi's agonised choice in Mun In 

7he High Custk is what makes that book as compelling as it is. 



Extraversion And Exenesis 

Durham's claim that the subject is dead (in Dick's fiction), whether it obsewes the 

theoretical premises of Deleuze and Guattari or of Baudrillard, is problematic, not least 

because i t tends to equate the significance of the various stagings of the death of the subject 

It is interesting to note in titis conte- that Durham merely alludes to these variant versions 

while claiming that his article in SF. Stdfes  is "not the place to reheane the various ways in 

whch the death of the subject bas ben staged" (188).'* 

Without this dieoretical background information we are in the da& about the 

significance of Durham's claim that the subject is dead For example, the implicaîions of 

Baudrillarâ's (ecstatic) subjectivity are certainly di fferent h m  the implications of Deleuze 

and Guattari's (schimphrenic) subjectivity. in fact a reheanal of the premises on which 

Durham's claim is based might have revealed the discrepancy between Dick and this 

theoretical context. 

One of the results of not dealing with the context directly is that in Deleuze and 

Guattari's poststructural context and to a certain extent in the Jamesonian versions of 

postmodeniism (including McHaie's) the connection between knowledge, modernism and 

paranoïa (and fascism) is simply assumed In the criticism that draws fiom this theoretical 

pool, it is also taken for granted that Dick is invoking this context when he is not This rnay 

be why critics such as D&o Swin assume that Dick connected paranoia and fascism (7) 

when in fact, there is little evidence to support this claim. 

On the other han4 Durham is correct when he observes that one of the most prominent 

features of Dick's work is its inside-outness. In "Philip K Dick's Political Dreams," an article 

by Hazel Pierce in the Greenberg and Olander collection of critical articles entitled: Phi[@ K. 



Dick, Pierce relates Dick's work to the puetry of William Blake. A passage which recalis 

Dick's rnetaphysical writing style alludes to Blake's "Jenisalem". The passage describes an 

"outside spread without" and an "outside spread within" (1 32). 

At one point, an 'outside spread within' occurs to Pris in We Cm Builcl You. Pris the 

schizoid artist experiences the idea of Abraham Lincoln as a reality (object) not as an idea: 

"The reai Lincoln exists in my mind..I really have the Lincoln in my mind And i've been 

working night &ter night to transfer him out of my minci, back into the outside world" (66). 

Pns descnk an artistic pocess of extraversion whereby ideas are pushed out and made into 

real ities. 

A similar passage in Niebsche's Thm S'ke Zarathmtra exemplifies the way that 

abstract concepts rnay becorne reaîities for certain people: " . . . your thoughts are not your 

expiences,  they are an echo an &er effect of your experiences: as when your room 

trembles when a -age goes past I however am siîting in the carriage, and often I am the 

cam'age itsel f" ( 12). S.F. characters like Pris experience ideas in this way and live as though 

abstractions were realities. 

In the introduction to Anti-Oedipuri, Mark Seem daims that what Deleuze and Guattarï 

have aîîernpted to do was to create a hybrid between Nietzsche the madman and Marx the 

economist, while deconstructing Freud dong the way (xviii). However their hybrid is not 

just a cross but also a new way of reading. 

In one passage fiom Anti-Oedipu~, a slave race's relationship to the means of 

production is d e s c n i  in such a way that it recalls Freud's "A Note On The Mystic Writing 

Pad," in which Freud describes his rnodel for mernory (Freud 230). 

In "A Note On The Mystic Writing Pad" the chiId's toy (a particular kind of self erasing 



note pad) is a metaphor for rnemory. The passage in Anti-Oedipus tells the story of a 

master/slave relationshi p bebveen two races, the Summa"ans and the Abdians. Quoting 

Jean Nougayrot, Deleuze and Guattari comment on the creation of language which occurs 

between the two peoples. 

One cannot better show how an operation of biUIUvocalisation organizes iîself 

around a despotic signifier, so that a phonetic and alphabetical chah flows £kom 

it. Alphabetical writing is not for the illiterata, but by illiterates. It goes by way 

of iiliterates, those unconscious workers. The signifier implies a language that 

overçodes mthe r  language, while the other language is completely d e d  ùito 

phonetic elements. And if the unwnscious in fact includes the topicai order of a 

double inscription, it is not stnictured like one language, but like two. (208) 

In ths instance, the outline of a historical relationship between two peoples is 

descnbed in psychological ternis, not merely as though each person were a psychological 

k i n g  with desires, etc., or even as though each group could be psychoanalysed, but as though 

each group of people were a psychological process. 

The oppression of one people becornes the creation of the unwnscious, the language 

used by that people is written over as though repressed The resdting rnemory is a 

palimpsest. Indeed, oppression and repression are identifiai. The point here is to objectie 

psychology, to make it real and historical and not merely mystical. The metaphor of rnemory 

is therefore made r d ,  Le. related to a social relationship and detached fiom its subjective 

moorings. 

The example fiom Anri-Oedipus is itself schizophrenic because it sees no difference 

behveen libidinal economy and political economy and so treats intemalities as though they 



were externalities and vice versa. This is "totally schizophrenic" logic which "deliberately 

confuses words and things," according to Philip Gdchild (83). That is, Anfi-Oedip 

exemplifies schizophrenic logic. 

Consequently, in order to r a d  schizophrenically one wuld 'psychoanalyse' the entire 

S.F. genre-object and say: S.F. for its part may therefore be d e s a i i d  as diseased and in the 

grip of a psychological disorder, i.e., it is schizophrenic in much the same tvay that Anti- 

Oedipt~r is schizophrenic. h begs to be diagnosed S.F. is schizophrenic because it relies on 

the distinction between subject and object and then subverts that distinction by literdising 

metaphor or by making subjective conditions objective. 

Dick's fiction, on the other hanci, is therefore the miseen-abyme of the 

schizophreniting process in S.F.. Here, within the subplot of S.F., there is a mini world, the 

story within a story of DicKs fiction, that is the quintessential example of S.F., that tells S. F.'s 

story and the story of its disease. in Dick's han& S.F. is a nervous breakdown, a 

half ucinatory experience, a paranoid fantasy. 



Paranoia, Sçhizophrenia And Dick's Gnosticisrn 

In Mind In Motion, Patricia Warrick devotes a chapter to androids as mechanical 

mirrors of hurnanity (1 17). 1 have borrowed the mirror image to illustrate a series of related 

phenornena in DicKs fiction The first is the way in which Dick ernploys androids, g/G& 

and aliens in his fiction The second is the phenomenon of paranoia as an oscillation 

between two selves or roles: one m inner self and the other an outer selt The third 

phenomenon is Dick's thematic interest in things (including religious things) relaîed to 

re flection, depth or introspection 

It is tempting to see Dick as a modemist. In the literary theoretical universe where 

ontologicaVschizophrenic (objective) equals postmodemism and interpretive/paranoid 

(subjective) equais modemism as mapped out by Brian McHaie, Philip K. Dick is an 

anomaly. Dick writes ontologicaily onented fiction that also (and for McHale 

paradoxically) invites the reader to interpret. 

Diclr's fiction emphasises the Iife of the mind and then juxtaposes this with references 

to godlike and godly indifference. The g/G& of Dick's repertoire are not always the kind of 

literary tropes that are found in Posrmdernist Fiction, however. There is evidence to 

suggest that in Dick's fiction religious allusions are meant to be taken less as meta-allegories, 

than as complicated references to perceived uncertainties about life and death. 

Interpretation, for its part, is fiindamental to king human for Dick. Dick's use of 

religious textual stratecjes is not therefore always ironic (in the postmodemist sense), 

(McHale, Postrnaferncs/ 144) nor is his insistence on interpretive agents. Dick's subjects, 

especidly his paranoid subjects, are signifiant in themseives, as subjects. 



A sensitive reading of Dick's fiction by George Slusser claims tbat there is an 

oscillation behveen 'minâ' (inside) and an Amencan cultural landscape (outside) defined as o 

network of penonalities without historical institutions (History 2 19). ' This oscillation is 

crucial to an understanding of Dick's paranoids for Slusser. 

Dick is actuaily taCring sides in his fiction in favour of subjectivity. Since Dick's 

paranoids are able to function with compassion and integrity in realities that are 

schizophrenic, there is a sense in which they have not given up their ability to choose, to 

initiate and therefore (for Dick) to be human 

The oscillation beîween insiàe and outside, in particuiar between empathy and 

indifference, is what for Dick at least, makes his paranoid charactea 'authentic'. This puis 

him in opposition to both McHale and DeleuzdGuattan. His view of paranoidschizophrenia 

is opposite to the one we would expect from him, if he were either a postmodemist or a 

poststructd ist . 

in any case, Slussets account of paranoia in Dick m a .  it clear that a relationship may 

be drawn in the contemprary world b e e n  paranoia and political dissent. Quoting Freud, 

Slüsser describes paranoids as people who have lost al1 sense of tradition and instead have 

created their own belief system- 

Consequently, in a history-less society, paranoids are quite useîùl. When, as in 

Arnerica, the culture itsçlf lacks a coherent tradition, those who can form an independent 

belie f system are able to behave autonornously and are l es  subject to the trends that seem to 

affect everyone el se. Moreover, arnid the pathological hordes of Nazis in the pseudo 

America of The Mun In The High C'ustIe, there are a few paranoids such as Nobusuke 

Tagomi who are able to act in opposition. 



Hazel Pierce suggests that M e r  Fitting and Stanislaw Lem fail to ask the crucial 

questions with respect to DicKs spirituai search. They fail to ask, as Dick does: "What is 

death? Are there successive states of consciousness? 1s d i t y  only a mind creaîed illusion?" 

(Pierce, Phclip 30) She does not ask whose mind created illusion it wouid be. As has been 

shown, reaiity in Dick's fiction is o h  a battleground, with various min& competing over i t  

Often reality is a feature not of one mind, but of many. Pierce does not include "What is 

dGod?" or 'UThat is authentic?" to her list of questions in this section, but she alludes to - 
these elsewhere. On the other hand, her questions are a good begùuW\g. 

The Gosml According To Phi l i~  K. Dick 

What is glGod for Dick? In Dick's fiction, gGcxi is ofien the ambivalent creator of 

Gnoticism. Sometïmes God is also schizophrenia personified OAen g / G d  is an impostor. 

Gnosticism is the quintessentiai paranoid retigion It is also the religion of anti- 

authoritarianism. It is based on hidden knowledge of a conspiracy which exists at the !@est 

level, Le., at the level of çosmology. 

For Gnostics, the tmth about creation is "hidden in perfkct day" as an aspect of the 

material world On the anti-authontarian side of things, Gnosticism acts as a rnirror of 

Christianity and reveals things about Christian worship that are not seen ordinarily. Among 

them, that dGod is tûo strict., that h/He is fallible and that we n d  not trust hNis judgement 

Dick's interest in split personalities, the focus on paranoia and information and his 

schizophrenic lanâscapes have different connotations if they are imagined as part of a 

Gnostic cos mol^^^.^ 

For Gnostics the creator g/God Yahweh, the supposedly omnipotent d e r  of al1 things, 



is reall y a h u d  Creation is an arnbiguous event vistigated by a demi urge. The demiurge 

manufactures a contingent world against the wishes of the tnie 'Gd who is oniy present as a 

ghost or spirit. As a creation çtory this accounts in part for the paranoia in some of Dick's 

fiction. Awareness of a complex cosmology may be paranoia-inducing. Or, alternatively, 

doubt may be at the root of the paranoid's belief that the creator g,God is imperkt 

Since the creator dGod is not our real 'father,' we are inctined to be suspicious o f  hùn. 

The Gospel According To Philip gives us a counter-reaûing of the Bible fiom a Gnostic 

perspective: "And the Lord would not have saick 'My father who is in Heaven' unless he had 

had another father.. ." (Wilson 3 1 ). 

Accordhg to Harold Bloom, "In the Gnostic view, the God of organised Western faiths 

is an impostor, no matier wbat name he assumes." (Omem 246) Since the quaiity of dGod 

characterises the quaiity of world, paranoia is buil t in at the time of creation The alien or 

stranger g / G d  who is eded fiom this world haunts the Gnostic world 

In Divine Invusion, Emmanuel's ambivalence is realised as a split pcrsonality. lnitially 

the dichotomy between Zina and Emmanuel impl ies the dichotomy between good and eM1. 

In fact the test that the two gods devise is quite similar to the test of Job. However, Zina is a 

much more positive character in this version than this allusion allows. In fact, both 

Emmanuel and Zina are go04 but imperfect. 

Zina as evil's impostor is representative of a kind of creativity. Zina, who is also 

referred to as divine wisdom, Hagia Sophia (Bivke 2 M), fajr (Divine 138), Diana (Divhe, 

1 38) and The Torah (Drvine 2 12) is the manufacturer of fictions. Emmanuel is, by contrast, 

a httle dull. 

DicVs Gnostic stories make Christianity seem ironic. For instance, the term "devil's 



advoate" Cnplies a tautology. The dewi is already his own advocate in Dick's fiction. 

According to Harold Bloom, in Greek, diabolos means blocking agent - one who is an 

authorised representabve of g/God, i-e., a bnd of angelic lawyer representing gGod in the 

judgement of humans (Omem 67). 

Dick's fiction assumes this in Divine Invasion w k n  ZindSophia as Linda Fox plays the 

role of defense lawyer, i.e., she plays opposite the diabolos as a &or image would do, 

advocating on behalf of humaniv, w k e a s  the role of ultimate judgement (the role 

Chnstians resewe for God) is played by a third deity, a goat-king who represents a kuid of 

evil- The choice is therefore between relative goods one and two or between presumed evil 

and evil, i-e., not between absolute ' G d  and 'Evil'. Here we have a situation where a 

potentiaiiy infinite number of goods and evils, Le., n goods or n evils, could manifest 

themselves. Moreover, ihe devil is in a sense on g / G d s  side in an adversarial system. A 

genealogy of the word 'devic therefore, reveals that his evil is relative. 

Twin gods are a recurring image of multiple origins in Dick's tiction- in passages fiom 

Dick's Gnostic exegesis (as quoted in Valis), he refers to the begiming as the creation of two 

twin forms (each a minor image of the other): one which developed while the other 

languished ( V d i s  266). The second hMn becornes the ongin of non-being, irrationality and 

evil. 

The One was and was-not, combined, and desireci to separate the was-not 

fiom the was. So it generated a diploid sac which contained, like an eggshell, 

a pair of twins, each an androgyny, spinning in opposite directions (the Yin and 

Yang of Taoism, wirh the One as the Tao). ( Vulis 266) 

This implies a connection between Dick's ideas about the Tao and his Gnosticism. 



However, accordinç to the Tao, there is no evil, while in Dick's Gwsticïsrn evi1 is an aspect 

of creation. It may be that the duality of the Tao plus evil cornes close to Dick's Gnomcism. 

In Valis, paranoia (as an epistemological quest) and Gnosticisrn coincide. The novel is 

about a man who is trying to corne to tenns with the suicide of 'Gloria,' his fiend Gloria 

liills herself by jumping fiom a builàing that houses a detow centre where she goes to get 

help for her dmg problem. The main character, Horselover Fat, blames himself for not 

saving her. He attempts suicide himself, but is msuccesstiil. 

Mer  some time spent in a psychiatrie ward, Fat decides to dote on a woman who has 

tennuial cancer. It is as though Fat is unable to get used to the fact that people die and is 

affected by the deaths of strangers as rnuch as those of his cIosest &ends. His life becornes a 

string of fimerals. Each death is just as upsetting as the last This makes the book sound 

morbid, but it is actually quite -y. The subplot of the novei, which eventually dwarfs the 

initial plot, is the stoy of Horselover Fat's religious experience. He believes that he is 

receiving information fiom a benevolent deity called Valis (vast active living intelligence 

system). 

Fat is in therapy with a psychologist narned Maurice, who is so baffleci by his biblicai 

interpretations that he assumes that Fat has not read the bible. Maurice tells Fat to go home 

and to read Genesis twice. One passage summarizes Fat's impression of the frustration 

Maurice undoubtedly feels: "He hadn't iced Synynan assassins by regarding the cosmos as a 

sentient entelechy with psyche and soma, a macrocosmic mirror to man the rnicrocosm" 

( Vulis 9 8). 

The passage also reveals something about the structure of the novel. Since Fat believes 

that the form of the universe is dualisbc, with Form II as the original non-king, his initial 
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crisis, in which his fiiend Gloria seems determined to ici11 herself, is expressed in the 

following way: "Gloria's mind had becorne an eraser in the service of non-king." Gloria's 

fate is reflected in the macrocosmic mirror of the universe- 

Some forma1 elements of the novel underline the main character's split personality. For 

instance, the story is told from the perspective of Philip K. Dick, who writes an account of 

Fat's activities as though reporting on another person He refers to himself in the thrd person 

in order to "gain much-needed objectivity" (Valis 1 1 ). This çeems to be indicative of an 

oscillation betwen ï n t e d i t y  and extemaiity that is present throughout the noveI and is 

typical of paranoia An otherwise subjective account of personal expiences altemates with 

intermittent reportage from an objective viewpouit. 

The name of Dick's alter ego translates into Philip Dick. Horselover Fat is a translation 

of his first name into Greek a d  his second name into Gennan. The first part Philip is h m  

the word 'philos' which means lover plus 'ippos' which means horse. The word for fat, in 

German, is dick 

tntimately, one version of Philip K. Dick claims that the other is overseas living 

another life. Evidenùy, a complete split has occurred and two people exist rather than two 

altemate personalities. The split mind develops two bodies. Or else one or the other or both 

is crazy. This is difficult but not impossible to explain- Vulis therefore suggests a McHalian 

epistemological dominant, because it does not quite tip into ontology. It is still possible to 

explain away weirder events as features of a derangeci mind 

However, the fact of the split self alço recalls the split self of Gnosticism. In 

Gnosticism the self actuail y has two names: the psyche (which is the sod) and the pneuma 

(spirit). The spirit or pneuma is the superior self which is in fact a part of the true God 



Paranoïa also has Gnostic connotations in some of Dick's l e s  obviously Gnostic work 

The title of A Scanner Duruy, the novel in which Robert Arctor is a narcotics agent whose 

job it is to spy on his own abode, is taken 6om the phrase 'a glas darkly,' in 1 Corinthiar~s.~ 

Arctor is orïginaliy charged with the task of spying on the entire household and on his 

fiiends: Charles Freck, Donna Hawthorne, J e n y  Fabin, Jim Barris and Emie Luchan .  

Arctor's discornfort and paranoïa becorne acute during his assigrnent wtien his 

superiors decide to focus their investigation on him and instdl holc~scanners in his house to 

monitor his activities. This means that k t o r  is f o r d  to focus his reports on himself. He 

must, therefore, in his role as narwtics officer, suspect hirnself. In Arctor's paranoid 

condition his personality is split and observes itself. "How many Bob Arctors are there. A 

weird fucked up thought. Two that 1 can think of, he thought" (Scanner 79). 

He observes hirnself through a holographie m e r  as though looking through a rnirror 

at himself. "For now we see through a glas darkly" (1 Cor. 13.12). That is, now we see 

ourselves in a rnirror but poorly. Arctor in his capacity as Fred, takes a dim view of his osvn 

1 i fe. 

Though Arctor watches hirnsel f ,  the re flec ti ve surface of the analogid mirror makes 

him see himself backwards: "...but then face to face: now 1 h o w  in part;" At one point in the 

passage fiom 1 Corinthians there is a tense change here to "...but then shall 1 know even as 

also 1 am hmown" ( 1 Cor. 1 3.1 2). "Even as also 1 am hown"  suggests that he will see himsel f 

"then" the right way around as others see him. ArctorNred says to hjs fellow narcotics agents 

during psychological testing, "Maybe it's you fuckers who're seeing the universe bachwd 

like in a mirror" (Sccrnner 17 1 ). "Then" suggests some other time perhaps at the end of time, 

or as in A Scunrzer Burkly, once FredlArctor has been pulled through infinity as an effect of 
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long-tem dmg use (Scanner 1 70). 

The fact that M F r e d  ultimately 'chooses' to stay on one si& of the rnirror (on ' G d s  

side', outside) indicates a 'choice' in favour of psychosis. This choice is marked by the fact 

that he does not remember his own name, and is therefore renamed Bruce. BobEred suis (in 

the sense of makes an error) and, though dive in body, is essentially dead in spirit (mors 

ontologica) (Scanner 195,204). 

The death that is reférred to in A SÇmtner Darkly may be the death of that part of the 

self which is related to the tme G d  (Le., the pneuma). in any event, the image that is used to 

symbolise the death is the image of someone twking out fiom inside a corpse. The situation 

in A Scanner M y  is similar to the one in Ubik where people cease to exist as conscious 

entities because of paîhological isolation However, in BoWFreû/Bruce's case it is his body 

îhat is alive while his muid is dead 

In both novels the lines of wmmunication berneen people break d o m  .se who 

die lose the ability to mntrol what they see. Paradoxically, a loss of contact with the outside 

world in A Scanner Darkly results in a loss of agency- Arctor actually has to be told what to 

do. The loss of communiîy that each character k l s  in Ubik results in a loss of singularity as 

well. 

Dick's fiction employs both paradox and allegory. From a McHalian perspective, texts 

such as Divine hzvasion, for instance, suggest a polarity between good and evil and then 

destroy that expectation. Divine Imusion is therefore consistent with the schizophrenic 

tendencies of postmodeniist fiction as McHale defines them. Postmodernist allegorical 

writing (Postmoclernist 144) lures the reader to interpret and then subsequently undemines 

that interpretation. 



From anotber perspective though, Dick is writing Gnoshc fiction. Dick depicts 

Gnostics in contexts that are schizophrenic because Gnostics believe that there is sornething 

wong with the creator. Much of Dick's fiction is actually schimphrenic or ontological in its 

orientation. That much is clear. But the fiction is also consistent with Dick's religious 

conviction that the world is ultimately a bad or paradoXical place that was poorly designed 

and therefore impossible to explain completely. in this reading, he is part of a trend in 

literature that lies outside postmoderrtism. 

The mirror image is often used by Dick to demonstrate our relationship to gGod 

(Vahs 98). This is because the mirror is symbolic of a reflection on the problem of 4. The 

world is an image of the g/Gods who created i t  EMI exists in the world because it exists in 

the g/Gods. 

Gnosticism, for its part, sees al1 ofChrktianity as if it were a lookuig glass world A 

sort of divine inversion results. In a sense then, Gnosticism ne& no extra irony. It is 

almdy ironic. But this is old-fashioned irony, the effect of wtiich is the creation of depth. 

Man's lnsanitv 1s Heaven's Sense 

It is easy to see how one could make a connection between Dick and a 

pststnicturaIism that sees paranoia as fascist. Dick writes about paranoia, schizophrenia and 

fascism. These are al1 relevant topics with specific meanirigs in a poststructuralist universe. 

His insides are often outside and vice versa But Dick wites without making the obvious 

connection between paranoia and fascism that one would expect from reading Ant i-Oedipuv. 

Dick's fiction actually makes a clearer comection between fascism and schizophrenia. For 

example, the descriptions of the Nazis in Tlle Man ln The High Cav~lc. usually indicate that 



the Nazis are emblematic of schizophrenia and not of paranoia. 

fie Man In The High C'le is the Hugo Award winning novel about a worfd in which 

the Nazis have won the second world wa. and, allied with the Japanese, have control of most 

of North Arnerica as well as Europe. In this story, Nobusuke Tagomi is a businesman who 

cunducts a series of meetings with a foreign guest who is revealed to be a spy. The guest, 

Mr. Baynes, whose name is actually Wegener (Man 1 87), has idonnation about a secret 

Nazi plan to bomb Japanese tenitory (Man 188). Tagomi's act of heroisrn occurs when he 

saves the life of M .  Baynes. 

Several other characters and stories are featured in this alternate universe. Robert 

Chîldan is a shopkeeper who sells (fake) authentic Amencan foik art The foik art is in 

demand because the U.S.A. is no longer in existence. A crisis occurs for Childan when he 

discovers that many of his 'authentic' historical items are in fact fakes. 

Frank Fnnk (whose name used to be Fink) is Jewish Frink, who is always at risk in 

this society because he is Jewish, loses his job and decides to go into business for himself 

He rnakes jewellery that he attempts to sel1 to Childan Juliana Frink is Frank's former wife. 

She is having an affair with a man who is revealed to be a NaP spy. 

There is a story withui this story in this novel as well. A man named Hawthorne 

Abendsen *tes a novel called The Grasshopper Lies ~ e a v ~ ~  about a world in whch the 

Nazis lose the war. The world in The Grasshopper L i a  H e q  is similar but not identical to 

our own world- The book is banned. Juliana has a moment of heroism when she kills her 

Nazi lover because she hmows that he intends to murder Hawthorne Abendsen. This is 

actually a kind of miseen-abyme in McHale's sense. it is like an Escher painting of a fish 

whose scales also resemble fishes - an image McHale uses to illustrate the concept of mise- 



en-abyme (Postmodemrst 1 24). T7re Gra~shopper Lres Hemy is the fish s a l e  that resembles 

'17re Mun In The High Cade. 

Fascism in The Man In The High C a l e  is schizophrenic. In the novel, severai 

allusions to Nazis are made. Instead of the expected association of paranoia with fascism, or 

the "Germanie-paranoia-hrniing-fscist" theme that Darko Swin refers to (7), thete is an 

association between schizophrenia and fa~cinn.~ 

For instance- Tagomi refers to the Nazi Herr R Heydnch as a realist who is also a 

pathological schizophrenic (Man 94)- On a grander scale, Tagomi also d e s c n i  the Nazi 

political world as "a monstrous schizophrenic morass of.. intemecine intrigue" (Man 191). 

However, if one looks hard at Baynes's description of fascist psychology, one could 

(arguably) make a connection with a jxwage fiom the paranoid and Gnostic Gospel 

According To Philip. 

In the Gospel According To Philip: "God created men Men created Goci That is the 

way it is in the world - men make gods and worship their creation. It would be fitting for the 

go& to worship men" (Witson 48). 

The passage has to do with the fact that the one whom the Chrïstians dl glGod is 

really the demiurge or the angel of Gnoçticism. Since humanity is seen as more akin to the 

creator of the demi urge and not to the demi urge hirnsel f (even though he created the 'arti fact' 

Le. the material and contingent aspects of the world) the daim is that the god or angel should 

worship us, because he/she/it is unqualified to be our G d  

One of the defining characteristics of the Nazis that Baynes d e m i s  in The Mun /n 

7'he High Cus~k is (coincidentally) the belief that @ G d  should eat man (as one would eat 

g/God in the sense of eucharist). Dick is suggesbng that Nazis would like glGod to worship 



them rather than the other way around: 

Their egos have expanded psychotically so that they carmot tell where 

they begin and the godhead leaves off. It is not hubris, not pride; it is inflation 

of the ego to its ultimate - confision between him who worships and that 

which is worshipped Man has not eaten God; God has eaten man. (Man 42) 

There is a sunilarîty here between Gnosticism (the paranoid religion) and fascisrn (as 

embodjed by Dick's Nazis). However, the simiJarity between this description and the image 

in the Gospel According To Philip is superficial. The description of the Nazis also resembles 

Dick's definition of schiu,phrenia/adsm in Marrion TimeSlip. in that novel a parallel is 

made between the seEshness of plurnbers' union leader Amie Kott (a very important mai for 

a planet wiîh little water) and the autistic Manfred Steiner. 

Jack Bohlen, a schizoid mechanic on Mars, is recruited as the s u p e ~ s o r  of a project 

designed to fom a bridge of communication between Manfred (the autistic child) and the 

rest of  the world This is so that Amie Kott can predict the next step in a land speculation 

scheme, 

Unfortunately, Leo Bohlen (Jack's father) stands to profit from the situation as well. 

That is, Leo stands to profit as long as Amie is kept in the M. In order to serve Amie, Jack 

Bohlen must betray his father. 

Jack, in Marrian TimeS(ip, de fines the ultimate stage of the schizophrenic process as 

"A coagulatecl self, fixeci and immense, whch effaces everything else and occupies the enhre 

field" (Dick, Mariiün 170). tt is also des~ribed as "apathy towards public endeavor" @ick, 

biuriian 74). The ultimate in autism (which Dick identifies with schizophrenia) is, in effect, 

represented by Amie Kott who is singularly apathetic towards public 'endeavors.' Amie 
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Kott's ego "has expanded psychoticaily" much as Manfred Steiner's has. 

The passage from The Gospel Accordhg To Philip, for its part, outlines a relationship 

to an authority that one does not recognize. It doesn't suggest that Gnostics start by claiming 

the psi  tion of absolute knowledge and power. That is, it is l e s  a matter of claiming g/God's 

rote than of questionhg the quality and authority of an entity rhat claims to be g/God and 

who is not doing a very good job. From this perspective, the Gnostics are anti-auhoritarian 

while the Nazis are uber-authontarian. The Nazis bear a greater resemblance to the 

demiurge than to the G n h c s  of The Gospel Açcorduig To Philip since the demiurge is a 

schizophrenic tymnt, 

On another level, divine law (in Dick's texts), especially those of a fdse s/God and not 

capital 'G' God, do not apply to us. Lfthe go& act in a certain way this is not to say that 

people should behave in the same way, and if the Nazis see themselves as gods i t is because 

they are mad, not because they are Gnosa'cs. Man's insanity is therefore Heaven's sense. 

Baynes says in l%e Mun In The High Cade  that the abstract for the Nazis is r d .  By 

this he means îhat the Nazis literalise abstractions. "Their view, it is cosniic. Not of a man 

here, a child there, but an abstraction: race, Iand Vok, Land Blut. Ehre. Not of honourable 

men but of Ehre itself, honom, the abstract is  m l ,  the actual is invisi%le to them." and "They 

see through the here, the now, Uito the vast black deep beyonci, the unchanging'' ( M m  4 I ) . ~  

This is a line of thought that Dick tiequently uses in connection with schizophrenia 

The Japanese in 71te Mun In High Cu.tIe are by contrast highly metaphorical. The 

K h i n g ,  an oracle that helps the Japanese to make decisions, is a series of metaphors that one 

rnay apply to everyday life. Significantly, the Japanese employ rnetaphor in their cyphers 

because they hnow that metaphorical language is a code that will not be cracked (Ihck, Mun 
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2 1 ). The Nazis can crack any literd code because they are literalists. This means that the 

inabi l ity to desymbolise (Dick, Transmïgroiion 102) is such a strong feature of Nazi culture 

that the Japanese are able to rely on it for intelligence purposes 

For instance, in order to warn Tagomi that Baynes is a spy, the code refers to "skim 

milk in his diet" (Man 21). The phrase is fiom a Gilbert and Sullivan musical: "things are 

not as they seem, skim milk masquerades as cream." The d e  implies diat he is 

masquerading as something that he is not The hidden meaning is detectable to paranoids 

such as Tagomi, but is not detectable to the Nazis. Literatwe is consequently anti-fascist to 

the extent that it works on more than one level.' 

The Nazis ais0 favour idealist arts and eschew the abstmct cubists. At one point, in 

order to goad one Nazi, Baynes says that he is nostalgie for cubism and abstractionist art He 

corn plains that he likes a picture to mean sornething. His comment is a parody of the usual 

Amencan art-boob r e m  that representationai art means something whïle contemporary 

abstract art is incomprehensible. 

A similar relationship to abstraction is discussed in The Transmigrarion Of Timothy 

Archer. In this novel Angel Archer narrates the story of Bishop Tirnothy Archer, who was 

rnodelled on James Pike, a colleague and tnend to Martin Luther King. The main characters 

are Angel, Jeff Archer (Angel's husband and Tim's son), Timothy Archer, Kirsten Lundborg 

and Bill Lundborg (KI rsten's schizophrenic son). 

Timothy has an illicit &air with Angel's fiend Kirsten Lundborg. Jeff also becomes 

infatuated with Kirsten and commits suicide. Subsequently, Timothy and Kirsten da im to be 

receiving communication from Jeff, who is in the lafier-life'. Then, krsten and Timothy die. 

First Kirsten overdoses on tranquillisers. Then, some time later, Timothy decides to take a 
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religious pilgrimage and dies of thim in the desert Finally, Bill claims to have been the 

recipient of Tim's transrnigrated soul. 

Bill's schizophrenia is contrasted with Tim's abstract bookishness thughout the novel. 

Bill is apparently unable to abstract, which is why he literalises the metaphors and proverbs 

that Angel uses to test him for schizophrenia The combination of the two perwnalities (that 

of Tïm and of Bill) would seem to resolve the imMance that is present in both of their 

personalities. 

However, hthony Wolk has claimed that Dick is inconsistent in his description of 

scbphrenia Wolk suggests that sometimes Dick descn'bes it as a condition which is 

overly concrete and sometimes he d e s c n i  it as a condition which is overly abstract (Wolk 

108). There is a sense in which the description in The Man 113 The High Castk of the 

relationship between abstraction and reality for the Nazis does however resembie BiU 

Lundborg's condition in The Trunsrnigmtion Qf Tirnofhy Archer, For the Nazis the 'abstract 

is reai' (Man 41). For Bill, the abstract is aiso reai in that figurative language is always 

concrete for him. 

The implication is that the thinking disorder that Dick often mentions as related to 

schizophrenia is not so much an inability to abstract but Mer it is a type of thinking that is 

either too concrete or too abstract (thcse are qualities that are actually typical of rnainstreatn 

schizottypal personality disorder) (DSM-I V 645). That is, Dick sees a confusion of the 

concrete and the abstract as both a sign of schizophrenia and a feature of fascism. 

Indeai, the confusion of the abstract and the r d  is a quality that Dick characterises as 

android also. That is, "a peculiar and mal ign abstractness" pervades the "mental processes" of 

the androids as well (Bo Androidv 1 37) in Do Androids Breurn Oflrlectric Sheep? " We're al1 



schizophrenic," says Ris, "wïth defective emotional Lives - flattening of affect, it's d l e d  

(Do Androich 141). This is an important theme in a texhial universe, i.e. Dick's fiction, 

which seems to \hant to identify schimphrenidandroids (fake people) with Nazis and to 

identify authentic characters (Le- the antidote to fascism) with neurosis and paranoia 

Instead of hailing the deaîh of the subject, Dick may be making a point here about the 

ove~~ealous application of tbeory to real life. On the one hanci, the fascists can't see the trees 

for the forestg Put another way, they can't see the people for the concept Voik. On the otha 

hanci, anything that has polyvalence, such as metaphor or allegory, is reduced to the most 

primitive reading- 

Dick is Far fiorn choûsing ontology over epistemology. in fact, in The M m  In ïïze 

High C d e ,  the only thing standing in the way of f h s m  is a humanity and epistemology 

( interpretation)" as embodied by Tagomi. As a Gnostic, Dick Lives in a worid tbat is 

opposed to the antiepistemological position that underlies McHale's theoretid concems. 

Where McHale is in a sense agnostic, Dick is clearly not Nor is Dick's fascism derived 

from paranoia that is defined as any meaning system, as is the case for McHaie. Instead, 

Dicli's fascism is derived fiom a fom of rnisinterpre?ation tbat is guided by literalism.' ' in 

the words of the New Testament: "The letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life" (2 Cor. 3.6). 

Throunh A Glas  Darklv 

In ( l onr~mc t in~  ~ u s t d e r n i i s m ,  Brian McHale claims that anti-paranoia is the ability 

to negotiate uncertainties without the "irritable mching afier fact and reascin" (Consrruchg 

88). Paranoids, according to Pynchon, keep putting themselves (fucking idiots) into paranoid 

situations (Grmily 340). For Pynchon, paranoids are their own worst enemies. The main 
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reason for this is that paranoia is a sel/-fülfilling prophecy. The view of paranoia that both 

Mci-I.de and Pynchon have outlined is consequently a negative one. 

George Slusser's description addresses itself to a similariy negative view of paranoia as 

equivalent to the fa11 from grace in the garden of Eden which is precipitated by eating of the 

tree of knowledge. Amrding to Slusseri Horkheimer and Adorno equate paranoia with both 

science and the sin of knowledge (History 2 1 8). Other products of this poisoned tree are 

totalibnan systems nich as "Ilie Enlightenment" and "Antisernitism". 

As Slusser points out, however, DicKs paranoids are often portrayeci sympathetically. 

Moreover, Dick's texts do not lend themselves easily to a h m e  of reference wbere paramia 

quals knowledge which is sin, because it is Christian. DicKs Gnoçtic inspud beroes (at 

least), tend to see 'enli@tenmentl (ifnot The Enlightenment) as a good thing. Characiers 

such as Zina who enlighten are heroic, not sinfi. The attitude of Gnostics resembles the 

attitude of litemy criticism in that both are engaged in iaterpretation or hermeneutics." 

Dick's shifting realities have a different significance in Slusser's reading than they 

would for Pynchon or McHale. in Slusser's view, Dick's landscapes are unstable not because 

he is a postrnodemist, but because he is an Amencan. As an Arnerican, Dick is used to a 

sense of history that is unfixeci and therefore volatile (Hisfoty 2 19). 

Paranoids are actuaily the most signifiant group of characters in Dick's fiction. Dick's 

beroes' appear to be mostly paranoid figures. While they sometimes have trouble maljng up 

their mincis, their decisions are often characteriseci by unusually good instincts. 

Perhaps the key to paranoid better instincts may be found in Freud's definition of 

paranoia as quoted by SI usser. The quotation implies a comection between good instincts 

and imagination. A paranoid is a person in whom "the function of conscience, that which 



attaches the individual mind to collective tradition, is us- by its mirror opposite: 

introspection" (History 2 1 7). Instead of cornmon knowledge (con and science: to know with) 

the paranoid look  inward- From this perspective, if morality is a cornmon code of values 

that is social, the paranoid is amoral, but not unethical. 

Disobedient characters occur throughout Dick's fiction. Marsha is a g d  example in 

Eye In The Sky. The story of Eye in The Sky is about an accident that causes each charactefs 

personal reality (subjectivity) to be objectiviseû into a world In this novel, we are able to 

wi tness the most paranoid of subjectivities realised 

Paranoia as quality of world may be an unpleasant expexience. In Eye In Thtr S b ,  each 

reality is unveiled to reveal a reality uoderneath which is much worse than the last 

Considering that the fïrst d i t y  involves a pdcuiar character's (Arthur Sylvester's) 

obsession with a minor religion and also realises his own bigotry and small mindh, this 

is no small feat The 'worst' world here is clearly a paranoid one. However, the tendency to 

redise such worlds appears to be a schizoid trait. As with Pris Stratton in WC Cm Budd You, 

the ability to redise a world is usually associated witb Dick's schizoid characters. 

Charley McFeyfFe's world is the world of cornmunist paranoïa, which incidentally 

bears more than a passing resemblance to antiummunkt paranoia In fact, Charley 

embodies them both in true paranoid fashion This is a fearfùl place wherein the most band 

and prosaic sorts of behaviour are weated with great significance. 

Marsha Hamil ton's fair1 y innocuous actions are treated wi th great anxiety, for example. 

In McFeyfFe's world, Marsha is therefore subjected to the violence that such anxiety ofien 

induces. However, Charley is also mirroring Marsha's world Ai first, even her husband 

believes that he is inhabiting the world as created by Marsha. However, Marsha is actually a 



threat to communism as McFeyffe sees it, because she is inconsistent, whereas he is, in fact, 

a dogmatist. She is a threat because she won't obey. 

In "The Exit Door Leads in," Dick's main character is judged on his ability to disobey 

authority. in a test of his strength of character, Ehb Bibleman is told to do çornething He is 

told to keep a secret. Then he learns that it would bnefit humanity if the secret were 

revealeci However, when Bob obeys and does not disclose, he discovers that he was k i n g  

tested and that he has fded, because his obedience demonstrateû tbat he m o t  think for 

himself (Dick, I hope 125). byalty to someone who treated Bob badly, and who ordered 

him to remn fiom doing something beneficial to humanity, is not rewarded 

It is doubtful, therefore, wkther Dick saw schwid characters as subjects. 

Anti-authoritarianisrn is crucial to Dick's notion of authenticity. Those who are not able to 

disobey, those who allow thernselves to be used as a means, are not reai people. They are 

machines who are in fact determined by îheir circumstances. But blind disobedience is just 

as stupid Dick is not advocating constant rebeliion., as we see with Tagomi. instead, 

because Tagomi questions, and is able to pick and choose on an ethical level, it is possible to 

see him as human An element ofjudgement is uivolved Sometimes Tagomi obeys, 

sometimes he doesn't. Tagomi is, therefore, himself emblematic of interptetation. 

If John Isidore is the mirror of Rick Deckard in Do Anclroich D m m  Of Ekctric 

Sheep? as Warrick suggests - Warrick claims that they are opposites who move towards 

each other and towards a common point - it seems likely that Childan mirrors Tagomi as 

well in The Mun In The High C d e .  Tagomi's behaviour contrasts sharpl y with that of 

Robert Childan. Both are businessmen, both c o m t  with the Nazis, and each has a role to 

play in the life of Frank Frink. Childan, however, is often hypocritical and ycophantic 



towards his Japanese superiors, where Tagomi is in a seme 'genuine'. Genuine, however, 

does not rnean transparent or even self-identical. 

Robert Childan's actions which lead to Frink's amest are areuntered by Tagomi1s in The 

Mun In The H~gh C d e .  Childan signs the paper indicting Frink (Dick, Mun 1 17). More 

importantly, he excws  hirnself by telling himself a lie which is ironically that he m o t  tell 

a lie. He says: ".. .rm simply not capable of deceit .."@ick, Man 1 1 7). This is not tme, since 

he is obviously -tical in his feelings for his Japanese superiors. 

Childan's only moment of integrity occurs when he chaaeç to deciine an offer to rnass 

produce F d  Fnnk's unique pin. However, this event oniy seems to involve udegrity. 

Childan's reaction to Pauk offer to m a s  produce the Frink pin is really quite ironic ia this 

conte* since he is also the one who condemns the maker of the pin to death. 

The object's authenticity is more important to Chiidan than the authenticity of the 

maker of the abject People are l e s  important than pins. This seems like a bad decision. 

The artists thernselves seem like a "minor" problem to Childan (Mm 181). 

Tagomi, for his parf refuses to sign the papa that would doom Frink; in fact, he wriies 

'release' (Man 238) and then signs, overturning the significance that his signature would have 

had. Childan thinks of his Japanese hosts as monkeys, even as he flatters and obeys them 

(Mun 1 14). Tagomi's wish to ingratiate hùnself to Baynes is in comprison a genuine wish to 

be considerate and thoughtful. However, when Tagomi is asked to attend a conference held 

to discuss who is to be the next Nazi leader, he fin& h t  the company of Nazis makes him 

physically ill. That is, Tagomi is nausezited by authori~anism. 



Dr. Srnile Me& The Man Of Sorrows 

"In the midst of the pemnified impersonal, a personality stands there," (Melville 476) 

says Ahab in Mo6y Dick. in Melville's case the penonified impersonal is nature. The 

penonality is Ahab. In Dick, the personified impersonal is everywtiere in everything fiom 

talking doors to autofacs and psychologising briefcases. In each of Dick's novels an authentic 

personality also stands there. 

In many of Dick's novels, heroism is closely tied to a notion of authenticity. But what 

is authenticity in Dkk? h Hazd Pierce's amunt of 71te Man In The High Cade, four 

characten stand out as the foci of DicKs story: Nobusuke Tagomi, Robert Childan, Frank and 

Juliana Frink. 

Each contributes somethuig and is authentic in his or her own way, according to 

Pierce. In Eric S. Rabljn's reading of the same novel, Chilàan's rejection of his boss's offer to 

mass produce the Frink pin is the most heroic moment (184). 

However, as has been shown, it is poss~hle to see Childan as a les appealing chmcter 

than Pierce and Rabkin make him out to be (Pierce, Phifip 18). Pierce describes him in terms 

of inner strength, ie., as a character who speaks up on behalf of the American people. In any 

case, of the three characters mentioned by Pierce, Tagomi is the most signifiant, according 

to George Slusser's notion of authenticity. 

For SI usser, paranoids in Dick's S.F. are authentic in the sense that they are actors; the 

word authentic cornes tiom "authentes" which means doer of a deed (Hisros, 206). This is 

good because, açcording to Dick, the Cascists are also aetors (Mun 162), though as actors they 

tend to be anti-intellectual (Mun 161 ), over-arnbitious and very consistent. Unlike his 



fasci sts, Dick's paranoids st um bl e unheroicall y into heroism, overanal yse everything, and 

make mistalces. 

Where McHale and Pynchon see the ability to negotiate uncertaînties as an 

anti-paranoid trait, quite the opposite is true for Slusser, who sees Dick's paranoids as the 

most capable of making intelligent and cornpassionate decisions in envirronments that are 

ontologically unstable. 

I f  we apply Slusser's theory to an example frorn A Scanner Darkly, we find that Jerry 

F a h  is a good example of an authentic character- Charles Freck descn'bes the way that 

Jeny Fabin is able to arrive first horn a dead sleep (after days of sleeplessness from obsessive 

and buggy paranoïa) at the scene of a poteniai accident: "Jerry ran pasi the car to the back 

and hocked with his bare pzle shoulder thai never saw the light ofday, the boy entirely 

away fiom the car" (Dick, Scanner 17). In effect, J e n y  chooses the boy over the car. Any 

other choice might have resulted in the death of the boy. Charles Freck is amazed that Jerry 

knew exactly what to do. 

Charles himself had done the wrong thing and had tried to enter the car to put on the 

brake. The other characters were used to thinking of Jerry as a near invdid and a shut in. 

Jerry's pale shoulder is pale because he spends most of  his time indoors taking dmgs and 

pulling imagnary bugs fiom his hair. It is a surprise to weryone that he couid act so swiflly . 

'Fellow fkeling' is among the qualifiers of 'rightness' in this scene with Fabin. Paranoids 

1 i ke Jeny and Tagomi worry. Their pasts are unrel iable (Sl usser, Hisrory 2 1 8), and this 

makes them worry more. 

As Jeff Wagner noted, Dick places a high value on botb kindness and empathy." 

Wagner cites empathy as an example of the way in which Dick moved !Yom a position which 



was exqemal to one which u a ~  internal(80). Quoing The Three Stigmata OfPalmer 

E/J.ifch he highlights a particdarly Dickian view of empathy: 

Always, in his middle level of the human, a man risked the sinking. And 

yet the possibility of ascent lay before him; any aspect or sequence of reality 

could becorne either, at any instant Hel1 and heaven, not after death but now! 

Depression, al1 mental iliness, was the sinking And the other.. how LW it 

achieved? Through empathy. Grasping another, not fiom the outside but fiom 

the uuier. (Dick, Three 83) 

The passage descn-bes an experience that occurs when Richard Hnattî is undergoing 

E-therapy (evolutionary therapy). During E-therapy Richard discovers that the empathy he 

feel s for his wife Emily is among the higher experiences possi'ble in humans. This is the 

capacity to imagine onesdf in the place of the other that is absent in Dick's schizophre~c 

characters. ironicail y, empathy is also a way out of paraiytic solipsisrn. Escape From the 

prison of the self is also achieved through inner knowledge of another. The pcocess of 

empathy seems to be at the center of an oscillation between outer and inner. 

In mainstream psychiatry, a lack of empathy is also considered to be an indicator of 

autisrn. In a test designed to deteçt autism as outlined in Physiology Of Relumior by Neil R. 

Carlson, (577) a child is s h o w  a series of pichires in which a bal1 is left in a basket by one 

child, but when the child is not Iooking, another child moves the MI, hiding it in a box. 

When asked where the fint child would look for the bal1 a normal child responds, "In 

the basket," while an autistic child would respond with, "ln the box". This is because autistic 

people are unable to form a 'theory of min& (Carlson 576). That is, the autistic child is unable 

to stand in the first child's shoes. He or she does not redise that for the first child, the bal1 is 



still in the basket and therefore this is where the child will I d i  first 

The autistic chi ld takes a godlike perspective, assurning that the other child knows 

what he or she knows and thal this is the only view. The text also quotes one autistic person 

who cornplains that "other people seem to have a special sense by which they can read other 

people's thoughts" (Carlson 576). From an auîistic point of view, everyone else is a Dickian 

teep1 (telepth) or 'precog' (pre~ognitive).'~ 

However, what are we to make of Juliana Frink, wtro is also in ne Mm In The High 

Custle and who, in many ways, embodies the characteristics of an actor, without king 

particularly paranoid, according to Slusser? Juiiana seems to be a little unfocussed at firsf 

but surprises us by killing her lover when she diçcovers that he is a Nazi assassin Juliana 

acts much as Nobusuke acts. '' This wodd tend to suggest that some actofs are not paranoid, 

and that the grouping of paranoids and actors is merely coincidentai. 

According to Slusser, while Juliana is not paranoid, she is actualb an example of 

another kind of actor, one who attempts to fix history in an old-fashioned or 'European' way. 

Slusser suggests that Juliana is a 'nemesis' in the seMce of histocy (Hisfory 208). 

That is, she is not paranoid in Slussefs reading of Dick because she is not emblematic 

of, as Slusser puts it, "the capacity of min4 as Emersonian power and fom, to engage things 

in a field of decommitted phenomena" (Hisros, 2 18). That is, Juliana would like the 

phenomena to be comitted or tuced. She would like an extemal fiame of reference in the 

fom of an absolute history. Juliana would like Hawthorne Abendsen to declare the t . î h  of 

his novel absolutely. Put simply, Juliana is not autonomous enough to be paranoid. 

Another test of Slussefs theory cornes when we look at Jack Ebhlen in ~l/furtîun Time- 

SLpi It appears here that paranoids are not the only actors in Dick's fiction. Jack Bohlen, the 



schizoid (by Dick's definition) mechanic in Marriun TimeSlip, also seerns to be an actor. 

Unlike many of Dick's schizoid characters, Jack is evidently capable of empathy, since he is 

the one who bnngs \atm to the Bledanen, the ùidigenous people of Mars wha are dying of 

thirst in the desert At least, he seems capable of empathy as long as he resists his schizoid 

tendencies. However, he does have difficulty M i n g  with situations îbat are ontologically 

unstable and this differentiates him fiom Tagomi. 

Jack Bohlen is a d l y  uncornfortable in a 'field of decornmitteci phenornena'. For 

instance, the children in Murihrz TimeSlip are taught by machines instead of people. The 

machines are reproductions of Iiterary figures such as lmmanuel Kant and Mark Twain, and 

are programmai to weed out schizophrenics. According to Bohlen, they create an 

environment that is fake even by Earth standards. The machines teach the children ". .. to 

expect an environment that doesn't even exist for them. It doesn't even exist back on Earth-.." 

(Di& Marrian 85). 

Jack is sent by his boss, Mr. Yee, to repair the teaching machines in his a r a  and the 

prospect fills him with dread. His fear of the machines seems to corne out of his fear of 

simulation. Jack is not sure whether the machines are alive or dead, since they are animate, 

but without biologicai life. He finds it difficult to deal with this uncertainty (Di&, Murr;un 

69). Jack is afraid that the teachîng machines will induce a psychotic episade an4 as a 

result, he is very reluctant to repair them mck, Mmian 69). 

Jack's schizophrenic tendencies make him especiatly vulnerable to the e ffects of 

sirnulated environments. Since his ability to act depends, for km, on a stable entironment, 

Jack is not a g d  example of Slusser's authentic person either, since the 'authentes' 

apparently need no fiame of reference in order to act, be it history or sanity. 



There must be more to Jeny Fabin's authenticity in A Scunner M y  than char@, 

because Charles Freck also felt chadable but did not know what to do. If one felt ernpathy 

for everyone and everything, even for the Nazi assassins, how would one act? As we have 

seen already an inquiry into the psychology of objects could also be read as schizophrenîc. 

Obviously, in order to act with integrity, having the will to do so is not enough. A way 

must also be found One must know how to act. Both Fabin and Tagomi embody this 'way'. 

For instance, whereas Chartes Freck does not know what to do, Jeny Fabin's accurate 

appraisal of the situation in A Scmer DorWy has life- savicg potential. From Slusser's 

perspective, the way is the ability to manufacture some kind of localised knowledge system 

(or story) - a world of one's own (Hikîoty 202). 

An apt description of the relationship between judgment and knowledge is outlined in 

Plato's The Theuitetos. One of the Soçratic models of memory as discussed by Plato in 77ze 

771emtetos is of an impression made on a wax tablet (Plato 129). An impression is aiso a 

copy, which implies that memory is itself a simulation Ironically, impressions are also 

invened images of the thing that makes them. The relationship between thing and image 

seems to imply that even our image of the past is reversed: Pehaps its significance is atso 

oppsite to the lesson we would Iike to leam fiom it? Knowledge is therefore a process of 

selection. 

In that case, memory is not just a mirage but a mitror of actual existence. Our 

mernories are a cover story. What we repress and deny is the very informatinn we need to 

make accurate decisions. For Socrates, memory is one aspect of knowledge. The other 

aspect is the criterion of judgement (Plato 123). 

ln The iCluil h The Hlglz C~lstle, Tagomi pretends that he is in the witd \est. He 
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imagines himself as a gun fighter. As a result, he is able to engage the situation and ki l  the 

Nazi assassins. Tagomi represents skill tempered by play and compassion Tagomi is a 

good shot, but he is also a dreamer who fakes his way into heroism. This is different 60m 

Childan who pretends that he cannot tell a lie and essentially shirks his responsibilities. 

Sin is by contrast "missing the mark" as Timothy Archer says in The Transmigra~ion O/ 

Timothy Archer @ick, Transmigrution 48). It is representative of a lack of 'righteousness' 

which in this context is a matter of skill. It would appear that sornetirnes missing the mark is 

the resdt of k i n g  too truthful and sornetirnes it is the result of king ta, kind 

Empathy is a capacity which Manfred Steiner from Murfian TimeSlip and Emmanuel 

of Divine Invusion (both of whom are nicknamed Manny) lack because they experience tirne 

differently fiom other people. Dr. Glaub refers to this as a "derangement in the interior 

time-sense" (Dick, Murtian 107). internality and tirne are related in that linear time appears 

to be a subject hinction. Apparently, for Dick at least, judgement requires an emotional 

investrnent that is impossible for schizophrenics to ml because of this derangement 

Ironically, empaîhy is  itself a ski11 that schizophrenics do not possess. 

From a Biblical perspective, "Then shall 1 know even as also I am known" suggests 

accuracy (extemal or objective knowledge) which is combined with an empaîhic knowledge, 

i.e., a knowledge from the inside, intemaiity. Perhaps that which exists in lime should not be 

judged by the standards of etemity. This may be why Dick quotes the Bible, which tells us: 

"And now abideth faith, hope, charity, these three; but the greatest of these is charity" (1 Cor. 

13-13}. 

The invitation to interpret Dick's fiction is not, as it is in McHale's postmodemïst 

fiction, a ruse designed to trap closet paranoids. From McHalets perspective, then, Dick must 



be a modemist; but in this case it is a rnodemisrn that has an ontologjcal dominant, despire its 

significant references to subjectivity and interpretation; or, altematively, Dick is a 

postmodemist, but one who favours panuioia in either ose, there is a p o b h  vis-his 

McHde's theory. 

The ontologiçal orientation of Dick's fiction is overdetennineb In Slusser's view, the 

roots of Dick's concems are in Amerka and in America's relationship to history. 

Consequently, and fiom a different kind of postmodemist perspective (ftom a Baudrillardian 

perspective), Dick is still a postmodernist, or rather he is postmodern. 
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Simulations 

Jean Baudrillards Sirnularions may be a better theoretical tool to use when approaching 

examples of fakeness in Dick's speculative fiction (S.F. ) than is Deleuze and Guattari's Ami- 

Oedipus. This is the case for a number of reasons, one of them king  that even though some 

te- by Deleuze and/or Deleuze and Guattari do address 'simulations,' Am-Oedipw. does 

not ' This wodd not in itself be a sigaiflcant reason to ignore other te- autbored by 

Deleuze and Guattaxi. In fact, however, Baudriliard's concept of simulation is closer to 

Dick's than Dick's is to Deleuze's, although this may not be partiicuiariy evident fiom readrng 

Anii-Oedipw., 

Both Baudrillard and Dick m m  preoccupied by a fake wodd that is identifieci with 

Arnerica The two dso share an outlook vis-à-vis simulation that situates paranoia and 

schizophrenia in a sirnilar way (though possibly for different reasons). For instance, 

Bauddard does not see an association bmveen paranoia and fascism whereas Deleuze and 

Guattari do. For BaudriIlad, as with Dîck, paranoia is an aspect of schizophrenia, whereas 

for Deleuze and Guattari the categones "paranoia" and "schizophrenia" appear to be rnutually 

exclusive. 

Baudnllard, like Dick, does not attempt to characterise paranoia as a kind of proto- 

fascist condition, nor does he seem to see schizophrenia as the b i s  of a new and creative 

theoreticai starting point, at least not in the Deleuze/Guattanan sense. Since, as was 

illusû-ated earlier, Dick's texts connect certain phases of schizophrenia with an absence of 

affkct, and in rnany of his novels he also identifies schizophrenic tendencies with fascisrn, 

Baudrillard is closer to Dick than to Deleuze and Guattari in this respect, although 

Baudriilard does not go as far as to identifL schizophrenia and faxism. Where Bauddard is 



sociological in his approach, Dick tends to be both religious and historical. 

For Jean Baudrillard, confùsions between object and subject and between reality and 

abstraction (e.g. maps and territories) (Sirnukirions 2)' or between fact and mode1 

(Simularions 32) are a part of a çontemporary existence that is ovemin by simulation 

(SimuIu~ionv 55). That is, contemporary societies d e r  fkom a proliferation of certain hnds 

of abstraction (S idaf ions  2; Ecstasy 17). This prevalence of abstraction results in an 

implosion at the level of signification; thus a confusion between referee and referent, or 

between signifier and sienified, enters into the picture (~imula~ions 4).3 

For both Dick and Baudrillard, there are two types of simulated humans. Both types 

are simulated to the extent that they are similar to humans without actually king human 

This construction differs markedly h m  Deleuze's definition of simulation as that which is 

with~ut sunilanty to the origiaal.' 

In Simulations, Bauâriliard describes the 'hyperreal' as a societal situation in which the 

real is confused with the mode1 (53). His Simulations is a descriptive d e r  than a normative 

tek?. He therefore dixusses contemprary societal issues and everyday events in his 

theoretid text as examples of the 'hyperreal'. 

In one case, Baudnllard illustrates his point with the example of a family (the toud 

family) whose everyàay life is at the mercy of television- The Louds agree to have al1 aspects 

of their personal lives broadast on television. As a result, they cease to have any kind of 

' r d  life' from that point onward The Louds becorne a kind of abstraction even to 

themselves. The film crew therefore introduces a kind of reflexivity (identity or confusion 

between subject and object) which desîabilizes the Louds's life and bnngs paradox into their 

sense of reality. 



In Dick's short story "The Electric Ant," a similar situation &ses when a man discovers 

that he is actually an anchid When Garson Poole redises that he is in fact a machine, he 

starts playing with his own 'reaiity tape'. Both the Louds and Dick's 'electric ant' experience 

real 1 i fe as an abstraction. The Louds are not sure if their own emotions are genuine or if 

they are faking it for the cameras- T.V. as an abstraction and everyday life (reality) merge. 

The reality tape or the camera's fih becorne a substitute that is interchangeable with real 

life. 

A closer parallel to the Loud h i l y  may be found in Dick's A Scanner DurWy. instead 

of a film crew, Robert Arctor has holescanners installed in his home. Arctor is like the 

Louds in that he is selfconscious of his identity on film as something separate from his imer 

worId as an undercover police officer. In watching himself on rcreen he becornes estranged 

From his actual life which is king abstracted. 

There is also a parallel between the imagery used by Baudnllard and that used by Dick 

vis-à-vis simulations. In ternis of the imagecy in Dick's fiction, android 'clones' are to 

schizophrenia what hvinning is to pamnoia Where nvins are mirror images, clones are the 

Same person 'n' times. 

However, from a philosophical perspective, the interchange of the real and the abstract 

presupposes a distinction between the two. In this, Baudrillard seerns to contradict himself, 

since he says on the one hand that the hypenealist sociality is where "the real is confused 

with the model" (Sirnuiutionv 53). On the other hand, the hyperreal is also a situation where 

there is no distinction between the mode1 (the abstract) and the actual (Sirnullrriom 53). 

But if there were in fact no distinction, we would not be able to confuse the hvo. Since 

there is also some similarity between Baudri llard and Dick in terms of their emphasis on 



fakeness, this le& us to suspect that both authors are working with an assumption of  reaiity 

in spite of the fact that Baudrillard is proclaiming the death of the real ( S i d u t ~ o n r  10). 

Othenÿlse one is forced to ask of Bauddard: simdated in relation to what (Nietzsche, Will 

306)? 

For Deleuze it must be acknotvtedged that the -le situation begins differently5 The 

sirnulacm has no mode1 imless it is "another model, a model of the Other," amrding to 

Deleuze (Deleuze, togic Of Sense 258). The simulacmm is built on "disprity, on 

difference." The simulacnmi is a threat to the extent that it is a poor copy without 

resemblance (Deleuze, togic 257). 

Baudrillard starts h m  the sociological premise that abstraction (a separate quantity) 

has becorne reality for certain people. BaudnUard says that North Amencans are moving 

towards a life of totalisuig formal abstraction From his perspective, North Amerka is 

already science fiction (Ecstasy 17). 

M e a n a l e ,  since Dick sees literalism as a féature of fascism, North America is 

aiready 'ftiscist' to the extent that it literalises metaphor. It is a place where the a h c t  is 

confused with the real. That is, it is not coloniaiism or racism by itself that rnakes 

contemporary America fasçist, as m i e  Carter seerns to indicate (Carter 340), but rather, it 

is literalism that makes America fascist 

If there is a 'reality' for Dick, it seems Iîkely that i t  would not be entirely abstract. In 

some of his novels, lived reality is described as the hypostatised mind of dGod - a realised 

abstraction of dGod's thoughtç. 

This, however, is not 'genuine reality'; 'genuine reality' is symboliseci for Dick by the 

image of the 'Palm Tree Garden' (a recurring Gnostic image). For example, in Divine 



lma~ion. one of his Gnostic texts, lived reality is a world created by children, but the 

characters are allowed glimpses of a better world undemeah Here, action is the basis on 

which new 'more real' (in a spintuai sense) worlds may result 

F. Scott Walters illustrates a like minded point with an example from The 

Trummigrorion ~f ~irnothy ~ r c h e r . ~  For Walten, Angel Archer reaches authenticity only 

when she decides to ad on Bill Lundborg's behalf. 

On the other hanà, from the concretised aspect of abstraction to the crisis at the level of 

signification to the hallucinatory aspect of hyperreality itself, many of the elernents described 

in Baudnllard's Simu/arions are also developed and explored in Dick's fiction. It is these 

elements of hyperreality which bear reiteration because of their similarity to Dick's own 

description of schizophrenia and r b p h r e n i c  worlds.' 

Twice Upon A Time 

In Anfi-Oed~ps,  Deleuze and Guattari refer to the fourth thesis of schizoanalysis as the 

distinction of two poles: "...the paranoiac, reactionary, and fascisizing pole and the schizoid 

revol utionary pole." (Anîi-Oedipw. 366) If the conditions of paranoia and schizophrenia 

were mutualIy exclusive as they appear to be in Anti-Uedipuc., then the kind of overlap which 

occurs in Dick's fiction and in Simulu~ions between paranoia and schizophrenia would likely 

be impossible. 

Dick and Baudnllard both define sçhuophrenia as coextensive with paranoia For 

Dick, paranoia and schizophrenia are allied phenomena whose roots are in the characters' 

dissonant relationships with time. For Baudrillard, paranoid instances of simulation overlap 

with schizophrenic ones. 



Since there is evidently a tirne before the beginning, we must admit that we are the 

product of multiple origins rather t h .  a single one. We might therefore begin ow story not 

with 'once upon a time' but with 'twice upon a time' to paraphrase Victor Borge's comedy 

sketch on inflationary language. 

The paradoxes of tirne and memory recur in DicKs fiction as  the source of some of his 

preoccupations with simulation and identity. Dick explores a varïety of crises related to 

time. Where paranoids are concemeci, a hyperintuitiveness lads to complications with 

respect to identity and agency. Schizopbrenia, on the other band, seems to stem fiom a 

process of 'acting into' history as Hannah Arendt ternis it (Arendt 62), such that dl aspects of 

existence are altered including the actant. 

Carlo Pagetti notes that: 

... the process of dissolution of the tectmological in the apocalyptic, of futuristic 

convention in existentid anguish, took shape in Dick's novels of the '50s 

(among which it is necessary to mention at Ieast Time Clut Of Joint). It fin& full 

expression in The Man In 73e High Cade  where the e&ent of imagining the 

United States dominated by the forces of the Axis is not a pretext Cor a 'false' 

reconstruction of history, but the sign of an arbitrariries that has contaminateci 

history . . . (20) 

According to Slusser, a similar description o f  Amencan history as 'historicity' is  the 

environment in which paranoids flourish. In Time Ouf OfJoinf and A Scanner Durkiy, the 

effect of this historical a~itrariness is paranoid In novels such as ïï~e Man fn The High 

<'ccsfle, Divine husion,  or in The irhree S~igmatu OfPalmer Eldrirch, Murfmn Time-Slip 

and C/hik, the results are schimphrenic. Dick's schizophrenia is comparable to Baudnllard's 



description of the contemporary as 'schizophrenic.' In fact, Dick and Baudrillard share a 

disposition to define pamnoia and schizophrenia as expressions of an era 

Ln a paranoid novel such as A S m e r  Durkly, the plot centres on curnplications 

resulting fiom a double role. A S c m e r  Darkly is the story of a narcotics otricer who spies 

on his drug-taking fiiends. 

in order to remah anonyrnous, Bob Arctor wears a 'scramble suit' when he reports to 

police headquarters. He also refers to himself by his code name 'Fred'. The suit conceals his 

identity by showing him as a vague blw, raîher than as himself. His cornplex perception of 

histoxy play havoc with his personality. This leads Arctor to the following conclusions in A 

Scanner Dar& "You put on a bishop's robe and miter, he pondered and walk around in 

thac and people genuflect and like that, and üy to kiss your ring if not your ass, and pretty 

soon you're a bishop" (25). 

Even the etymology of the word 'paranoia' reveals a split personality . The prefix 'para' 

means beside, while 'noia' is fiom 'nous' meaning rnind The paranoid is literally beside 

himsetf. He or she has hvo pasts and therefore two presents and two futures. A problem then 

arises. If s/he cant be original, how can dbe be fake? 

In the paranoid TÏme Out Of Joint, the main character also has double history. The 

phrase, "the time is out ofjoint.," captureci in Dick's title is taken fiom Shakespeare's Humlet, 

and is used there to describe Hamlet's own disorientation at the sight of the ghost of his dead 

father. 

If Hamlet is paranoïa's poster chilà, one may therefore suppose that histoiy has a hand 

in making him so. For example, when Hamlet is awvay, his pst is irrevocably aitered such 

that he becornes fatherless, or rather he gains an unwanteci father (his uncle who mames his 



recentl y widowed mother). The uncle, not nirprisingly, wants Hamlet to forget his real father 

(even though murder is suspected) and adopt the uncle as parent Harnlet is mired in 

indecision about whether he should accept this altemate history or whether he should instead 

revenge his faîher by killing his uncle. 

Ironically, Hamtet's extended moment of indecision couid also be read as a moment of 

choice magnified That is, it could be read not as a moment of indecision, but as deciding 

Or as is the case with Gabriel Baines' from Clam Of 7Re Alphane Mmn, paranoia is 

exernplified by ''...the one possiiility plucked from the many" (Dick, Clum 138). 

Pamnoia may in fact be an allegory for the way we live in comemporary society. One 

of the commonptace experiences of our &y to &y existence is the lack of consersus 

surrounding wtiat constitutes history and therefore a lack of cotlsensus on what constitutes 

reality. From a certain perspective, the belief in money is a common delusion (in fact this is 

the subject of a paranoid fantasy in Dick's I Hope I S I d  Arrive h n ) .  No one is more 

aware of this element of 'ùelief in reality than Dick appears to be. 

It may be, b u s e  of the lack of fixity, because of  a radical fluidity in the basic 

elements of existence, that the ability to assess things a~curately is compromised However, 

this 'arbitrariness' may also be an opening or invitation to imagine things as other than they 

are. 

Gabriel Baines's impulse to imagine things as other than they are Ieads him to see 

himseIf in someone else's shoes and is an example of paranoia's connection with empathy. 

Moreover, it is within this context of radical fluidity that paranoids such as Ragle Gumm, 

Gabriel Baines and J o e  Chip (for instance) are able to hction more successfiilly as full 

human beings than are most of Dick's other more 'normal' characters. This is almost certainly 



among the reasons that Dick draws attention to these characters. 

Alternatively, the ability that divine beings and autists have to change the ps t  in DicYs 

fiction has a postmodern flavour since it poses ontological problems. That is, 

schizophrenin in Dick's fiction are in the habit of creating impossible loop with respect to 

their own history similar to the ones that inspired the t m  'grandfather paradox.' An example 

fiom Dick's übik seems to illustrate the pmcess. The experience is of a reality shift: "We 

havent gone anywhere," says Joe Chip, "Wete where we've always been. But for some 

reason - for one of several possible reasons - reality has receded" (153). Time in übik is not 

only out ofjoinl, it is slowly unravehg 

Paranoia and schizophrenia exist on a continuum, then, vis-à-vis much as 

modernkm bleeds into postmodemism: i.e. epistemological problems overflow into 

ontological ones (McHale, Postmodernist 1 1). However, rather than choosing one of several 

courses in the present or fùture (as in paranoïa), the choice for schizophrenics seems to 

involve altering the pst in order to aiter the present and the future. This is one way that we 

may 'act into' history in Arendt's sense. Schizophrenics such as Pat in m i k ,  Manfred Steiner 

in Martian TirneSlip, or Emmanuel and Zina in Divine Invusion creatddestroy reality by 

altering the pst.  

The description of Pat's ability to alter the ,  therefore, resembles the "... one possibility 

pl ucked fiom the many.. ." (Dick 1 3 8) that comprises Gabriel's paranoid vision in C h a  

771e .4lplzune Moon. However, Pat's ability is really the paranoid's ability exponentially 

amplified. In I%k  "Pat controls the fume; that one tuminous possibility is luminous 

because she's gone into the past and changed it; by changing it, she cm change the present 

which includes the preag"  (Dick, 28). 



Zina descn'bes a similar ability in Divine Invasion: "It branched off at crucial points, 

due to our intefierence in the p s t  Cal1 it magic if you want, or cal1 it technology; in any 

case we can enter retrotirne and o v e d e  mistakes in history" (Dick 47). 

ln  fact, this is also the 'technology' that allows Emmanuel (the incarnateci g/God) to 

anticipate Elias in m i n e  Invarion. in M d a n  TinreSlip, as well, it is discovered that 

Marmy can travel through the. The plot of Murtion TimeSlip is rendered more complicated 

by the fact that Manny's ability allows others to travel through time as weII  and also aflows 

these others to change things in the p s t  The resdt is an experience of reality that is 

destabilised and 'suneal'. 

Brian McHale is not the first to point out that: "Of course, causes are always the 

effects of other causes." (Con~tmcting 8). However, this insight has a seminal relationship 

with a schizophrenic sense OP time. Certaidy the lack of a sense of causaiity signals the 

beginning of schizophrenia in the more mainstream realm of medicine. In Divine Invasson 

this relationship is borne out Emmanuel (Manny) is able to alter the course of history 

because of his manipulation of causality: "Just thinking, he said aloud. EIias came into the 

room saying as he came: 'What are you doing Manny?' Causality had been reversed; he had 

done what Zina codd do: make time nm backward (Divine 68-69). 

Manny's ability to subvert causaiity is a reaiised form of schizophrenia &rein a 

delusion (the ability to alter cause and effect) is objectified into a reality. Manny does not 

rnerely betieve he c m  alter time; he reaIly is able to alter time. 

Divrne Imus~on illustrates another element of schizophrenia that was addressed in 

chapter one, in that certain concepts of t h e  are literalised In Divine Invuton, a process of 

extraversion is related to the schizophrenic experience of tirne. The process resembles the 



way in which creative characters in DicVs novels fiequently objectifi their own thoughts. 

In the most advanced cases of schuophrenia, time's status as a fourth dimension is 

expanded upon. The concept becomes realised for some of the characters as though it were 

to be taken literaily. ui Valis, Elijah propowids the theory of time as a fonn of space when 

he says, "You see, my son, here time changes into space. First you change it into space and 

then you walk through it" @ick 126) 

Similarly, in Divine Im>a~ion, the @Gd Emmanuel objectifies his own brain 

processes: 

He sat still for a h i l e ,  although a while no longer signifiai anything. Then by 

degrees the transfomi took place. He saw outside him the pattern, the print of his 

own brain; he was within a world made up of his brain with living information 

&ed here and there like little rivers of shining red cells that were dive. 

He could reach out and touch his own thoughts. (Dick 66) 

The relationship ktween Pat's or Zina's ability to break in and alter the course of 

history and Manny's sense of time as space is a matter of degree. Pat and Zina tinker with the 

pst while Manny has becorne time. In a display of this ability, Emmanuel rearranges the 

furniture during an eternal moment that eventually becomes contingent and l inex 

Across fiom him the mtty blue couch that Elias prized began to warp away 

from plwnb; its line changed He had taken away the causality that had guided it 

and it stopped king a ratty blue couch with Kaffstains on it and became instead 

a Hepplewhite cabinet, with fine bonc china plates ... Then he restored a measure 

of time - and saw Elias Tate corne and go about the room, enter and leave; he 

saw accretional layers laminated together in sequence along the linear time axis 



(Dick 67) 

This is clearly an exempli fication of the autistic state. Tkre is a similar passage in 

Uhik where a "retail home-art s e ~ c e  enterprise" fluctuates between a contemporary 

incarnation and a past incarnation as a "tiny anachronistic drugstore with rococo 

omamentation" Oick 16 1 ). This latter example Corn Ubik may also have been caused by 

Pat's intervention in the past which subsequently creates an unstable reality. However, in 

UbÏk the effects are cievastating for everyone, including Pat herself 

Of course, the effects of the reacrangernents in Divine Imczsion are felt by mortals such 

as Herb Asher. Herb Asher's reality keeps shiftuig and his pst is a jumble. He is not entirely 

sure whether he is living in a dream world and in a coma or if he is still on an offivorld, or 

whether he is really and finally on Earth. 

The passage resembles the 'timelessness' of the total iastanteneity of t b g s  that 

Baudnllard defines as postmodern (Ecstasy 27). The Diclcian schizophrenic experience of 

time is an experience of everything happening at once, which is why it is imagined as a lack 

of causalit-y." 

in both Cosmic Puppets and Divine Invasion, people are dolls (golems) and puppets of 

the divine. In the Game Players Of T&m, godlike aliens have the entire population playing a 

rigged game wherein the stakes are human population and birth rates. In Cosmic Puppets, 

children play \var games with the fates of real people. These 'children' who are the @ods of 

Zoroastrianism are in Fact playing with existence itself 

The sense oftime as space is heigbtened in Dick's Gnostic and Zoroasüian novels 

suggesting that Dick often relates this temporal phenomenon to a rel igious idea of @Go& as 

large1 y amoral, supramoral or insensible to smdl scale suffering. For Baudrillard reality 



shifts are undenvritten by capitaiism, while for Dick these are undewritten by g/Gods. 

The Orders Of Simulacm 

In The Novels OfPhilÏp K. Dick, Kim Stanley Robinson has claimed that in the 'Golden 

Age' of science fiction stories by authors such as Asimov and Simak contained the message, 

"the robot is just like us," but Dick subverts this image by suggesting that, "we are just like 

the robot" (29). 

Kim Stanley Robinson's description serves as a fine introduction to a discussion of 

Baudrillard's orders of sirnulacm as they relate to Dick's fiction. In Dick's S.F., android 

clones such as fris Stratton and Rachael Uosen in Do Androids Dream QfEfectric Skep? 

are what BaudnUard would cal1 second order sirnulacra. Clones are "...the series, and even 

the possibili ty of two or of n identical objects" (Simulations 97). First order simuiacra, on the 

other hanci, are represented in Simulcrrions by the automaton. The automaton's cham lies in 

the fact that it may be diçtinguished from the *original'. It is interesting to the extent that it is 

different. The second type (second order simulation) evokes identity and calls the original 

into question on several levels. 

There are also examples of 'fmt ordef simulacm throughout DicK S.F. in Dick's 

novel, n e  Simuiucru, the people are d e d  by a genuine 'puppet govenunent' in that each 

presidential candidate is a carefully built political automaton. As wel l, the puppet in The 

Simulucru and The Lincoln' or The Stanton' from We Cm Rudd You are not infinitel y 

teptable. These therefore resemble Baudriltard's 'first order' simulacm 

In fact, much of the plot in We ('ctn Ruild You revolves around the resistance by the 

designers of the automata to a plan by investors to make of 'the Lincoln' prototype a whole 



senes of replaceable androids for the colonies based on the abstmct concept of average 

neighbours. It tums oui that The Lincoln' would have to be radically simplifed in order to 

tum him into a suitable mode1 for thk enterprise @ick, We Con 1 10). 

In Dick's 7ïze Simufacra, the society is ded  by an actual puppet govemment in a one- 

Party state. The puppec called a 'der Alte' is created by the cornpany Sohnen Werke. 'Der 

Alte' like The Lincoln,' is an example of an actual political figure who is tumed into a doll 

and therefore made into an absiram-on. 'Der Alte', which rneans the oM man, dso has 

Konrad Adenauer as a historical connotation 

in 'mi life', Konrad Adenauer is the first German Chancellor to be elected d e r  the 

second world war. He is called old man because he was old when he flrst came to power. 

Both Lincoln and Adenauer are commonly regarded as benign and relatively autonomous 

figures. The fact that they are made into automata in Dick is bizarre especiaily since it is 

unlikely that Dick is suggesting that these historical figures were actudly subject to puppet 

rnasters. However, their fictionai cornterparts are in hct at the mercy of various forces, 

though Lincoln fares better and is more autonomous than the totaüy automatic 'der Alte'. 

In both The Simulacru and We Cm Build You, history literally cornes to life, but it is a 

weird kind of life. From a Baudnllardian perspective, the use of real histoncal figures as 

abstractions is much like real countries king made into fake worlds by the Walt Disney 

Corporation. It is a case of history king exploited for purposes other than edificaiion. 

In fact, Lincoln and Adenauer cannot reaily serve as a history, because they are there in 

the universe of the novelistic present as actual figures. More importantly, Lincoln and 

Adenauer are real figures who are placed in a fictional environment, jumping Ievels from 

historical figure to storytime figure. This underlines the fictional element of history and, at 



the same time, undermines the historical reality of the figures themselves. 

In a sirnilar example, Europe in the Disneyland of America c a ~ o t  really be fake, 

because it is actudy present as a reality that is more real than the 'real' Europe. From 

Slwer's perspective, this is a very American phenornenon because Americans are not great 

believers in liistory'. It is historicity that they like, b u s e  historicity is a kind of 

fictionalised past 

The plot in The Simulacm cowists of a plan to change the manufacturer of the 

simulateci leader to a cornpany owned by a man named Maury Frauenzimmer. Before an 

election a new puppet is made and the people vote. The voters do not find it strange that the 

same woman is aiways married to the new leader and chat she never aga. Nicole 

Thibodeaux is the first lady to the puppet regardles of who he happens to be. 

Amazingly, no one notices that the leader of the US-E.A. (United States Of Europe 

And America) is a puppet until it is revealed to the public. The revelation suggests that 

Nicole has been in charge ail dong, but this is also a charade since Nicole is ody an actress 

who has been hired to play the role of first lady. Finally, a group of bureaucrats are 

discovered who are ultimately pulling the strings of the various puppets. The discovery 

becomes an opportunity for a coup d'etat and the real leaders are hlled 

The plot of The Simulucra ultimately breaks down as an example of second order 

simulation in Baudrillards sense, if by second order we mean that the simulacrurn conceals 

the fact that there is no mth (Simuiutions 1 ). In order to be an example of BaudriIIardian 

second order simulation, it would have to appear as a series of unveilings with no end, but 

instead each revelation uncovers a layer of tmth until we discover that there has actuaily been 

a conspiracy to deceive the society as a whole. That is, simulation is in fact the result of 



deliberate deception on the part of an actuai group of people. There is a genuine 

cOnspiracy. ' ' 
On the other hana The Simulacra ends wiîh the rescue of the woman who played the 

first lady. That is, her public continue <O believe in her powa as (hou& simulation is the tint 

choie of the people in a democratic Society. One of the subplots of this novel involves a 

time machine and the poss~Me rescue of Nazi figures fiorn the pst .  

Another subplot involves the nervous breakdown of a musician and cel- named 

Richard Kongrosian. As was noted earlier, at the end of the novel Kongrosian is literally 

turning himself inside out. Ultimately, the tirne machine, and Richard Kongrosian arnong 

other things, open up the novel and make it difficult to summarise fiom an epistemological 

perspective. There is truth in DicKs fiction; it's just not a vety satistjmg kind of ûuth. The 

truth is that thngs don? add up. 

The nature of the simulacra in Do Adroids Dream UfElec~ric Sheep is quite different 

Rachael Rosen is identical to Pris and the potential for an infinite series of androids is clear. 

As Rick Deckard says: "There is no Pris, oniy Rachael Rosen over and over again" (Dick, Do 

Androi& 1 97). 

In Do Androidv Ilveam Of Hectric Slteep? Dick creates a worId wtiich is barely 

inhabitable. Therefore, most of hurnanity has emigrated to colonies on other planets. To keep 

them company on the colonies, androids are created. We could read these as analogous to 

humans, especially human slaves (Robinson 29). But these fake people are lacking in 

essential human qualities and this rnakes them potentially pathological. Rick Deckard and 

assassins like him are therefore hired to kill the androids when they try to escape. 

So, on one hand, what we are dealing with is a world in which it is okay to kiIl a 



psychopath (android) because f i e  is unable to show empathy - a disturbing prospect to say  

the least On the other hand, as a second order simulation, the android is no longer a human 

analog, i-e., not a form of humanity at all. in fact, quite the reverse is me. A human is a form 

of pathetic android, and in fact a lesser android because flawed. 

Everythmg therefore refers back to the mode! in Dick, ie., to the abstraction and not 

the generic human being. Reality is therefore eccentric to simulation, Le, a satellite of 

abstraction (BaudriHard, Simulations 64) and this, for Baudnllard, is iiself a societai 

pathology. 

Simulation's Subversive Potential 

Dick and Baudrillard both situate paranoia and schimphrenia as ovedapping 

conditions, but their overdl world views are different. Baudnllard has suggested that 

simulations have subversive potential (Simulations 4 1 ). It may also be mie that simulations 

are not necessarily subversive. For instance, according to Baudrillard, simulated wars which 

actually kill people are just as heinous as actual wars, but they tend to be less genuinely 

adversarial (Simulurions 70). That is, simdated wars are tactical wars that are empty at the 

level of meaning. 

In the case of the cold war, the actual ity of war does not even exist. Strategy becornes 

inflated to such an extent that it engulfs al1 else. The end result is a perfect abstraction of war 

with no war in practice. Baudrillard's daim is that 'war' is 'peace', since a permanent state of 

readiness is the 'price' of peace. But this readiness is itself an intemalised war. To buy the 

bomb and join the nuclear anns race is to be condemned to deterrence. 

In Dick's Tlte Penui~imute T m h ,  deterrence takes the form of a conspiracy against the 



vast majority of people. Most people live in bomb shehers, but the war is alreaây over. The 

secret of the end of the war is king held back €rom the people by a landowning class cailed 

Yance-men. The hero of the novel decides to ascend to the surface to find an "artiforg 

pancreas" for his boss who has pancreatic cancer. 

Once at the surface, he discovers that the ww is in fact a lie. The pendtirnate tnrth, 

therefore, is that people have been lied to. The uitimate truth is not known However, one 

other character has already d i s c o v d  the lie without going to the d a c e .  Carol, who also 

lives in the underground "ant îanlc," has noticai that there are inconsistencies in the 

newscasts. It is her meticulous readïng or detective work that allows her to suspect that the 

"ants" are not king told the tnith. 

Deterrence is also of interes? in Dick's VuIcan!~ Hamrner (first published in 1960) 

wvhïch illustrates the potentiai for a fake war waged as a state of permanent rnilitary 

escalation, Le., a permanent state of readiness and paranoia in Vukank Hamrner the rate 

and type of rnilitary escalation is calculated by a giant computer which (who?) detemines 

the potential risk level o f  al1 activities conducted by d l  people. The computer is so 

sophisticated that it anticipates its enemy's eveq move. The situation is also quintessentially 

paranoid as well as king a good example of a particular kind of Baudrillardian simulation, 

i x . ,  cold war. 

Finally, however, the computer in VuIcun!~ Hummer is ovenvhelmed by iis own 

paranoia and must be destroysd. The escalation of its defensive actions leads to the much 

feared and even somewhat comical result that it must be attacked regardles of the fact that it 

has anticipated this resdt and that is why it has becorne so defensive. 

In this instance, paranoia has also become objectified, i.e., it has become a lifestyle. As 



in A??fi-@d@ur, psychology appears to have sociological implications. Since the computer 

enforces i ts own paranoia on the rest of the world, i t  has becorne an objective fact Paranoia 

also leads to the birth of a sort of subjectivity within the cornputer's circuitry because the 

computer ul timately chooses to protect itsel f above and beyond everyone else. However, this 

is not a Dickian human subjectivity because the cornputer fails to exhi5it anything 

resem bling empathy . 

Since the situation is essentially a paranoid one, are we to conclude that simulation is 

also inherently paranoid? Pe-, but it would be safer to conclude with Dick that 

simulation is both paranoid and schiu>phrenic or that it is paranoid as an aspect of a type of 

schizophrenia Certainly, if a condition involving literalised abstraction is, according to some 

(Goodchild 83), schizophrenic, and a self fulfilling prophecy is according to some (Pynchon, 

Grovity 340) paranoid, then this particular instance of simulation is paranoid, but simulation 

is itsel f scbphrenic.  

Baudrillard sees the particular 'reason' for simuIated war as not really s i p i  ficant or 

meaningful; sirnilarly, for Deleuze and Guattari, 'microfascisrns' of dl types, including war, 

are based on the creation of meaning and authority. This is precisely the meaningfulness 

which rnakes paranoia fascia and yet leaves sçhizophrenia immune to fascism. For Deleuze, 

"Even the most insane fascisrn speaks the language of goals, of law, order and reason ..." 

(A nt i-Oedipus 367). 

in Arzf i-Oed~pw., paranoïa and signi ficance are therefore associated by a chain of 

signi fiers which leads back to the singular object of desire, Le., the phali us. This is the basis 

of fascism which is escaped by the schizophrenic. The schizophrenic is beyond significance 

because h e  or she is beyond ego, beyond saying 7': 



The ego, however, is like daddy-mommy: the schizo has long since ceased to 

believe in it..There are those who will maintain that the rhizo is incapable of 

uttenng the word 1, and bat we must restore his abiliîy to pronounce this 

hallowed word Al1 of which the schizo sums up by saying: they're fucking me 

over agam. "1 won? say 1 anymore, 111 never utter the word again; il's just too 

damn stupid Every time 1 hear it I'l1 use the third person instead, if I happen to 

remember to." (23) 

In Anli-Oedipus, fascism is derived fiom authority itself. The centrai elernent of 

fascism is subjectivity.12 Without subjectivity or authority, there would be no fascism. in 

order to prevent if therefore, it would be expedient to get rid of authority by ridding 

ourselves of signi ficance. However, it is impossible and no doubt undesirable to abolish 

signi ficance total1 y. 

Conversely, in Dick's novel, ïïze Man ln me High Cade, anti-fascisrn is describeci as 

awakening: "...if you know you are insane, you are not insane. Or you are becorning sane 

findly. Waking up" (4 1). DicKs anti-fascism resembles the Gnostic image of enlightenment- 

Lotze the Nazi does not know he is insane (Mun 40). The iuck of kmwledge is here equated 

with fascisrn (Mun 4 1 ). In order to know there rnust be an T who knows, However, the 

Nazis are desmbed in this novel as 'unconscious,' (Mun 4 1 ) which im plies that they may be 

lacking a self at least in the sense of an ordina~ ego conscioumess. 

For Baudrillard, differentiy again, the paranoïa attendant to wld  \var (for instance) is 

the substance of the simulation or fraud- Meanwhile, the aims of war are identical with the 

aims of capital, Le., the aim is to annihilate stakes altogether. The gesture that Deleuze and 

Guattari would like to see pcrformed, the liquidation of rneaning and authority, is in fact 



beinç accomplished by capitalism. However, Deleuze and Guanan' also see that capitalism 

reterritorialises even as it liquidates meaning (Aronowitz 22), whereas in Baudrillard 

fascism is a kind of backlash against hyperreaîity, Le., a nostalgia for power (Siint/u~ion~ 46) 

Simulated humans of the second order have subversive potential for Baudrillard to the 

extent that they b ~ g  into question the authenticity of the thing imitated and cancel out the 

ditferences on which meaning is basai For Baudrillard, Tarody makes obedience and 

transgression equivalent ..." (Simuiatiom 40). This process is subversive for Baudnllard to the 

extent that it undemines estabiïshed order. 

However, the theory does not always play itself out in the novels of Philip K Dick. For 

instance, in Do Androi& Dream Of Efectric Sheep? the fact that Deckard cari? tell the 

difference between Racbael and Pris makes it difficult for him to kit1 Pris once he has 

becorne Rachael's lover. in this case, simulation coupled with intense Feeling does subvert 

authority, but not enough to subvert the established order in any way. Rachael and Ris are 

indistinguishable fiom some humans, it is me.  Nevertheless Deckard is finally able to kill 

Ws. 

nie fact that in second order simulations everyttung refen back to an abstraction alço 

seems to form part of a critique of schimphrenic processes for Baudrillard. If everything 

begins with the abstraction, Le., either with the D.N.A. molecule or with cornputer code, then 

it ends with a situation which is a kind of perpehial generalised fiction. 

The question that begs to be asked is: how different is this sacietal obsession with 

D.N.A. that Baudrillard descnbes as hyperreal fiom the thinking processes of Dick's Nazis in 

Mun In The High Cade  who cannot think of honour or people without thinking of it in the 

abstract, as Ehre und Volk'? 



Baudrillard's description of the schizophrenic hyperreal is comparable to Dick's 

fictional examples of societies which are made up of the schizoidlandroid Baucirillard's 

suggestion that simulation is schizophrenk and therefore a psychosis does not have the 

laudatory ring that Deleuze and Guattari amibute to their own schizophrenia (Ecsfmy 27). 

He says, "Schizophrenic vertige of these senal signs, for which no counterfeit, no 

sublimation is possible, immanent in their repetition - who could say what the reality is that 

these signs simulate" (Simu/atiom 152)? He cdls simulation a 'Hades' in which it is no longer 

a place of torture but of raddly relativise. meaning (SimuIutiom 34). Here relativisation 

bears the echo of 'torture'. 

Further, Baudrillard daims that "They [these signs] no longer repress anything (which 

is why, if you will, simulation pushes us close to the sphere of psychosis)" (Simula~ions 152). 

These are not the words of someone who is pleased with the postmodem, conceived as it is 

here as a description of the contemporary. Nevertheles, Bauddard does not wish to return 

to a hierarchical world d e d  by an arïstocracy where authority is absolute and cornes from 

God. Baudrillard is in fact inclined to promote an acceleration of the hyperreal process in the 

hopes that this will lead to some kind of breal~through.'~ 

Marxism And Metavhvsics 

One occasionally gets the sense that Baudnllard is protesting too much and that by 

implication some sori of 'real world' must exïst for him. This is certainly the case with Dick. 

There is a real world for Dick. lt just so happens, however, that in his fiction we are almost 

never living in it. We are always at one remove from some ultimate and finally better and 

tmer reality, despite the fact that frequently each new world reveals a worse world 



undernath. 

Contemporary war for Baudrillard is always simulated, but this raises a question about 

Simuht;onr which may be hard to answer. If war is fake for us, is it fake for capital, ie., big 

business? Does the Gulf war or Vietnam count as a fake war if it is a real strategy for some 

people? Does it make sense to talk about the bourgeoisie and capital as realities in this 

context (as Baudnllard does)? Reality is therefore sirnulated by a real agent, Le., capitaiism. 

Much could be made of the Marxist themes as syrnbolised by the ants and the Yancc- 

men in Dick's The P e n u l / i ~ t e  T m h  In this story, the proletarian 'ants' support the li festyle 

of the stenle Yances by working in underground colonies wMe the Yances occupy much of 

the Earth, happily enjoying the luxury of land ownership. 

The Yances own leadies (robots) and wage wars against each other. They also spend a 

great deal of time rationaiking îheir situation In The P e d i m a t e  Tmh. the Yance-men lie 

to the ants by hiding the end of the nuclear war fiom them- This could certainly be read as a 

Marxist false consciousness. At the end of the novel, one workefs attitude to the conspiracy 

is contrasted with that of a particular Yance-man. The Yance-man seems to want to continue 

the fiction while the worker swears that he will not let the Yance-men lie to the workers 

again. 

Eric S. Rabkin clairns that Dick's "Electric Ant" (and androids generally) are symbolic 

of workers because "ants are also workers" ( 1 8 1 ). However, Dick is more unpredictable 

than Rabkin would have him be. 

For instance, in a short story called "The Defenders," on which Tire Penulrirnate Trurh 

was undoubtedl y baseà, the robots (called leadies) are actuall y in the place of the 

'bourgeoisie.' That is, androids are, ideologically at least, the Marxist middle class in the 



short story instead of k i n g  workers. Moreover, in the short story the leadies are genuinely 

protecting the 'workers' from thernselves. If the leaâies did mt protect them, these people 

who reall y are 'war mad' would devastate the Earth. 

In any case, DicKs Yance-men are closer to Medieval Kings (suggesting Feudalisrn) 

( 1 24), or privileged soviet cornimikt party members in The Pendfimare Trrcth, because the 

rneans of production are centraliseci (e-g. al1 the leadies are the property of Wes-km) (126). 

Yance-men acquire their status through land ownership ratber than by industry or capitalism. 

This is typical of DicKs ability to undermine any predictable translation of his fiction 

Rabkin, for one, seems quite m t e d  by what he sees as Dick's inability to 

acknowledge the economic basis of his own (Dick's) realities. He believes that Dick is blind 

to the economic forces that "strongly - albeit perhaps not completely - determine 

consciousness" (1 80). Rabkin's implication is that Dick is ignoring these factors and that he 

(Dick) is therefore not M-st enough in his fiction. This misses the point. Dick is not just 

un-Marxist; he is in many ways anti-Man& in his 

Baudrillard daims that simulation is so successful that it has begun to work against 

capitaI (Simularions 43). Capital in fact risks "vanishing in the play of signs". In Dick's 

novels, by contrast with BaudriIlard, capitalism appears to thrive in virtual environments. 

The more virtual, the better. 

In Dick's fie Simulama the situation was such that ultimately when al1 was revealed 

someone was benefitting from the charade, i.e, there was, in fact, a conspiracy. Similarly, in 

Baudrillard's case if the 'cause' (war) generates the desired 'effect' for capital, does it count as 

a second order simulation? 

Baudnltard seems to have anticipated the question to a certain eh-tent. In his discussion 
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of the Nixon scanda1 he d e s c n '  the way that certain revelations may act to confimi our 

faith in the 'reaInessf of the rest of reality, when in fact what remaîns is also fake. 

The scandal of a f&e war can serve the purpose of bolstering the 'reality' of future 

wars; or, to use another example, Nixon may have been a liar and a crook (just as the 

President is a puppet in Dick's The Simuhcru i ,e. a literal fake), but so were al i of the other 

politicians be fore him. Baudrillard describes scandais such as Watergate as an attempt to 

prove the r d  by the imaginary (Simulafionr 36). 

Does this attitude betray a lack of sophistication on Baudrillard's part? Must the world 

be either a complete fiaud or an ultimate reality, and are not al1 worlds made up of fictions at 

least in part? 1s Baudrillards cynicism not a kind of disappointed idealism? Paradoxically, 

the truth that there is no kruth,' is shll a 'tnrth' even a capital T Tnrth. 

In these situations, i-e., in political situations especially, it is not a matter of reai or 

fake, but a matter of degree and to what ends. This is not at al1 to imply that ends justify 

means, but rather to suggest that simulation is not inherently bad, just as it is not inherently 

subversive. 

Dick's fiction, especially his later fiction, seems less preoccupied than Baudrillard with 

capitalism. In fact, he is almost entirel y metaphysical in his approach. One gets the 

impression that simulated humans are a way For Dick to talk about soullessness and s/Goà: 

his simdated universes are also coloured by spiritual implications. His fiction, therefore, has 

specific religious connotations that have no analogue in either Baudrillard or Deleuze and 

Guattari. 

One must be cautious when amibuting sociologicai or Mmist theoretical implications 

to Dick's fiction. In fact, Dick would probably be dissatisfied with subjectivity as Deleuze or 



Deleuze and Guattari have outlined it For Dick, subject is not a feature of objecî, nor even a 

fold in object (Boudas, Gifles 100). Though inside is outside in many of his novels, this 

seems to be an aspect of a psychosis or even a metaphysical theme, rather than a matter of 

(Marxist?) weighting in favour of object rather than subject Moreover, Dick's subjects are in 

fact agents who affect objects in a way that is not açcounted for in the D e l e u ~ d G u a ~ a n  

hune. 

Obviously, Dick is not like anyone else, nor is he even Like himself rnuch of the time. 

However, certain aspects of hÏs fiction recur as characteristics or features of his thought 

overall. For instance, especially in his Gnostic mode, Dick is an esoteric thinker (as well as 

king in a sense an exoteric one), who does not tend to provide the kind of detail that would 

support the econornically based arguments on which to an extent Baudrillard's Simulations 

and Deleuze/Guattarils schizmnalysis are grounded 

The theorists tend to employ ecommic histones to contextualise slavery, subjection, 

and subject formation - in the case of Deleuze and Guattari the Surnarian/Akkadians (Anri- 

Oedipuv 208) or as an 'originaql moment in the liquidation of meaning in 8audriUard 

(Simuiu~ions 43). Ln Anti-Oedjp~, desire seems to take the place of the Marxist base, ie., 

everything moves by means of desiring production, as though desire as unconscious and 

therefore oppressedhepressed were a kind of proletariat and not an aspect of a proletariat. 

By contras& without rendering the economy irrelevant, Dick seems more interesteci in 

subjectivity than either Deleuze and Guattati or Baudrillard. In the end, his work is less an 

instantiation, and more an example of resistmce to the kinds of categorisations associated 

w i  th Deleuze and Guattari or the Baudrillardian theoretical approaches. 



Conclusion 

A reading of Dick through cultural and literary theorists is, in a way, a reading of these 

dieoristç through Dick. That is, a reading of Dick's texts through Baudrillard, McHale and 

Deleuze and Guattari r d s  as much about the postmodem (as iterated by Bauârillard), 

postmodemisrn (as delineated by McHale) and postsnucturalism (as expressed by Deleuze 

and Guattari) as it reveals about Dick It is also a reading of each theorist through the other 

theorists (For instance, from McHale's perspective Deleuze and Guattari's philosophy could 

be viewed as S.F. because of its schizophrenic ontological orientation). 

According to Lance Olsen in his arhcle "Cykrpunk And The Crisis Of Postmodemiîy" 

the "antipremises - ( t h e d v e s  a kind of premise)," on which posmiodemism is based are 

also themselves continually threatened by antipremises - a process he suggests might reflect 

bad reasoning or bad faith (146). Another way of putting this is to say that the schizophrenia 

of postmodernism may becorne a kind of orthodoxy which (since it is inttinsicdly 

unsysternatic) could threaten to undennine itself. 

There is also some overlap between the postmodemist and posistnicturalist fields in 

terms of the way these theories colour various features of the theoretid landscape. McHale 

alludes to this connection when he refers to John Barth's description of postmodemism. He 

cites John Barth as saying that postrnodernism is: "one foot always in the narrative past... and 

onc foot in, one might say, the f arisian structuralist present" ( C o m ~ r ~ i n g  27). 

The description suggests that like poststructuralism, postmodernism is a contested or 

amended structuralism. Boih postmodernism and postsmicturalism also enjoy a similar 

repertoire of concems havins to do with notions of subjectivity (Easterbrook 3 1 ; McHale, 



Cons~ructing 247) and in their negative view of paranoia/modenùsm. However, there are 

differences in the way that this comection between p o s ~ i i s m  and postmodernism 

expresses itsel f. For instance, McHaie is himsel f an inheritor of structuralism's negative view 

of paranoia and epistemology, d i l e  Baudrillard maintains a negative view of schizophrenia 

1 have tried to show that Dîck's descriptions of his schizoid Nazis make a union 

between his fiction and Deleuze and Guattan's Anti-Oedipal theory an awhvard, imperfect 

and misleading one. A reading of Dick that draws on this poststnicîuralism, such as the one 

made by Scott Durham, tends to gloss over the connection tbat Dick rnakes between fascism 

and a societal inability to desymbolise. The reading also impiies that Dick's fiction is less 

subject-oriented than it is. ' 
Beyond the link between fascism and schizophrenia that Dick maices, there are other 

featüres of Dick's fiction that are irrewncilable with Deleuze and Guattari. The conclusion 

that Angel Archer cornes to about Bill, i.e., that his ratiocination is limited to the concrete, is 

not a very meaningfuI one for Deleuze and Guttari, especially since it relies on a notion of 

medicalised pathology and a notion of psychology as science. 

From a certain perspective, Dick is an empiricia2 To say this is to say that Dick 

assumes the hvo categories (reaüabstract) as they exist experientialty or 'scientifically' before 

demonstrating that they are to be exchanged However, in Dick's defense, it is also poss~ile 

that Dick actually sees these categories as arbitrary or as fictions, but that as fictions he 

assumes that they are necessuy.' On the other hanci, since he was a Gnostic he probably 

believed that the material world was a sham. This would not be considered a particularly 

empiricai view .' 

There are moments when Dick and the poststnicturalists seem to agree. For instance, 
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literalised paranoia, that is, paranoia as object or quality of world, is schizophrenia for Dick 

Here, Dick and Deleuze and Guattari seem to meet because each sees objecti fied paranoia as 

fascist For Deleuze and Guattarî, it is because paranoia is fascist; for Dick, it is because 

schizophrenia is fwist. For instance, in Dick's view, McFeyffe*s communist paranaia in Eye 

In The S h  rnight be seen as fascist to the extent that it is realised paranoia. The Nazis' desire 

to iiterolise Volk and Ehre in The Man in The Hkh Cade is also obviously fascist. 

I f  the inability to desymbolise is both an indicator of schizophrenia/fascism and a 

characteristic of contemporary Arnerica, then Ametica, it couid be argued (and is argued in 

Chapter Three), is schizophrenic. Since Dick saw the impulse to concretise as fasçist, on îhis 

level Amerka is fascist also. The Man In The Hi& Cade is therefore about fascism in 

Amenca where the quality as embodied by the Nazis is schizophrenic, and anti-fascism as 

embodied by the Japanese is paranoid 

From a Baudrillardian perspective, America has k e n  fictionalised (or virtudised) and 

this feature undermines the distinction between real worlàs and fake ones for Americans. 

Baudrillard d e s c r i i  the contemporary as surreal in a way that destroys surreaIism as a 

movement Similady, Dick's fictions feature schizophrenia as an epidemic. In We Cm 

Build You "millions of Amencans" have it (209). 

Another postmodern view is Mciiale's. From McHale's point of view, postmodemist 

fiction is a genre that in s m e  cases derogates paranoia in its literary fonn. The 

postmodemist attitude therefore clashes with Dick's own view of paranoia 

A postmodemist reading of Dick may also gloss over Dick's emphasis on subjectivity. 

In addition, it implies that Dick is ontological in a way that precludes knowledge. However, 

Dick's religious interests (which began in the early fifiies and later developed into the 



Gnosticism that is seen in the Valis trilogy) tends to refute the condusion that he is anti- 

knowledge. 

On McHalels reading, the interpretive or scholarly critical mode is itsel f paranoid 

However, in a way this is selfdefeating If interpretation is paranoid, then McHalets books 

are also paranoid McHale's thesis begs the question: what is the point of writing a very good 

scholarly guide to posbnodemism which undermines itself by saying that interpretation 

(which is necessary for scholarship) is paranoid and should be avoided? Surely one could 

only write such a book once. AAerwards, one would have to wi te  books that exemplified 

(rather than explained) the fact that interpretation was mmt 

Dick is not a postmodemist in this sense, because he does not advance the cause of 

postmodernism. There is an element of pathotogy in the 'postmodem' for Dick as there is 

wirh BaudriNard (though it is probebly a diEerent element)? This is why. of the three 

theoretical sets of interests, Baudrillarci's 1s the closest to Dich .  From Dick's perspective 

though, both schools of cultural cnticisrn, i-e., as exemplified by Baudrillard's Simulations 

and by Deleuze and Guattari's Anti-Oedipus, are deterministic. Baudritlard is deterministic 

because of his ~an~sm"leeleuze and Guattari are deterministic because of the influence of 

Spinoza on their work. 

This is also one of the chief criticisms that may be advanced against Marxist S.F. 

critics. The Marxist readings of  Dick tend to be reductive. Eric S. Rabkin, for instance, 

wonders why Dick doesn't see how poverty has infomed his own fiction and why he does 

not admit thaf as Marx says, it is social existence that determines consciousness (Rabkin 

1 79). Thomas M. Disch, for his part, ignores Dick's anti-Marxist tendencies and refers to 

Dick's work as mostly of a "Marxist bent" (Disch 23). 



Some of the theoretical interpretations of Dick tend to obscure aspects nf his fiction 

rather than elucidate them. For instance, Peter Fitting sees culture as a form of ideology 

(Zfiik 45; Reuiity 108) and measures Dick's fiction in ternis of its status as an exarnple of that 

ideology. For Jarneson, DicKs fiction is a function of his (the authofs) class (Jakaitis 169). 

Al1 of these Marxist S.F. critiques are variations on the sarne old Marxist saw that 

consciousness (our thoughts and inner life) is determined unidirectionally by the social (or 

reai) world. This was a theme that Dick actively resisted. 

Jake Jakaitis notes that Dick was labelled a Marxist despite his protestations. Dick was 

not so much Marxist as he was opposed to totditarianism in al1 its fotms (Jakaitis 1 72). 

For Jakaitis however, a W s t  interptetation of Dick's work is not necessady inappropriate 

(1 69). Ultimately, however, Jakaitis ends by dismissing Dick as merely a guilty white liberal 

( 1 92). 

An exception to this trend in Dick criticism is George Slusser, whose view of DicKs 

subjects is better for our purposes than either the Deleuze/Guattarian, Baudnl lasdian or even 

the McHalian way of theorking subjectivity because Slussets view is closer to the way 

human subjects are actually depicted in Dick's fiction. His view aiso has the beneficial side 

effect that it explains why Dick presents us with so many generous view of paranoids and so 

many unkind portraits of schizo, schizoid and schizophrenic characters. Since many of Dic k's 

more benevolent characters are paranoids it seems unlikely that he saw them the way that 

McHale, Deleuze and Guattarï or Fynchon see them. 

Slusser quotes Emerson who echoes Dick's way of thinking about subjectivity: 

"Illusion, Temperament, Succession, Surface, Surprise, Reality, Subjectiveness ... 1 dare not 

assume to give them their order, but I name them as I find them in my way" (Slusser, H~stoty 



2 19). Within the shifiing context of Dick's schizophrenic S.F., paranoids stand out as 

sensible characters capable of making good choices and also capable of empathy . According 

to Slusser, paranoia is a 'vector if not of "love," at least of potential responsiveness' within 

contexts which are "active1 y devouring" (2 1 8). 

in his article "Dianoia/Paranoia", Neil Easterbrook outlines the potential for a 

connection between Dick's notions of subjectivity and his notion of authenticity (Easterbrook 

29). Citing Wait Whitman, Eastehrook also notes the connection between subjecbvity and 

authenticity through empathy. Whitman says: "1 do not ask how the wounded person feels, 1 

myself becorne the wounded person." 

In Dick's fiction there is a thought experiment concerning what type of people function 

best in worlds that fdl apart. It tums out that paranoids are the answer. Paranoids are what 

Warrick refers to as anti-heroic heroes. Tagomi who is at the centre of a conspiracy, Jae 

Chip the 'precog,' Gabriel Baines the 'pare,' and Rade Gumrn, the repeat contest wimer, are 

systematic, pattern detecting interpreters w)io live in worids that are unusually volatile. 

Despite the volatility of their respective worlds, they manage to perfom small feats 

that go unrecognised and are usually undermined by the indifferent go&. In many cases, the 

resulting story is a kind of dark comedy, To contest fate, to subvert the inevitable, or to flout 

tradition is what it means to be hurnan for Dick Blind obedience, fascism, and vanous other 

kinds of fatalism and spiritual death fall under ihe category of the inhuman. Humanity, not 

anti-fascism, is the goal. Anti-f&cism is merely a side e f k t  

On the orher hand not all of Dick's paranoids are benevolent. The supercornputer in 

Vulcan's Hamrner, Robert Childan in The Man In The Hi& Cade and Dr. Bluthgeld in Dr. 

Bloodmonev are not partïcularly good, notwithstanding their paranoid tendencies. To the 



extent that Dr. Bluthgeld is paranoid, he is symbolic of the hatefiil qualities that may be 

attributed to paranoia Robert Childan is a sycophant and the 'super' computer is self- 

defeating. 

Since Dick frequently mixes paranoid and schizophrenic traits, it would be difi cult to 

daim that Dick is totaIly positive about paranoia h e a d ,  he seems to see paranoia and 

schizophrenia as if they were two sides of a coin The paranoid side is usually empathic and 

the schizoid side of these characters is usuaIly creative. Gabriel Bains  in Clans Of The 

Alphane Moon, Dr. Bruno Bluthgeld in Dr. Bloodrnonev and Pris Frauenzimrner in We Can 

Build You are al1 descri'bed as both paranoid and schimphrenic. 

Nevertheles, Dick fiequently stresses paranoid subjectivity in his descriptions of 

authenticity: "The measure of a man is not his intelligence. It is not how high he rises in  the 

freak establishment The measure of a man is this: how swiffly c m  he react to another 

person's need? And how much of himself can he given (Our /=rien& 4 1 )? As was discussed 

in Chapters One and Two, the best exampies of people who give of themselves are paranoids 

such as Nobusuke Tagomi, Jeny Fabin and Gabriel Baines. 

On other occasions, authenticity is measured in terrns of wvÏlfÙlness, as in this 

description of Stuart in Dr Bloodmoney: "This man has somehow managed to preserve his 

viewpoint, his enthusiasm, through al1 that has happened - he is still planning cogitating, 

bullshitting ... nothing can or will stop him" (201 ). The quality of authenticity is almost never 

associateci with schizophrenia unless the point is to demonstrate the inhumanity of the human 

characters in relation to automated ones, e.g., the automated Abraham Lincoln in We Can 

Build You and Konrad Adenauer in The Simulacm 

Within the context of Dick's overdetemined schizoid landscapes, literalised 



schizophrenia is translated, arnong other things, into cybemetics. That is, Dick's androids 

and his schizoids share significant features. In novel alter novel Dick literdises 

schizophrenic quaiities to underline the inhummity that is present in them. This is because 

Dick pities his androids, although he does not like them. it is unlikely that he thought of 

them as ideal. 

There are two prominent exceptions, however, to Dick's negative portrayals of 

androids. The two first order (in Baudrillards sense) sirnulacra, Le., automata Abraham 

Lincoln and Konrad Adenauer (Der Aite), are more human than many of the characters 

around them. In both The SimuIacra and We Can Build You androids are a model humanity 

(SO to speak) compareci to the schizoid people in their vicini ty. In Konrad Adenauer's case i t 

is not much more than an intimation of humady though, since he is only a pqpet. 

However, Adenauer does lend his Puppet a whisper of integrity, if only by association In 

both novels, the androids make the humans look bad by imptying that the humans lack 

humanity. It is as if Dick is saying here that even an anâroid is more human than these 

humans. However, the measurïng stick is d l 1  humanity itself. 

Dick's first novel in order of composition is The Cosmic Pupmts which features a 

Zoroastrian iheme (Mackey 14). In a sense, ihen, Dick featured religious issues in his S.F., 

from his first novel to The Transmigration Of Timothy Archer (h4ackey 1 X), his last 

Sam Umland, unlïke Darko Suvin (2), Peter Fitting (Phil 1 3 1 ) and Scott Durham (1  981, 

sees religion and philosophy as central to Dick's work. Urniand's article on Dick's religious 

inierests concludes with sorne hopes conceming the fùture of Dick cnticism: 

1 hope that this chapter \Ml1 prompt a literary cnticism of Dick's entire corpus 

that more fully accounts for his philosophicai and religious obsessions, one that 



assumes that these obsessions are not late developments of his life (which they 

are not), or marginal in any definition of his fiction (they are not), but utterly 

essential to an understanding of it. (Umland 94) 

Umland's is arnong the points k i n g  argued in this thesis. To understand Dick, it is 

essential to understand his religious and philosophical concerns. Long before the Gnostic 

trilogy, there were Galactic Pot Healer. Lies Jnc., The Garne Players Of Titan, and me 
Cosmic Puppets. 

In Man In The Hieh Castle, the religion is Taoism, but it is a Taoism which is already 

inflected with a Gnodc expression of evil. in Do Androids Dream Of EIectric Sheep?, the 

religion is Mercerkm, and a great deal is made of the potential for empathy or charity in this 

religion. In fact the two themes that recur througtiout Dick's fiction, Le., empathy and the 

problem of the origin of evil in the world, are not well served by a totally secular reading of 

his fiction. 

For instance, Dick's Gnosticism is quite compatible with paranoia Knowing is 

evidently a crucial element in both Dick's fictional and his religious repertoire. An 

understanding of some of the basic elements of Gnosticisrn makes it clear that Dick is not 

anti-paranoid or ami-hmowledge. There is sin inherent in creation. From a Gnostic 

perspective, 'the fali' is creation, not eating of the tree of howledge. The original sin is 

committed by g/God- 

Coldness, both as a feature of the environmen t and as a feature of the persona! ity is 

associateci with evil. This is a Zoroastrian theme. Hel1 for Zoroastnans is cold. The 

prospect that reality may be hidden in perfect day is a familiar one for Gnostics. Both 

Z o r ~ ~ a n i s m  and Gnosticism make us suspicious of Christianity. These are some 
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examples of the aspects of Dick's fiction that may have had their origins in Dick's religious 

quests. 

Dick's inside-outness rnay a h  be an aspect of DicFs mysticism. Since Dick's flods 

are schimphrenic, the outside is literally the inside of the Gnosti-c @Gd's thoughis. The 

implied mirror in A Scanner Darkly, which in psychology is used to separate inside and 

outside, invites us to read Dick's fiction in a religious way. Meanwhile, the inverted quality 

of Dick's fiction also suggests Zoroastrïanisrn. 

There is schizophrenia inherent in writing fiction, just as there is paranoia inherent in 

interpreting it. The process of S.F. writing is especially schizophrenic because it involves 

making abstract ideas (things that do not exist) into realities in the fictional world of the 

novel. This should not be confused with DicKs view of fasçisrn. 

Where Dick's fascists take abstract concepts and make real people live up to them, the 

novelist takes abstract concepts and tests them on fictional characters. The novelist 

introduces new ideas into a fake reai world with fake people in it. Though the novelist 

sometimes tortures and kills his characters like some of the cruel gock in Dick's fiction do, 

she does not torture and ki!I them in real life. 

The point seems obvious, but people often react to words as though they were deeds. 

This is because in a way they are. Words, especially words in fiction, however, are not deeds 

in the sense that they may be taken literally. A novel is play. It is a kind ofjoke. Dick was 

evidently aware of this. The devil in Dick's Divine Invasion does not play (258)- The 

façcists and the schizoids do not joke. 

Dick's fiction invites discussions of virtuality and schizophrenia, life and death, desire 

and agency that are particularly appropriate for contemporary scholars. In view of the fact 
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that many of the new technologies such as cloning and organ replacement may extend life 

beyond the current normal li fe expectancy, life and death may take on new meanings. Hal f- 

1 ife or life in a coma may be the solution to the cabin fever that could certainly result fiom 

years aboard a space craff or it may be a solution to the problem of physical or bodily death 

(which Dick di fferentiates from death of the mind or spirit). 

Dick's fiction addresses itself to a number of contemporary problems. What is human 

in the age of artificiai intelligence? What is virtual in the age of cyberspace? What is 

identity in the age of cloning? Who am 1 if 1 can be in two places at once? What does it 

mean to be good or ew1 in a viriual world? These seem to be particularly pressing questions 

for hurnanity today. 



Notes To Introduction 

1 Dick was a proliflc S.F. wn'ter, who also wote mainsfream fiction He was bom in 

1928 in Chicago Iilinois. He grew up in Berkeley, California and spent most of bis life in 

California. He died in 1982 of a stroke at the age of fi@ three. Dick was rnamed five times 

and wrote more than sixty books. For more biographical ùifomation about Dick, please see 

Williams 3-1 1. 

' As is evident in these citations, and in otheis throughout the thesis, the uwmentary 

on Dick's work is phrased as sirnultaneously, or even pnmarily a commentary on the author 

hirnself, i.e., textual criticism merges with, or emerges as, biography and pçychoanalysis. 

This peculiarity may one day merit study on i t s  own 

3 David Golurnbia cites Durtiam's as an important critical view (83- 102). 

4 Durham's is not the only cntical view that suggests an association between Dick and 

poststructuralism- Neil Eastehrook and Emmanuel Jouanne are also among those who make 

this association. For more on the proposed association between Dick and poststnicturalist 

thought, see Easterbrook 20 and Jouanne 234. Philip K. Dick is also cited in McHale's 

Pmlmoderni'i~ fiction as an S.F. writer whose themes echo posûnodeniist fiction. For more 

on McHale's view of S.F. and postmodemist fiction, see McHale, Postmoclernist 64. On the 

other hand, to say that poststnicturalists and postmodemists have concems about subjectivity 

is not to say that those with concems about subjectivity are either poststructuralists or 

postmodernists. Dick could as easily or, in facf more easily be categorised as a Jungian or 

Freudian psychologist tt is not clear from Durham's article whether he rneans to make a 

stronger association with postmodemism or with poststructuraiisrn. He mentions 



postmodemism, but bis comments b u t  Dick are more in keeping with a poststnicturalist 

Frame, Le., with the extemalisation of subjectivity. For a more detailed view of his position, 

see Durham 1 89. 

5 Brian McHale, however, cites some of Pyachon's wo* such as Gravity's Roznbow, 

as poshodemist, i.e., ontological in orientation. This means that Pynchon may be a poor 

example of the rnainstream fiction that Robinson is discussing, since a reality breakdom 

in some of Pynchon's fiction may aiso be an expression of a quality of world. For more 

on McHaiets view of Pynchon, see Postmodernisf 25. 

6 Robinson's thesis also has some points of contact with Deleuze and Guattari's object 

orientedness in which aspects of libidinal ecxnomy are revealed to be aspects of plitical 

economy. Things that are usually elements of psychology becorne aspects of world in Dick. 

For more on tbis thesis, see Robinson 15- 16. Robuison's description of Dick's narrative 

strategy of a 'third person limited point of vied resembles Deleuze's description of indireci 

discourse. For Deleuze, however, all language is indirect discourse and "the translative 

movement proper to language is indirect discourse." For more on Deleuze's 'indirect 

disco urse,' see One Thowanû Plateuus 77. 

7 Kim Stanley Robinson's book The Novêls QfPhilÏp K. Dick, which does adrnittedly 

have same flaws, as Merritt Abrash has p in t ed  out, also has some very insightfid moments. 

Abrash outlines four areas where Robinson's book exhibits poor scholarship. One: factual 

errors. Two: Robinson's daim that Dick's short storîes are pencil studies to his novelistic 

oil paintings is a paor reason to exclude the shoa stories fiom his book on Dick. Three: 

Robinson's book, which clairns to be a full length survey of al1 of Dick's novels, is 

uneven in its treatment and gives short shrift to some of Dick's more important works. 

Four: there is a shortage of references to other Dick scholarship in Robinson's book. 



Though Abrash is criticd of Robinson, he a h  maintains that Robinson is an original 

and engaging writer. For a more detaiied view of Abrash's comments, see "Failure " 

1 23 and "In Response " 129. For a rebuttal of these cxïticisms, see also Sluçser, "Scholars " 

127 and Robinson, "Whose " 125. 

8 Surprïsuigly, Delany's definition of S.F- excludes 'psedo-gothic' literaîure with its 

'psychologicaVsubject~riente~ connotations such as Mary Shelley's Frankemtein, and dso 

excludes wtiat Delany caiis 'müaculous voyages' to rnagicai lands. This is a surprise 

because such texts are often included by others as examples of early S.F.. For instance, 

Bnan Aldiss includes Frankemein in his definition of what cunstitutes early S.F 

(Trillion 29). For more on the realisaîion of metaphor in S.F., see Delany 165. 

9 Few people ever mention Radio fiee A I b c n ~ h  as a part of this group of 

texts. Radio Free Albemth features many of the elements that are seen in Valis and 

could be a ciraft version of that novel, though it is not identical to it, Radio is more clearly an 

S.F. novel as opposed to biography. 
10 h a review of a Dick conference held in the Chateau de Morigny in France, in laie 

J une 1 986, Peter Fitti ng d e s c n i  Dick's popularity in France as reiaîed to the SC hizophrenic 

element of his fiction in the late '60s and his political themes of the late '50s. For more on 

this conference, see Fitting, "Phil " 13 1. 

I I  The manual cites the following factors as among the diagnostic cnteria for 

schizophrenia: Two or more of the following, each present for a significant portion of time 

during a 1 -month p e n d  (or l e s  if successfdly treated): (1) delusions, (2) hallucinations, 

(3) disorganised speech (e.g. m u e n t  derailment or incoherence), (4) gossly disorganized 

or catatonic behavior, (5) negative symptorns, Le., affêctive flattening, alogia, or avolition 

(2 85). Al so according to this standard medical textbook for psychological disorders, 



schizophrenia is characterised by sociaVoccupational dysfimction (that is, a distwbance in 

work or interpersonal relationships), as weil as a low standard of selfcare. 

Paranoid Schiwphrenia is defined as a type of schimphrenia in which "preoccupation with 

one or more delusions or fiequent auditory hallucinations," occurs but "disorganized 

speech., disorganized or catatonie behavior, or flat or inapprop"ate affect" do not occur 

(287). in "Paranoid Persondit. Disorder," there is a "pewasive distrust and suspicion of 

others such that their motives are interpreted as malevolent, begînning by eariy 

adulthood and ptesent in a variety of contexts." Four or more features may be found in 

a parcuioid personality, he or she "suspects without suficient basis, that others are 

exploiting, barmiog or deceiving him or her," the paranoid "is preoccupied with unjustiGed 

doubts about the loyalty or tnistworthiness of fiends or associates"; the paranoid "is 

reluctant to confide in others because of unwarranted fear that the information will be 

used mdiciously against him or ha"; and the paranoid may read "hidden demeaning or 

threatening meanings into benign remarks or events" (637638). The key words here 

seem to be mjustified cioubis, unwc~rranred fear and suspects wirhout s@cienl busis. 

" It is interesting to note in this context where a cornparison is k i n g  made behueen 

Deleuze and Guattan's attitudes to paranoidschizophrenia and those of Philip K. Dick, 

that Deleuze and Guattari are quite critical of Freud and Freud's characterisation of 

schizophrenia as akin to autism (23). Dick, like Freud and like the mainstream medical 

profession, also makes the association between flattened affectivity in autism and in 

schizophienia an explicit part of his fiction. In fact, he returns to this association fiequently 

as a key point in bis definition of schizoid and sctuzophrenic behaviour. 

13 For a more traditional view of paranoïa within the context of a predictive 

S.F. genre, see Burden 4 1 



Notes To Chapter One 

1 Deleuze and Guattari's Anti-Oedip is objective, i-e., sociologid (as Hayles notes in 

How We Becurne Pos~human. Cnticisrn that is grounded in Marxism (or psychoandytic 

Manrism such as Deleuze and Guattans Anfi-Oedïpuî) is quite dismissive of 'psychological' 

(this includes most mainstram Iiterary) interpretations of Dick's fiction (165). 

2 Defined in relation to each other, Freud is a subjectivist and Deleuze and Guattari are 

objectivists. Deleuze and Guattan are objectivists in the sense that they view the 

psychoIogicai as a feature of the social, ide., politicai and libidinal economy are identified and 

fantasy is always group fantasy. For more on Deleuze and Guattari's view of fantasy, see 

Anti-OedÏp 30. On the other ha@ this simplifies. For both Freud and Deleuze and 

Guattari there is an element of  psychology in the social and vice versa. Deleuze and Guattan 

in particuiar see no difference between subjectivity and objectivity. 

5 Dick's fiction sometimes r d l s  classic texts such as Dante's fie Inferno and 

Homets Odyssey. especially Chapter Xi of the Udyssey (The Book Of The Dead). In Dante's 

Inferno, the descent into Hel1 is a preliminary to a positive end Dante first descends into 

Hell, then nses through the levels of purgatory and limbo and eventually to paradise. 

4 
It is possible to read Dick a m  the grain. That is, it is possible to read Dick and 

dismiss his evident commitment to indeterminacy, to ignore his unlikeabie schizophrenics 

and to say that the point of Dick novels is in widermining the psychological aspects of 

literature. However, to do so is to risk appearing dogrnatic. Dick (the author) does not have 

to agree with the theoretical texts king applied to him, but the fiction itself should at least 



provide some firm examples that the theory has more than passing relevance to it. 

Ted Benton acbowledges that Gilles Deleuze sought to distance hirnself fhm the 

''New Philosophy ", the movement that Benton describes as an ana'-systematic, Marxist- 

derived theoretical rnovement (a sort of  non-system system) that oppsed power and order in 

the wake of the spontaneous strikes of May 1 %8. Benton lists B.H Levy, G. Lardrea y C. 

Jambet, A. Gluckrnann, J.M. Benoist and J. P. Dolie as among the group of New 

Philosophers'. However, Jacques Demida (the decon~tni~onist)  and Deleuze and Guattari 

are listed as philosophers wtio anticipated the break with i n s t i t u t i o n .  epistemology made 

by the New Philosophy'. Michel Foucault (a fellow poststnicturalist and author of Mudness 

And Civilisation) is a h  described by Benton as a richer more complex antecedect of 'New 

Philosophy' who is ambivalent towards Mancism. Deleuze and Guattari's anti-systematic 

Mancism in The AN i-Oedipus has many of the features that are problematic in the 'New 

Philosophy'- For more on Structural Marxisrn and its deconstruction of epistemology, see 

Benton 1 76-1 77. 

6 This is not a universally accepted premise. Many people continue to bel ieve that 

science, in fact, undemines dogma However, "Althusser, despite his familiarity with 

modem non-Mancist work in the philosophy of science, seems finally unable to break rrom 

the idea that scientific work is incompatible with the coexistence of diverse theoretical 

perspectives and the openness to revision of established theories." For more on the 

relationship between d o p a  and science, see Benton 233. What is at stake in this debate is 

a11 foms of knowledge (including non-scientific knowledge). The goal is the end of 



totditananism in ail its foms (Benton 188). The grounds on which howledge is 

undermined are that discourse is not representational. That is, words do not have any logical 

relationship to the things they descrii. Objects are therefore at least parûally comtituted by 

language. However, as Benton sees it, this is a spurïous argument which does not prove that 

reality is dependent on language (190). Ln any case, to speak of fascism, l ~ h t i o n  and 

paranoia and schizophrenia in a meaningful and coherent way and to underline this 

constellation with an argument about the way in which language may help to c o n s t i ~ e  

thought, also has its epistemological side, if by epistemology we mean that this sets up truîhs 

and is susceptiiie to dogrnatic renderings 

7 Dick was interested in existentid psychology as Anthony Wolk has suggested Dick's 

heroes make better examples of existentid hurnanists than of Marxist derived poststructural 

subjectivities because they are explicit agents. The lançuage paradign which decentres 

subjectivïty (because agents do not create language) is far fiom Dick's way of thinking. It is 

unlikely that Dick wodd have been persuaded by Levi-Strauss's (Structural) notion of a 

universal depth-gammar of the mind because it is too deterministic. Moreover, Dick's view 

of schizophrenia is &in to Freud's in that both identified schizophrenia with autism, h i l e  

Dick's schizophrenic, schizoid and schizotypai characters share with mainsiream psyc hology 

the qualities of affective flatte~ng, and confusion of abstraction with reality. For more 

information on the language paradign, see Benton 1 1 - 1 2. 

8 Paîricia Warrick's claim that Dick's doctors are repetitions tends to imply that al1 of 

Dick's dociors are the same, but if we compare Dr. Smile, the talking briefcase fiom The 



Tlzree Sfigmutu Of Palmer Eldrirch, with Dr. Bloodmoney, they are not similar. Dick was 

neither totaily positive, nor totally negative in his depictions of doctors. Dr. Stockstitl is 

relatively benevolent, and Dr. Stone is a kind of saint in Valis. For more on Dick's 

repztitions, see Warrick, Mid 20. 

3 CIans is not the only novel that shows paranoids behaving heroicaily. me Mon /n 

The High Cude,  A Scanner DurkIy, Mik and The Three Sîigntuta CyPufmer Eldrirch also 

feature some strang paranoid characters. Nobusuke Tagomi is the most noted paranoid hero 

(in me Mun ln The High Cade), but Joe Chip in U5ik and Jerry Fabin in A Scanner are aiso 

heroic and Leo Bdero attempts to rescue Baniey Mayerson in 77te ïïiree Sligmufa. 

Ironicall y, the most obvious example of an authorim-an or 'fascist' paranoid figure is Robert 

Childan in The Mun In The High Casde, who is seen by many critics as heroic. Dick is not 

always positive in his depictions of paranoids. However, there is a definite association 

behveen paranoia and heroism in his fiction 

1 O Umberto Rossi notes this pecuiiar relationship in Dick's Time Out QfJoint benveen 

words and things, but cornes to difEercnt conclusions about it (207). 

I I  David Wingrove refers to the world in Ubik as one in which "even the cieserving 

are.. .cnielly punished," (27). 

" In fie Mun In The High Catie Baynes says that the fascists are fascist because they 

"identi fy with God's power" (4 1 ). 

13 Ted Benton describes the shifi in argument in structural Mazxism from an 



epistemological justification for ideology to an ontological one as illustrateci by Louis 

Althusser in the statement: "kieology is not illusory for the reason we've given before; it's not 

iIlusion, it's not fdsity, because how can something which has eEects be false? lt may derive 

fiom forms of the imaginary but it is not false." Althusser adds that "it would be like saying a 

black pudding is false, or a stearn roller is false" (Benton, 1 86). Benton's response is that "one 

might usefully reflet that ideobgies, though d and having effects, cannot be eaten nor 

driven" ( 187). 

14 The "congregaîion of the dead," is a phrase borrowed fiom Melville to designate 

insanity. The descent into madness is a spiritual death that occurs even while the subject is 

still living. [t is a falling away from understanding. For more on insanity and spiritual death, 

see Melville 405. 

15 Emmanuel Jouanne also compares Dick to Deleuze and Guaîtarï: "This prmss of 

confusion [between fiction and non-fiction in Dick] which Dick pushes so far as to question 

the structures of hïs existence, corresponds perfectly to the 'detem torial isat ions' described by 

Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari in their K*. Pour Une Lirferclrure Mineure (1975)". 

Interestingly, Jouanne also excuses himself fiom elaborating on his daim saying: "This is 

not the place for an extended study of narrative economy in the divine tn'logy" (Jouanne 

234). 



Notes To Chapter Two 

I George Slusser describes this as a process of "undulaiion" between "cenier and 

circumference" (Hisrory 2 19). 

Dices fiction is Gnostic on two levels if we consider Robert GalbreaWs proposition 

that fantastic literature is already Gnostic (330). 

3 There are several paradoxes thai have to do with Dick's use of Gnosticism as a 

recurcing allegory. For instance, thou& Gnosticism does use the Christian Bible as a te* 

parts of that text, especiaily the Pauiine sections, were probably meant as an explicit rebuke 

directed mainly at Gnostics (Omens 67). According to Harold Bloom, Paul, a former 

Gnostic, bore an animosity towards angels in Gnostic texts as well (Omem 56). Indeed, 

kno~ing  in part' h m  1 Cor. wouici suggest a lack of gnosis if we read it with a Christian 

anti-Gnostic inflection, whereas "...then shall 1 know even as aiso 1 am knouq" suggests that 

gGod is outside not inside as it is in Gnosticism. The a h i o n  is to a future time in which we 

may see ourselves as others see us, i-e., from the outside, which is also presumably a 

description of dGod's howledge of us. That is, dGod's spark whïch is at the centre of 

Gnosticism is challenged as is knowledge of Ùiat spark. Howeve, Dick nevertheless uses 

these passages with special emphasis. Actuaily, it is not impossible to see these passages in 

context as part of a Gnostic perspective. In A Scanner DarWy, it Îs evident that Robert 

Arctor's personality is extinguished This is precipitated by a schizophrenic explosion of the 

self brought on by dmgs and overexposure (the pol ice install holo-scanners in his house). 

'bowing as alw I am known', ie., absolute objectivity, is rnarked by a description of 

spiritual death (death of the imer self). 



4 The "grasshopper lies heavy," is a phrase taken fiom Ecclesiastes. Ln the King James 

Version of the Bible, the passage is "Asa when they shall k &id of that whïch is hi& 

and fears shall be in the way, and the alrnond tree shall floitnsh, and the grasshopper shall be 

a burden, and desire shall fail: because man goeth to his long home, and the mournen go 

about the streets" (Eccles. 12.5). Solomon, who is said to have w-tten Ecclesiastes, makes 

an association between sadness (or emotional lowr) and wisdotn. Solomon says: "al1 is 

vanity," but we must not despair. Herman Melville, quoting h s  passage, includes the 

proviso: "there is a wisdom that is woe; but there is a woe that is madness" (405). 

5 Fascism, conceived broadly as includiug Stalinism, (Le. cunçeived in the way that 

Poststxucturalism conceives i t) is also associated with schizophrenia in The Captive Mind, 

Czeslaw Milosz's book on living in Poland under communism (22). 

6 The description of Dick's fascists also bears some resemblançe to ultra Stalinïst 

carnmunists (as they are descnbed by Czeslaw Milosz): "Only he, the observer, will see into 

the hture like a gd,  and know it to be hard, necessarily harâ, for such are the laws of 

History." This is the attitude of newly indoctrinated wnters in Communist PoIand (2 1 ). 

7 Under communism in Poland allegory and satire are expressly forbidden because 

satire and "allegory, by nature manifold in meaning, would trespass beyond the prescriptions 

of socialisi realism" ~ i l o s z  42). 

X 
The p e t  under Stalinism in Poland &tes frorn the perspective of the ideal citizen 

(Milosz 56). 



9 The expression I'he can't see the forest for the trees," is usualiy used to descnibe 

people who can't see the big picture. The fascists have the opposite prob1em. They can ody 

see the big picture- They can see the forest, but not the trees. 

10 Epistemology is also a word used to describe a branch of philosophy. However, 1 am 

using interpretation and episternology IooseIy here as synonyms to indicate meaning systerns 

because this is how McHale uses the terni 'epistemology'. It does not mean objective 

knowledge in this conte* 

11 One of the peçuliarities of McHale's construction of paranoia as epistemology is k t  

this construction does not differentiate between howledge and pseudo-knowledge. Al1 

specific ctaims to truth as well as ait systems of knowing are treated as though equal (equdly 

suspect). So while paranoia is uually viewed as a disease wherein someone has the fdse 

belief that others are out to get hem, in McHalets construction Baynes's belief that the Nazis 

are out to get him (where there is specific evidence to support it) and Childan's belief that the 

Japanese or the Jews are out to get him (where there is no evidence to support it) are equated. 

For a sampie ofchildan's paranoia about Jews see Dick, Mcrn 1 17. Paranoia is nomally 

contingent on a false belief, but in the anti-epistemological (or anti-paranoid) view, there 

ceases to be any distinction behveen tnie and fdse even in the sense of specific tmths. 

" Ted Benton uses the terni agnostic to describe the work of both Structural M-sm 

and Post-Stnictura1ism. The "pressure towards episternological relativism or agnosticisrn is 

present in Althusser's work itself," (Benton 180). 

" "Though L speak with the tongues of men and of angels," says Paul in 1 Corinhians, 



"and have not chan-ty, I am becurne as sounding brass or a tinkling cymbaln (1 Cor. 1 3.1 ). 

Charity in this context is fellow f'ling, agape as distinguished h m  eros, which is erotic 

love ( 1  Cor., notes 13.1). Charity is love or concem for one's neighbour. Empathy not pity, 

as Christopher Palmer suggests in On PMip K. Dick, is what seems to be at the centre of 

Dick's charitable acts (PaImer 268). Empathy is an intellectual or imaginative apprehension 

of anotheh condition or state of mind Or as Baynes says of Tagomi: "He [Tagomi] fireâ on 

my behalf." Tagomi puts himself in Baynes's shoes @ick, Man 200). 

14 This has some interesthg implicaîïons ifthe wtiole of society is 

autistic/schizophrenic. I f  ail of Amenca is schizophrenic (as Baudnllard daims in 

Simuiatiom), then relatively sane people with passable judgement are paranoids who have 

special mind reading abilities. In Dick's fiction, paranoids bank on their own version of 

human nature in a situation where that nature is not supposai to exist 

'' However, according to some, Juliana is "almost casual" about lalling Joe, whereas 

Nobusuke is filleci with remorse (Campbell 196). 



Notes To Chapter Three 

1 While it is true that Dick shares with DeledGuattari a tendency to turn psychology 

inside-out, as was suggested also by Scott Durham, the tendency in Dick to emphasise certain 

types of simulation is really more evocative of Baudnllard's theoretical matrices. 

This cornparison of the reai with the abstract could be considered a bit unusual, since 

' r d '  is usually contrastai with 'unreal' and '&tract' with 'concrete'- In Baudriliard's te- 

(like in Dick's texts) the real can usually be read as concrete and the abstract fiequently 

means the fake or simulaieci 

3 Scott Durham has noted that in Dick the aesthetic rnerges with the everyday (Durham 

190). It is one of the feahrres of Dick's simuiated worlds that they appear sumeal, caitoonish 

and hducinatory. This is similar to a description of  the hypeneai in Jean Baudn'llard's 

Simufutions, in that the hyperreal is a condition in which the everyday and the aesthetic are 

dready merged But according to Baudrillards definition, it is no longer possible to have a 

surrealist rnovement per se, because so much of existence is surreal already. In Baudillard's 

description of the contemporary, the everyday world aheady incorporates simulation as an 

aspect of itself and therefore the playfid exchange between the quotidian and the 'artistic' on 

which the Surreaiists themselves depended is lost (Simuiu~iom 1 47). 

4 For Deleuze, the situation is nearly reversed: The sïmulacrum is precisely that which 

is without resemblance to the onginal, as opposed to the copy which does not bear a 

resemblance. For instance, with respect to our difference fiom God, our sin makes us uito 

simulacra of Him not copies of Hirn (Logtc 257). 



5 Deleuze does not juxtapose r d  and abstract Rather han jwtaposing the reai and 

the abstract, Deleuze j uxtaposes the virtuat with the actual. The virtual is " r d  without being 

actual, ideal wïthout king  abstract; and symbolic without king fictional." The virtuai is 

structure, the actual is the expression of the virtuai as differenciation (which is local). 

Deleuze's construction diffm so markedly here in tems of terminology 6om both Dick and 

Baudriilard that he rnakes it difficult to compare his virtuai/actual with Dick and 

Baudrillard's discussion of reaVabstract (Dtflerence 208). 

6 'Salvation' [read entrance into the Paim Tree Garden], according to F. Scott Walters, 

is contingent on choice (Walters 23 1,233). 

7 Paranoïa as a paranormal ability or as heighteneâ agency bas no parallel in 

Simuhtions. By contrast, as is noted by Siusser (199-222) Dick sees heightened agency as 

paranoi a's savi ng grace. 

8 in his discussion of binary (the code which exemplifies for Baudrillard beinghot- 

beinç), the end of industnustnalisation and the beginning of digitality, BaudriIlad illustrates the 

transition from an industrial society to a hypeml society in the following way: "After the 

metaphysic of king and appearance, afler that of energy and determination, cornes that of 

indeteminacy and the code." The hyperreal is characterised by indetenninacy which is 

wfiere it denves its potential for fieedom. Ondzero, that is the question, becornes the first 

stcp towards ascii art and Windows TM (Simu/a/Ïonv 103)- 

9 Emmanuel's eternal moment betrays, at one and the same time, a lack of instanteneity 

and a total instanteneity. Dick's demonstration of divine tirne also resembles the Deleuzian 



description of 'Aion' fiom The Logrc OfSeme which is experienced as a series of vast and 

profound presents or as Dick puts it, accretional layers (Lugic 164). 

10 Counterfeit humans also m u r  in Dick's We Can Build You, The Simulacru and 

C~ounter-CIock World. Stanton Mick is a fake human in mik-  Some of the short stories also 

feature robots or fake humans, e.g. "The Impostor" or "Second Variety". 

11 A better example of an second order simulation of the Baudrillardian varïety, 

however, does occur in Llbik. The truth in mi&, finally, is that there is none. 

12 Michael Ortb makes an association between subjectivity, fascism, and 

libertarianism, which is convincing oniy if you accept the idea that authoritanan 

individualism is 'libertarian' in the first place. This is very loosely defined libertarianism', 

Le., it is l~ibertarianisrn which is essentially already authontarian and this makes it easy to 

equate i t with fascism (Orth 297,309). 

13 By con- the Iiberatory function of schkoanalysis is to disturb. The goal, for 

Deleuze and Guattari is anti-fascism rather than the overthrow of the government in the narne 

of the revolution (revolution c m  also be implicated in fascism). This is not to say thai 

Baudntlard is advocating revolution either, but disturbance and pathology play different roles 

in Deleuze and Guattan's construction- 

14 Dick was no Marxist In fact, antslrobots are associated with socialisrn in sorne of 

Dick's fiction (Dick, Robors 55). So, in a way, suggesting that he was unaware of the 

economic forces that may have detennined aspects of his life and his fiction Ïs a bit like 



telling a Jewish fnend that he should make himself more aware of Christ For a similar 

discussion of Jarneson's Marxist interpretation of Wyndharn Lewis, please see Foshay 1 8- 1 9. 



Notes To Conclusion 

1 Most postmodemist and poststructuralîst criticism is anti-subjective. Most views of 

the postmodem also include a description of the 'deconstruction' of subjectivity. A possible 

exception to this is Viviane Casimir whose view of contemporary culture is one in which 

subjectivity is making a retum (33342). 

2 The Althusserian critique of empincisrn seem to be based in part on a dislike for 

subjective explanations of history and for subjectivity in general (Benton 27). The structural 

cri tique of subjectivity is based on the assumption that human beings are not in control of 

language which precedes them and to a certain extent detennines their thoughts and their 

reality (Benton 1 2 ) .  However, language is only partially determinative of thought, and does 

not determine reality (Benton 190). The reason Althusser's conception of science does not 

seek to hisi@ itself with empirical evidence also has to do with its reliance on Gaston 

Bachelard's philosophy of science (Benton 24). Scientific theory is not seen as an attempt to 

account for data, but the technical realisation of scientific concepts. According to Althusser, 

ihere are no such things as raw data_ Ail &îa are the product of wncephiaIisation (Benton 

37). Ironically, the critique of empiricism cornes as part of an effort on part of Louis 

Althusser to esbblish Marxism as a science (as epistemology). This is ironic, because 

empirical evidence is a fundamental prerequisite for most science. 

3 If  Dick's only flaw is that he is an empiricist, this seems Like a relatively harmless 

flaw to have as a novelist, Le., for a writer of 'fiction'. One could argue that the category 

'fiction' must in fact assume a 'reality'. In that sense, it would not be possible to wite fiction 



at all, if the \Miter were not in some sense empirical in his thinking. 

4 For more on Gnosticism and the material world, see Gaibreath 33 1. 

5 For Dick the lack of empathy is the most path01ogical aspect of postmodern America, 

for Baudnllard, the lack of 'reality' is the most pathological. For Di& however, a lack of 

empathy is related to a confision of the a b c t  with the real. 

6 I am c o n f i g  my remarks about Baudrillard and Manàsm to BaudrÏilard's early 

texts. Ln Iater texts such as The Trmrprency WEvd his work loses its Marxist inflection 

and takes on a religious one. 
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